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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Statement of Problem,— This is a comparative study of the Problems
of Eighth and Twelfth Grade Pupils in the Lancaster Training High
School, Lancaster, South Carolina, for the school year 1950-1951.
Introductory Statement.— One of the persistent areas of concern for
teachers and administrators of schools as well as parents and workers
in youth organizations has been the question of what are the problems,
attitudes, and interests that are prevalent among and perplex young
people. This basic area of the total "psychologic climate" of youth
has been, in turn, approached from three fruitful angles, to wits (a)
what are the problems, attitudes, and interests characteristic of the
ege-range, denoted as Adolescencej (b) what are the differences between
the problems, attitudes, and interests of boys and girls in the throes
of Adolescences and, (c) what are the differences, if any, between youths
on the thresh-hold and in the early stages of adolescence and those
youths at the maturity or at the end of adolescenoe.
Again, various instruments have been devised to isolate and character
ize the various problems, attitudes, and interests as to origin, course,
central tendencies and variabilities both normally and abnormally mani
fested overtly and covertly in the social environment. It is obvious,
then, that any investigation of problems, attitudes, and interests of
youths must necessarily proceed the basic determination first of what
problems, attitudes, and interests are prevalent among young people.
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Therefore, the justification of this Comparative Study of the Problems
of Eighth and Twelfth Grade Pupils stems from the logical necessity of a
basic frame-of-reference, namely, the identification of the "problems"
existent among the youths being studied through this investigation.
Limitations of Study.— At this point it is deemed proper to set the
scope to this research, that is, to point out the determined limits of
the treatment of the data. This research on the comparative data on ths
"Problems" of the ©ighth and eleventh grade pupils of the Lancaster Train
ing High School Lancaster, South Carolina for the school year, 1950-1951,
will be confined to the immediate and basic task of "isolating" and
"identifying" the range of "problems" prevalent among adolescents on the
thresh-hold and at the end of Adolescence. This study has not been con
cerned with the causation of adolescent problems nor with the therapeu
tic techniques to be used in the treatment of adolescent problems.
Further, this research has been concerned with the implications for a
guidance procedure as indicated in the (a) prevalence, (b) difficulty,
and (o) pupil desire for counsel.
Purpose of Study.— The main purpose of this study has been to as-
oertain the differences, if any, in the prevalent problems of eighth
grade pupils as contrasted to the prevalent problems of eleventh grade
pupils as found in the Lancaster Training High School for the school
year of 1950-1951. The secondary purposes, but no less important, have
been to find the indicated answers to such specific corollary questionst
1. lhat problems do pupils indicate as most prevalent?
2. TOiat problems do pupils indicate as most difficult?
3. lhat problems do pupils indicate a desire for counseling help?
4. How do adolescent problems vary according to sex?
5. To what extent do pupils indicate decisions upon counselors?
6. To what extent do identified problems portray the tru© picture?
7. Hlhat are some of more persistent implications stemming from this
study whioh indicate the need for a guidance program in the
Lancaster Training High School?
Definition of Terms.— At this point it is pertinent to insert such
definitions of terms as will be necessary to a clear understanding of
the discussion of the data as the analysis and interpretation proceed.
Problem (general meaning); Any condition of imbalance in the
emotional, social, mental, and physical behavior patterns of the
individual, which causes him a consciousness of insufficiency, with
the consequent inadequacy to meet the demands of the social situa
tion.
Problem as used in this study refers to the items (characteriza
tion of specific problems) on Mooney's "High School Problem Check
list1* which were checked in three distinct ways by the students in
volved in this study. Specific Problem as used in this study re
fers to any one of the eleven "problem-area" of the cheek-list as*
1. Health and Physical Development
2. Finance, Living Conditions, and Employment
3. Social and Recreational Activities
4. Courtship, Sex, Marriage
5. Social-Psychological Relations
6. Personal-Psychological Relations
7. Morals and Religion
3. Home and Family
9. The Futures Vocational and Educational
10. Adjustment to Sohool Work
11. Curriculum and Teaching Procedures
Heeds The presence in insufficient amount or total absence of
a quality or condition in a person, thing, condition, or process,
which would giv© the quality or condition an adequacy of function
in achieving successful performance or status.
Guidances A form of systematic assistance (aside from regular
instruction) to pupils, students, or others, to help them aoquire
knowledge and wisdom, free of compulsion or prescription and cal
culated1 to develop personality stability of the individual, with the
ultimate schedule of the skill of self-direction.
Ross L. Mooney, Problem Check-List, Psychological Corporation,
Mew York, 1950.
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Interviews* A person-to-person relationship through which one
individual with needs and problems is helped to aehieve desired
goals*
2
Counseling8 The process of helping a pupil through interviews
and other individual relationships, to solve his problems and im
prove his planning.
Personalityt The sum total of all qualities that make the in
dividual attractive or repulsive to those about him in any social
situation.
School Situation.— The physical plant of the Lancaster Training
High School, Lancaster, South Carolina is composed of six buildings:
the main classroom building which is a two-story brick structure; the
home economics building which is a one-story frame structure with a
basement} the shop building which is a one-story concrete building! the
lunchroom building which is a one-story frame structure} the gymnasium
which is a brick structure} and the library building which is a frame
structure. In the main building there are fifteen classrooms, two
teachers' restrooms, lavatories for the boys and the girls. This
building, also, contains an auditorium with a seating capacity of 800.
The school site, of approximately one acre, does not offer any ade
quate playground space because the six buildings just about utilize all
of the available space.
The enrollment of the school for the year of 1950-1951 was approxi
mately one thousand and fifty-two pupils in regular attendance.
There were forty-four teachers on the staff of the school, five of
whom hold the Bachelor's degree, and some who have the Master's degree.
In the high school department there are four teachers holding the Master's





degree* seven with the Bachelor's degree, and one who is pursuing th®
Master's degree. The professional degrees held by the teachers in th@
elementary school department are as follows: one with the Master's degree,
two doing graduate work beyond the Bachelor's degree, and six not doing
graduate work. There is only one teacher without a degre© of any kind.
Building plans in the immediate future call for additional buildings
to be erected on a three-acre sits located on the Sast side of the city of
Lancaster*
Source of Data.— The sources of the data for this study of adolescent
problems were the responses of fifty eighth grade and fifty twelfth
grade pupils to the items on Mooney's Checklist* of the "problem-areas"
of Health and Physical Development; Finance, Living Conditions, and
Employment; Social and Recreational Activities} Courtship, Sex, Marriage,
Social-Psychology Relations; Personal-Psychological Relations; Morals
and Religion; Home and Family; The Futures Vocational and Educational;
Adjustment to School Work; Curriculum and Teaching Proceduress and "Yes"
and nno" responses to the questions:
(a) Do you feel that the items you have marked on the list
give a well-rounded picture of your problems?
(b) Would you like to have more chances in school to write
out, think about, and discuss matters of personal
concern to you?
(c) If you had the chance, would you like to talk to someone
about some of the problems you have marked on the listf
(d) If so, do you have any particular person(s) in mind with
whom you would like to talk?
Method of Research.— The Normative-Survey Method of Research with the
specific techniques of Tables and their accompanying frequencies and
Ross L. Mooney, High School Problem Check-List (1950 edition),
Psychological Corporation, New York, 1950.
percents was used to gather the pertinent data for this study*
Method of Procedure*-- The data for this study was secured through
the use of the Mooney's "High School Problem Check-List," (1950 edition),
which was administered to the one hundred (fifty in each group) eighth
and twelfth grade pupils of the Lancaster Training High School, Lancas
ter, South Carolina for the year 1950-1951. k copy of the Cheek-List
is to be found in the Appendix. Originally, this Check-List by Mooney
urns constructed and validated upon 5000 items concerned with adolescent
behavior, and published as the 1941 edition. The present 1950 edition
of the Check-List is a careful revision and refinement of the 1941 edi
tion as suggested by the cumulative data and their interpretation of a
decade of research use of the instrument*
On March 20, 1951, the Mooney Check-List was administered to fifty
eighth grade boys and girls and to fifty twelfth grade boys and girls
during a testing period which had been arranged for the purpose* The
response-time for filling out the Cheek-List was approximately one hour
and three quarters which started at 9:45 a.m. and ended at 11:30 a.m.
The students responded to the items on the Check-List in the four fol
lowing ways:
1. Bach of the problems troubling the pupil was underscored.
2. Each of the most difficult problem of the pupil was
eirelad (l)
3. Each problem for which the pupil desired counseling was
cheeked (X)
4* Yes and Mo responses were mads to four questions concerned
with an overall picture of the problem situtations of pupils.
Ross L. Mooney, High School Problem Cheek-List (1950 edition),
Psychological Corporation, New York, 1950.
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Characteristics of the Check-List.— The Mooney's Check-List used
in this study is made up as followss
1. There are eleven major areas of "problems" or behavior ac
tivities, with each "problem-area" items arranged in series
of five items grouped horizontally across the page. There
is an identifying symbol for each area in the margin of
the page.
2. Bach of the eleven major "problem-areas" has thirty specific
items which are, in turn, arranged in groups of five items
for each column, with six blocks of five items arranged in
horizontal rows across the page of the form.
3. There are four overall questions calling for responses as
to the adequacy of the items, desire for counseling serviee,
and preferences for counselors.
4. The form is a 8f x 11 triple-folded sheet, the face of which
calls for the usual identifying data of name, age, grade,
etc, and directions for responding to the items.
The Check-List is easily administered} and the responses to the items
thereon are made with a minimum of confusion and consequent mistakes
in student checking of the items that characterize his or her problems.
The details connected with the purchase, administration, and tabula
tion of the responses made on the on© hundred eheck-list forms were
carried out by the writer.
The setting up of the Tables, together with the computation of -fee
necessary statistical measures, such as: frequencies and per cents of
item-responses to be found throughout this study were drawn and made by
the investigator. Each computation was double checked as a precaution
against possible errors in the results obtained*
Related Literature«— Hollingshead , made an interesting study in
which the religious problems of adolescents were investigated. The
Augist B. Hollingshead, Elmtown's Youth (lew York, 1949), p. 246.
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instrument used was the Mooney Problem Check-List, High School form.
The check list was administered to 383 students. From this number 26
per cent did not check a single item in the religious and moral problem
area; 55 per cent checked 1 to 4 items, 14 per cent checked from 5 to 9
and 5 per cent checked 10 or more. The results from this survey indicated
that to most students the church is a community facility, like the
school, the drug store, or the bowling alley, Pew young people are con
cerned with religious questions or problems.
Chun*, attempted to find out what were the personal problems of 2,697
McKinley High School students in Honolulu, Hawaii. This survey revealed
the following problems as most frequent; "Trouble with math", 33 per
cent; "Worry about grades", 29 per cent; "Difficulty with oral reports",
29 per cent; "Wonder what I'll be like ten years from now", 28 per cent;
"Hot getting studies on time", 24 per cent; "Shyness", 24 per cent;
"Pleasing personality", 28 per cent; "Not enough time on studies", 23
per cent; "Want to earn money of my own", 23 per cent. Chun concluded
that the bulk of the problems of this high school's adolescents were
concentrated on, adjustment to school work, personal psychological rela
tions, health and physioal development, future: vocational and education
al. This survey revealed the same results as similar studies in the
United States.
One hundred and sixty-four students in the Vocational High School
of Griffin, Georgia were used in a study concerning the problems of youth.
Dai Ho Chun, A Study of the Personal Problems of McKinley High School
Students in Honolulu, Hawaii. Published Ph.D. Thesis, School of Education,
Ohio State University, 1946, p. 146.
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From this survey Mollette1 found that the major problem areas with which
these students had concern were: "Adjustments to school work?1, "Social
and Recreational activities", "Finances", and "Living Conditions", and
"Curriculum procedures". These students had fewer problems concerning
"Morals and religion" than in other areas. Of the five most persistent
problems in each problem area eighty per cent was the highest number
common to both boys and girls* Molette recommends that the courses
of study and the activities offered by the Vocational High School be
checked against these personal problems of the students, to see if ade
quate assistance is provided in solving these problems.
Hurlock2 refers to a study made by Marsh in 1942. The Mooney Problem
Check-List of two hundred and eighty items were used representing wor
ries, problems, or difficulties. Marsh studied the worries of college
women. Worries with regard to personality, academic, and.social prob
lems proved to be the most frequent? with 52.5 per oent of all problems
checked falling into these areas. The highest proportion of freshmen
worried about the following specific items: "Not being as successful in
their work as they would like to be", 94.00 per cent and 89.00 per cent
men and women respectively: "hurting other people's feelings", 85.00 per
cent for both men and women respectively; "The impression they make on
others", 76.00 per oent and 84.00 per cent men and women respectively;
"Not working hard enough", 80.00 per cent and 76.00 per cent men and
women respectively. The data represented suggests that to college
j
Lemuel Scott Molette, The Problems of High School Students in the
Vocational High School", Griffin, Georgia. Unpublished M.A. Thesis,
School of Education, Atlarfa University, 1945, pp. 72-73.
2Blizabeth B. Hurlock, Adolescent Development (New York, 1949) p. 130,
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freshman the major cause for worry is the possibility of inadequacy in
their work and in their social relationships.
Outland1, found soms interesting data on problems of elementary school
children by using the Junior High School form of the Mooney Problem
Check-List with 124 items. This study was made on 650 students with ages
ranging from 10-13 in the fifth end six grades. "Afraid of making mis
takes", was marked by 35.00 per cent of the students. This topped the
list of problems followed by "Trying to break a bad habit," 30.6
per centj "Trouble with math", 30.00 per cent. These students marked
12.87 per cent of items in the area of "School Problems" and 11.36 per
cent in Psychological Self. Only 4.69 per cent of the problems in the
area of "Home and family", were similarly marked. Outland concluded
that the data from this study was similar to data collected in other
related studies. Boys have more worries than girls concerning school
problems, finances, and moral and religious problems. He found that all
children on this grade level do hav9 worries but few are concerned with
sex problems.
Young2, states that in our complex world there ara many standards of
behavior to which the adolascent may be exposed. These alternative choices
furnished by our culture tend to confuse the adolescent. Many of our
problems arise not only from the expectancy of conflict and disturbances
during adolescence but from the exposure of the youth of both sexes to a
variety of values of conduct from which they may and -must choose.
Richard W. Outland, "Worry—A Common Problem of Elementary School
Children", Unpublished M.A. Thesis, School of Education, Ohio State
University, 1942, p. 2.
2Kimball Young, Pe££OHiajLity_and_Problems of Adjustment (Mew York,
1947), p. 410.
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Mooney1 states that students appreciate an opportunity to express
their problems in writing and they further ask for personal help with
their problems. He believes that girls and boys are fully aware of their
personal problems. Students' problems have been recognized for some time
as of vital importance and therefore should be considered in the con
struction of school program.
During the year of 1941 2,000 high school students in 32 high schools
were used in a study in the states of California, Nebraska, Virginia,
and Pennsylvania. This study was concerned with the needs of youth.
Fifteen problem areas were included. Doane* found that the problem
area of greatest concern to the students were those of vocational choice
and placement. Eighty-four per cent were concerned about how to find a
job. The problem of sex and marriage ranked high with both boys and girls.
Doane found that his study was in agreement with similar studies.
A survey was made on the needs of children in the State of Maryland
by Bell3. The opinions of 13,000 individuals between the ages of 16-24
were obtained through personal interviews. Bell found that youth had
many problems and that they were willing to express them. The major prob
lem areas of concern were: "Employment™, "Marriage", "Friendship", and
"Leisure Time".
Cole4, states that the Modern High School is a socialized place in
Ross L. Mooney, "Exploratory Research on Students Problems". Journal
of Educational Researoh XXXVII (November, 1943), pp. 223-224.
2Donald C. Doane, The Needs of Youth (New York, 1943) p. 15.
3Howard M. Bell, Youth Tells His Story (Yfash., D.C., 1937), p. 9.
4Louella Cole, Psychology of Adolescence (New York, 1942) p. 264.
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which there is a great opportunity for boys and girls to develop their
own social interests. No other problems seem to be as serious to ado
lescents as the establishment of themselves in their society.
According to King*, who made a study on the problems and interests
of ninth grade high school students, girls show a greater concern in the
areas of: "Haalth and Physical Development" ; "Courtship", "Sex", and
"Marriage"; "Social Psychological Relations11; and "Home and Family".
These girls also showed a desire for counsel in areas ofs "Personal-
Psychological Relations"; "The Future: Vocational and Educational";
and "Curriculum Procedures". King concluded that from this data these
ninth grade students were ooncerned witti the- over-all problems that deal
with emotional stability, personal freedom, wholesome family, and friend
ly relationships. It is apparent from the responses that the advisory
and guidance services of The Athens High School are not adequately meeting
the challenge of youthful living.
An experiment was conducted by the Central Stabe Teaoher's College,
Mt. Pleasant, Michigan, concerning the functional needs of youth. The
main purpose for such an experiment was to attempt to build a college
curriculum on the basis of the students1 problems. The personal problems
of the college students were investigated during their first few weeks in
college. On the basis of these problems, the students selected courses
that were beneficial in solving their problems.
This study showed that when courses of study are planned in terms of
Elizabeth G. King, "A Study of the Problems and Interests of the
KTinth Grade Class of the Athens High and Industrial School of Athens,
Georgia". Unpublished M.A. Thesis, School of Education, Atlanta, Uni
versity, 1949, pp. 111-112.
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personal problems of the students, learning is more rapid.
In organizing the secondary school curriculum, the Progressive
Education Association approached this situation with student problems.
This committee set up a study concerning adolescence as a basis for their
work. From this study they gained information on the interests, problems,
and concerns of youth. This study points a way to the reorganization
of secondary school curriculum with emphasis on problems of youth.
Value of Study.-- The possible fruitful values of this study will
be:
1. To determine the extent to which the Mooney Problem Check-
List can be used to isolate the problems of Negro high
school pupils in the Lancaster Training High School.
2. To determine what problems are most frequent among Negro
pupils in this school.
3. To determine what problems are considered most difficult
among these Negro high school pupils.
4. To determine what problems these Negro high school pupils
consider serious enough to them as to prompt them to seek
counsel and guidance in solving them.
5. Further, the study should have value in indicating the areas
of guidance most pertinent to these Negro adolescents, in
particular, and, perhaps, to Negro adolescents, in general.
In short, the value of this study will be the extent to which its
findings are to be used in providing the proper approaches to the solu
tion of the persistent problems of Negro girls and boys in our schools.
1
K. L. Heaton and G.R. Koopman, A College Curriculum Based on
Functional Needs of Students. (Chicago, 1936) p. 20.
2
Commission on Secondary School Curriculum, Science and General
Education. (New York, 1938) p. 31
CHAPTER II
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA
Organization for Treatment of Data.— The Mooney Check-List used
to secure the data for this study suggests the organization and treatment
of the factual material revealed thereon. Therefore, in Chapter II,
the presentation, analysis, and interpretation of the data on the "prob
lems'* of the one hundred eighth and twelfth grade pupils in the Lan
caster Training High School, Lancaster, South Carolina, will follow
the pattern below:
A. The "Yes" and "No" responses to each of the four overall
questions below will be treated Tables and statistics:
1. Do you feel that the items you have marked on the
list give a well-rounded picture of your problems?
2. Would you like to have more chances ia school to write
out, think about, and discuss matters of personal
concern to you?
3. If you had the chance, would you like to talk to someone
about some of the problems you have marked on the list?
4. If so, do you have any particular person(s) in mind
with whom you would like to talk?
B. Each of the eleven areas of problems below will be compre
hensively treated:
1. Health and Physical Development
2. Finances, Living Conditions, and Employment
3. Social and Recreational Activities
4. Courtship, Sex, Marriage
5. Social-Psychological Relations
6. Personal-Psychological Relations
7. Morals and Religion
8. Home and Family
9. The Futures Vocational and Educational
10. Adjustment to School Work
11. Curriculum and Teaching Procedures.
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C. The responses to each of th© thirty items which comprise
the pattern of each of the eleven major categories of
problems will be isolated and identified in the following
manners
1. The problems troubling the students.
2. The problems being most difficult to the students
3. Tha problems with which the students desire counsel.
D. Tables and statistical measures will be centered around
these major areas and specific types of responses as
found on the Check-list forms.
The summation of the findings of this study, together with whatever
>
valid conclusions, implications, and recommendations stemming therefrom
will be presented — apart —■ in Chapter III.
The appendix holds the Check-list Form, and Contact letters used
in the progress of the study.
Significant Questions of Pertinence
Besides the eleven problem-areas, each with thirty specific items
designed to characterize the problems of adolescents, the Mooney Check-
List has four overall quostions that seek pupil reaction as to the ade
quacy of the Check-List items in identifying pupil problems, the desir©
of pupils for opportunity to talk over problems of personal concern to
them, th© desire of pupils for counseling assistance in facing their prob
lems, and Pupils' preferences for personal counselors. These four questions
are to be responded to by "Yes" and "Mo" responses, together with provision
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for "write-in" comments relevant to the respective question. The immediate
discussion to follow will not ba concerned with the "write-in-comments"
responses to the pupils, but will be an analysis of the "Yes" and "No"
responses of the pupils to the four questions as presented in Tables 1
through 4, below.
Adequacy of Check-List Coverage.— The one hundred pupils in the
groups, eighth and twelfth grades, responded to the question: "Do you
feel that the items you have marked on the list give a well-rounded pic
ture of your problems," with "Yes" and "No" responses as shown in Table
1, below.
TABLE 1
DISTRIBUTION OF THE RESPONSES OF ONE HUNDRED EI3HTH AND TWELFTH GRADE
FTPILS OF THE LANCASTER TRAINING HIGH SCHOOL TO THE QUESTION: "DO
YOU FEEL THAT THE ITEMS YOU HAVE MARKED GIVE A WELL-ROUNDED














































































Eighth grade.— The data on the adequacy of the check-list of the
fifty eighth grade pupils as shown in Table 1, reveal that twenty-one,
or 84.00 per cent of the boys ohecked nyes"i whereas, four, or 16.00 per
cent of the boys checked "no". Twenty-one, or 84.00 per cent of the girls
checked "yes", whereas, none of the girls checked "no", with four, or
16.00 per cent did not respond to the item of adequacy.
Twelfth Grade.-- The data on the adequacy of the check-list of the
fifty twelfth grade pupils as shown in Table 1, reveal that twenty-three,
or 92.00 per cent of the boys checked "yes", whereas none of the boys
checked "no", with two, or 8.00 per cent did not respond to the item of
adequacy. Twenty-two, or 88.00 per cent of the girls checked "yes", none
of the girls checked "no", with three, or 12.00 per cent of the girls
not responding to the item of adequacy.
Comparative Data.— The data from Table 1, reveal that the estimate
of the adequacy of the Mooney Problem Check-List by the pupils of the
two groups (eighth and twelfth grades) was marked by a difference of
three, or 6.00 per cent of "yes" responses between the total of 45, or
90.00 per cent for the twelfth grade group in contrast to the total of
42, or 84.00 per cent for the eighth grade group. Again, there was a
difference of 6, or 12.00 per cent of "yes" responses between the total
of 23, or 92.00 per cent for the twelfth grade boys in oontrast to the
total of 21, or 84.00 per cent for the boys of the eighth grade. Further,
there was a difference of one or 4.00 per cent of "yes" responses between
the total of twenty-two, or 88.00 per cent for the twelfth grade girls in
contrast to the total of twenty-one, or 84.00 per cent for the eighth
grade girls. None of the twelfth grade pupils checked "no" responses,
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and there were five, or 10.00 per cent who overlooked or were indifferent
to the item on the check-list. In the eighth grade group, none of the
girls ohecked "no" responses, and four, or 16.00 per cent of the boys
checked "no" on the item.
The difference of the totals of 6.00 per cent between the eighth and
twelfth grade groups, of 8.00 per cent between the eighth and twelfth
grade boys, and of 4.00 per oent between the eighth and twelfth grade
girls would not appear to be significant difference between the eighth
and twelfth grade pupils in their reactions to the adequacy of the
Mooney Check-List to give a well-rounded picture of their problems. More
over, the boys and girls of the eighth grade group were in accord in their
estimate of the adequacy of the check-list, with 84.00 per cent "yes"
response each, whereas, there was only a four per cent difference of
"yes" responses between the twelfth grade boys and girls, and in favor
of the boys. Lastly, Table 1, reveals that the older pupils of the
twelfth grade felt a greater degree of adequacy in the Mooney Check-List
as indicated by a difference of 6.00 per cent in favor of the twelfth
grade group.
Opportunity to Talk Over Personal Problems.— The one hundred pupils
in the groups: eighth and twelfth grades, responded to the question:
"Would you like to have more chances in school to write out, think about,
and discuss matters of personal concern to you," with "Yes" and "No"
responses as shown in Table 2.
Eighth Orade.— The data on the desire of pupils to discuss their
personal problems as indicated on the check-list by the fifty eighth
grade pupils is shown in Table 2, reveal twenty, or 80.00 per cent of
the boys checked "yes", whereas, three, or 12.00 per cent of the boys
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checked "no11, with two, or 8.00 per cent not responding to the item.
Nineteen, or 78.00 per cent of the girls checked "yes", whereas, three,
or 12.00 per cent of the girls checked "no", with three, or 12.00 per cent
not responding to the item.
Twelfth Grade.— The data on the desire of pupils to discuss their
personal problems as indicated on the check-list by the fifty twelfth
grade pupils is shown in Table 2, reveal that twenty, or 80.00 per cent of
the boys checked "yes", whereas four, or 16.00 per cent of the boys
checked "no", with one, or 4,00 per cent not answering the item.
TABLE 2
DISTRIBUTION OF THE RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION: "YtFOULD YOU LIKE TO
HAVE MORE CHANCES IN SCHOOL TO WRITS-OUT, THINK ABOUT, AND












































































Twenty, or 80.00 per cent of the girls checked yes, whereas, none of
the girls checked "no," with five, or 20.00 per cent of these girls not
responding to the item on the desirability of chance to discuss problems.
Comparative Data.— The data from Tabe 2, reveal that the responses
on the question of the desire of chance to discuss problems of personal
20
matters indicated that there was between the two groups (eighth and
twelfth grades) only a one or two point difference of responses as fol
lows s total of 39, or 78.00 per cent for the eighth grade against 40, or
80.00 per oent for the twelfth grade on "yes" responses} total of 6, or
12.00 per cent for the eighth grade against 4, or 8.00 per cent for the
twelfth grade on "no" responses; and five, or 10.00 per oent for the eighth
grade against 6, or 12.00 per oent for the twelfth grade on "blank" re
sponses. Again, there was no difference between the eighth and twelfth
grades for each showed 20, or 80.00 per cent "yes" responses for the
boys of the two groups. There was a difference of one, or 4.00 per oent
of "yes" responses between the total of three, of 12.00 per cent for the
eighth grade and four, or 16.00 per cent for the twelfth grade for the boys
of the two groups. And, a difference of one, or 4.00 per cent between
two, or 8.00 per cent and one, or four per cent of "blank" responses for
the eighth and twelfth grade boys, respectively. Further, there was only
one, or 4.00 per cent difference between the 19, or 76.00 per cent of the
eighth grade girls in contrast to the 20, 80.00 per cent of the twelfth
grade girls in "yes" responses. The eighth grade girls indicated 3, or
12.00 per cents "no" responses, whereas, the twelfth girls indicated none.
The girls of the eighth grade showed 3, or 12.00 per cent "blank" respon
ses, whereas, the twelfth grade girls showed five, or 20.00 "blank" re
sponses on the item.
Lastly, Table 2, indicates that the boys and girls for both grades
possessed a marked similarity of th® desire for chances to discuss matters
of personal concern to them; and that between boys and girls of the
respective class groups that was the same marked similarity of the desire
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for more opportunities to discuss, write-out, end think about those
matters of personal concern to them. And, there was e slightly two par
cent difference in this desire in favor of the older twelfth grade group.
Desire for Counseling with Someone.— The one hundred pupils in the
groups! eighth and twelfth grades, responded to the question: "If you
had the chance, would you like to talk with someone about some of the
problems you have marked on the list?," with "Yes" and "No" responses as
shown in Table 3.
Eighth Grade.— The data on the desire of pupils to talk with someone
about *heir problems as indicated on the check-list by the fifty eighth
grade pupils as shown in Table 3, reveal that thirteen or 52.00 per cent
of the boys checked "yes", whereas, two or 8.00 per cent of the boys
checked "no", with ten, or 40.00 per cent not responding to the item,
TABLE 3
DISTRIBUTION OF THE RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION: "IP YOU HAD THE CHANCE,
WOULD YOU LIKE TO TALK IITH SOMEONE ABOUT SOME OF THE PROBLEMS













































































Twenty-one, or 84.00 per cent of the girls cheeked "yes", whereas one,
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or 4.00 per cent of the girls checked "no", with three, or 12.00 per cent
not responding to the item.
Twelfth Grade.-- The data on the desire of pupils to talk with someone
about their problems as indicated on the check-list by the fifty twelfth
grade pupils as shown in Table 3, reveal that nineteen or 76.00 per cent
of the boys checked "yes", whereas, two* or 8.00 per cent of the boys
checked "no", with four, or 16.00 per cent not responding to the item.
Twenty-four, or 96.00 per cent of the girls checked "yes", whereas, none
of the girls checked "no", with only one, or four per cent of the girls
did not respond to the item.
Comparative Data.— The data from Table 3, reveal that the responses
to the question of the desire for counseling assistance on the Wooney
Problem Check-List by the pupils of the two groups (eighth and twelfth
grades) indicated that there is a significant difference between the two
groups as follows: there was a difference of 9, or 18.00 per cent in the
total of 34, or 68.00 per cent for the eighth grade against 43, or 86.00
per cent for the twelfth grade on "yes" responses; a difference of one, or
2.00 per cent in the total of three, or 6.00 per cent for the eighth
grade against two, or 4.00 per oent for the twelfth grade on "no" re
sponses i and a difference of 8, or 16.00 per cent in the total of 13, or
26.00 for the eighth grade against 5, or 10.00 per cent for the twelfth
grade in "blank" responses. There was no difference between the eighth
and twelfth grade boys on the "no" responsesj for both indicated two, or
8.00 per cent. And, there was a difference of six, or 24.00 per cent in
the total of ten, or 40.00 per cent for the eighth grade boys against 4,
or 16.00 per oent for the twelfth grade boys on "blank" responses.
There was a difference of six, or 24.00 per cent in the total of 13, or
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52.00 per cent for the eighth grade boys against 19, or 76.00 per cent
for the twelfth grade boys on "yes11 responses. Further, there was a
difference of three, or 12.00 per cent of the total of 21, or 84.00 per
cent for the eighth grade girls against 24, or 96.00 per cent for the
twelfth grade girls on "yes" responses? whereas, there was only one,
or 4.00 per cent difference in the "no" responses of the eighth and
twelfth grade girls, respectively, with one "no" for the eighth grade
girls and none for the twelfth grade girls.
Lastly, Table 3, indicates that there was a decided difference in the
desire of eighth and twelfth grade pupils as opposed groups for counsel
ing assistance, in favor of the latter group; and between the girls of
the two groups as against the boys of the two groups, there was a greater
desire on the part of the girls to talk over their problems with someone.
It would appear from the data of Table 3, that as adolescents grow older
that there is an increasing awareness of desire and the need for
counseling assistance with facing and resolving their problems.
Preference of Counselor.— The one hundred pupils in the groups:
eighth and twelfth grades, responded to the questions "If so, do
you have any particular person(s) in mind with whom you would like to
talk?" with "Yes" and "No" responses as shown in Table 4.
Eighth Grade. — ^he data on the preference of pupils in the se
lection of counselors with their problems as indicated on the cheok-list
by the fifty eighth grade pupils as shown in Table 4, reveal that thir
teen, or 52.00 per cent of the boys checked "yes", whereas, eight, or 32.00
per cent of the boys checked "no", with four, or 16.00 per cent not
responding to the item. Fifteen, or 60.00 per cent of the girls checked
"yes", whereas, six, or 24.00 per cent of the girls checked "no", with
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four* or 16*00 per cent of them not responding to the item.
TABLE 4
DISTRIBUTION OP THE RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION: "IF SO, DO YOU
HAVE ANY PARTICULAR PERSON(S) IN MIND WITH WHOM YOU























































Grand Total 47 47.00 35 35.00 18 18.00
Boys 19 38.00 20 40.00 11 22.00
Girls 28 56.00 15 30.00 7 14.00
Twelfth Grade.-- The data on the preference of pupils in the selec
tion of counselors with the problems as indicated on the check-list by
the fifty twelfth grade pupils as shown in Table 4, reveal that six, or
24.00 per cent of the boys checked "yes", whereas, twelve, or 48.00 per
cent of the boys checked "no", with seven, or 28,00 per cent of the boys
not responding to the item. Thirteen, or 52.00 per cent of the girls eh
checked "yes", whereas, nine, or 36.00 per cent of the girls checked
"no", with three, or 12.00 per cent of them not responding to the item.
Comparative Data.— The data from Table 4, reveal that the responses
to the question on the preferences of pupils in the selection of counsel
ors on the Mooney Check-List by the pupils of the two groups (eighth and
twelfth grades) indicated that there was significant difference between
the two groups as follows: that there was a difference of nine, or 18.00
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per cent in the total of 28, or 56»00 per cent for the eighth grade against
19, or 38,00 per cent for the twelfth grade on "yes" responses; a dif
ference of seven, or 14.00 per cent in the total of fourteen, or 28.00 per
cent for the eighth grade against twenty-one, or 42.00 per cent for the
twelfth grade on "no" responses} and a difference of two, or 4.00 per
cent in the total of eight, or 16*00 per cent for the eighth grade
against ten, or 20,00 per cent for the twelfth grade on the "blank"
responses. There was a difference of seven, or 28.00 per cent in the
total of thirteen, or 52.00 per cent for the eighth grade boys against
six, or 24.00 per cent for the twelfth grade boys on "yes" responses.
Further, there was a difference of two, or 4.00 per cent of the total of
fifteen, or 60.00 per cent for the eighth grade girls against thirteen,
or 52,00 per cent for the twelfth grade girls on the "yes" responses?
whereas, there was a difference of three, or 12.00 per cent of the total
of six, or 24.00 per cent for the eighth grade girls against nine, or
36.00 per oent for the twelfth grade girls on "no" responses; with a
difference of one, or 4,00 per cent of the total of four, 16.00 per cent
for the eighth grade girls against 3, or 12.00 per cent for the twelfth
grade girls with "blanls?1 responses.
Lastly, Table 4, indicates that there was a substantial difference
in the preferences in the selection of counselfors of eighth and twelfth
grade pupils as opposed groups, in favor of eighth grade pupils; and, also
between the girls of the two grades as against the boys of the two groups,
in favor of the girls. It is significant, perhaps, that the younger
group of eighth grade pupils indicated a 28.00 per cent greater certainty
or selection of particular counselors than did the older twelfth grade
pupils.
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In the light of the revealed data, the question arises* could it be
that as high school pupils grow older that either they develop within
themselves the ability to face realistically and to solve or adjust
satisfactorily to their problems, or that as they grow older that they
become increasingly less sensitive to the needfbr outside assistance in
meeting their personal problems?
Summation on Questions of Pertinence*— Tables 1 through 4, reveal
that the one hundred pupils in grades, eight and twelve,, of the
Lancaster Training High School showed a predominant positive reaction
to the four questions of pertinence of the Mooney Problem Check-List as
indicated by the proportions of "yes" and "no11, and "blank11 responses
made by the pupils.
Eighty-seven, or 87.00 per cent of the pupils indieefced that the
Mooney Check-List gave a well-rounded picture of their problems? seventy-
nine, or 79.00 per cent of the pupils would like the opportunity to dis
cuss, think-through, or talk about their personal problems; seventy-seven,
or 77.00 per cent of the pupils would like to talk with someone about
their problems; and forty-seven, or 47.00 per cent of them had in mind
some particular person or persons with whom they would like counsel
about their problems.
Tables 1-4, reveal that as these high school pupils grow older that
there is an increasing belief in the "adequacy of the Mooney Check-list
to identify the problems of adolescents; "the desire to have an oppor
tunity in school to discuss, write about, or talk about their personal
problems." But, the older pupils are not as positive about the "selection
of particular persons to counsel with them."
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Sex differences are substantial in the areas of the "adequacy of
the Check-list" and the "desire for discussion of problems" both as to
the totals for the two groups nor within each of the grades (eighth
and twelfth). However, Sex differences are substantial in the areas
of "desire to talk with someone" and the "choice of particular counselors"
in the totals for both groups, and within each of the two groups (eighth
and twelfth grades) of these high school pupils.
The Areas of Pupil Problems
Introductory Statement.— At this point, the main souroe of the
data for this study, namely, the responses of the pupils to the items
found on the eleven problem-areas of the check-list will be presented
in appropriate tables which shall be analyzed and interpreted.
' Health and Physical Development ^
Problems "Which Are Troubling the Students. ~ Tabe 5, reveals that
of the thirty problems in the area of Health and Physical Development,
the eighth and twelfth grade pupils of the Lancaster Training High
School indicated the seven raost prevalent problems (based on highest
frequencies and per cants of the check marks) for then weres
Eighth Grade Boys.— Not as strong and healthy as should be,
36.00 per eenti often not hungry at meals, 28.00 per cent} frequent
headaches, 24.00 per cent weak eyes, 24.00 per eentj frequent sore
throat, 20.00 per cent; too short, 20.00 per oent; and being under
weight, 16.00 per cent.
Twelfth Grade Boys.— Smoking, 32.00 per cent; weak eyes, 28.00 per
cent; poor teeth, 20.00; trouble with feet, 20.00; not getting enough
sleep, 16.00 per cent; tiring too easily, 12.00 per cent; and being
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underweight, 12.00 per cent.
Eighth Grade Girls.— Weak eyas, 48.00 per cent; not strong and
healthy as should be, 32.00 par cent; frequent colds, 28.00 per cent;
frequent sore throat, 24.00 per cent; not getting enough exercise, 20.00
per cent; too short, 20.00 per cent; and poor teeth, 20.00 per cent.
Twelfth Grade Girls.— Poor complexion or skin, 36.00 per cent»
poor teeth, 36.00 per cent; not getting enough exercise, 32.00 per cent;
not being strong and healthy as should be, 24.00 per cent; weak eyes,
32.00 per cent; not getting enough sleep, 20.00 per cent; and not
attractive physically, 16.00 per cent.
Comparative Data.— In terms of the total per cents as derived from
the per cents for boys and girls, separately, in Table 5, the most
prevalent problems for the two grades were: Weak eyes, 36.00 per cent and
30.00 per cent, 8th and 12th grades respectively; "Not strong and
healthy as should be," 34.00 per cent and 18.00 per cent, 8th and 12th
grades, respectively; "Frequent sore throat", 22.00 per cent and 6.00
per cent for the 8th and 12th grades respectively; "Too short", 20.00
per cent and 2.00 per cent for the 8th and 12th grades respectively;
"poor teeth", 28.00 per cent and 10.00 per cent for the 8th and 12th
grades respectively; "not getting enough sleep", 10.00 per cent and 18.00
per cent for the 8th and 12th grades respectively; "poor complexion",
6.00 per cent and 24.00 per cent 8th and 12th grades respectively.
In terms of the total percents as derived from the per cents for the
two grades, separately, in Table 5, the most prevalent problems accord
ing to sex were: Weak eyes, 26.00 per cent and 40.00 per cent, boys and
girls, respectively; "not strong and healthy as should, be", 24.00 per
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cent and 18.00 per cent, boys and girls, respectively} and "Not being
attractive physically", 4.00 per cent and 8.00 per cent boys and girls
respectively.
Students' Most Difficult Problems.—Table 6 reveals that of the
thirty problems in the area of Health and Physical Development which
were troubling the eighth and twelfth grade students of the Lancaster
Training High School most (based on highest frequencies and per cents
of the check marks) the following were indicateds
Eighth Grade Boys.— "Weak eyes", 20.00 per cent; "Not as strong -
and healthy as I should be", 16.00 per cent; "Underweight", 12.00 per
cent; "Frequent headaches/ 8.00 per cent; "Not getting enough sleep",
8.00 per cent; "Often not hungry for my meals", 4.00 per cent} "Being
overweight", 4.00 per cent} "Too short", 4.00 per cent; "Foot trouble",
4.00 per cent and "Speech handicap", 4.00 per cent.
Twelfth Grade Boys.— "Weak eyes", 12.00 per cent; "Not enough sleep",
12.00 per cent; "underweight", 8.00 per cent; "Skin trouble", 8*00 per
cent; "poor teeth", 8.00 per cent; "foot trouble", 8.00 per cent} "Not
as strong and healthy as I should be", 4.00 per cent; "Too Tall", 4.00
per cent; "Smoking", 4.00 per cent.
Eighth Grade Girls.— "Weak eyes", 20.00 per cent; "Being underweight",
8.00 per cent; "Not as strong and healthy as I should be," 8.00 per cent;
"Being overweight", 4.00 per cent; "Getting siok too often", 4.00 per
cent; "Tiring very easily," 4.00 per cent; "Frequent headaches", 4.00
per cent; "Frequent sore throat", 4.00 per cent.
Twelfth Grade Girls.— "Poor complexion or skin trouble", 16.00 per
cent; "Poor teeth", 16.00 per cent; "weak eyes", 8.00 per cent; "poor
posture", 4.00 per cent; "Too tall, 4.00 per cent.
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The Comparative Data.— In terms of the total per cents as derived
from the per cents for boys and girls separately, as indicated in
Table 6 for the two grades were: "Weak eyes", 20.00 par cent and 10.00
per cent, 8th and 12th grades respectively; "Not as strong and healthy
as should be," 12.00 per cent, and 2.00 per cent 8th and 12th grades
respectively; "Frequent headaches," 6.00 per cent 8th grade only; "Poor
complexion" or "skin trouble", 12.00 per cent, 12th grade only. "Being
underweight," 10.00 per cent and 4.00 per cent 8th and 12th grades
respectively; "Poor teeth," 12.00 per cent, 12th grade only; "Being over
weight", 4.00 per cent and 2.00 per cent 8th and 12th grades respectively;
"Too tall", 4.00 per cent, 12th grade only.
In terms of the total per cents as derived from the two grades,
separately, in Table 6, the most difficult problems according to sex were:
"Weak eyes", 16.00 per cent and 14.00 per cent boys and girls respective
ly; "lot as strong and healthy as I should be." 10.00 per cent and 4.00
per cent boys and girls respectively; "Being underweight," 10.00 per cent
and 4.00 per cent boys and girls respectively. "Wot enough sleep," 10.00
per cent, boys only; "Foot trouble", 6.00 per cent boys only; "Often not
hungry for my meals," "Speech handicaps," "Too short", "Smoking", 2.00
per cent, boys only; "Too tall, 2.00 per cent boys and girls respectively;
"Poor complexion or skin trouble," 4.00 per cent and 8.00 per cent boys
and girls respectively; "Being overweight," 2.00 per cent and 4.00 per
cent boys and girls respectively. "Getting sick too often," "Tiring very
easily", "Frequent sore throat" and "Poor posture", 4.00 per cent, girls
only.
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Problems With Desire for Counsel.— Table 7 shows that there were
only ten problems of the thirty problems in the area of Health and Physi
cal Development with which the eighth and twelfth grade students of the
Lancaster Training High School, expressed the desire for counseling
assistance.
Eighth Grade Boys.-- The eighth grade boys checked seven problems
with which they would like to receive counselings "Being underweight,
8.00 per cent; "Frequent headaches," 8.00 per cent; "Weak eyes," 4.00
per cent; "Not as strong and healthy as I should be," 4.00 per cent;
"Poor teeth", 4.00 per cent.
Twelfth Grade Bogs..— The twelfth grade boys desired counsel with
only two problems, namely* "Poor complexion or skin trouble", 4.00 per
cent, and "Poor teeth", 4.00 per cent.
Eighth Grade Girls.— The eighth grade girls checked no problems with
which they desired counsel.
Twelfth Grade Girls..— Likewise, the twelfth grade girls checked no
problems with which they desired counsel.
The Comparative Data.- In terns of the total per cents as derived
from the per centefor boys and girls separately, in Table 7, the problems
with desire for counsel were-. "Being underweight," 4.00 per cent, 8th grade
only; "Frequent headaches", 4.00 per cent, 8th grade only; "Weak eyes",
"Not as strong and healthy as I should be," "Too short," "Trouble with my
hearing," and "Poor teeth," 2.00 per cent 8th grade only; "Poor complex
ion", 2.00 per cent, 12th grade only. "Poor teeth," 2.00 per cent 8th
and 12th grades respectively; and "Not getting enough exercise," 2.00
per cent 12th grade only.

In terms of the total per cents, the problems with which counseling
was desired according to sex for the two groups as indicated in Table 7
weres "Poor teeth," 4.00 per cent, boys only; "Being underweight", 4.00
per cent boys only. "Frequent headaches," 4.00 per cent, boys only;
"Not as strong and healthy as I should be," 4.00 per cent, boys onlyj
"Too short", 2.00 per cent, boys onlys "Trouble with my hearing", 2.00
per cent boys only,- "Poor complexion for skin trouble," 2.00 per cent, boys
onlys and "Not getting enough exercise," 2.00 per cent, girls only.
Finances, Living Conditions, and Employment
Problems which are Troubling to Students*— Table 8, reveals that
of the thirty problems in the area of Finances, Living Conditions, and
Employment, the eighth and twelfth grade students of the Lancaster Train
ing High School indicated the seven most prevalent problems (based on
highest frequencies and per cents of the check marks) for them were:
Eighth Grade Boys.— "Needing to learn how to save money? 76.00 per
cent; "Wanting to earn some of my own money", 76.00 per cent; "Needing a
job during vacations," 44.00 per cent; "Having to ask parents for money,
40.00 per cent; "Wanting to buy more of my own things, " 40.00 per cent;
"Needing money for education after high school", 36.00 per cent; "Parents
working too hard," 24.00 per cent; "Too few nice clothes", 20.00 per
cent; "Having less money than my friends have", 16.00 per cent; "Having
no regular allowance or income", 16.00 per cent; "Too little money for
recreation", 16.00 per cent; "Needing to find a part-time job new," 16.00
per cent.
Twelfth grade Boys.— "Needing to laarn how to seve money," 68.00
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per cents "Needing a job during vacations," 36.00 per cent; "Having No
car in the family," 36.00 per cent; "Too little money for recreation,"
32.00 per cent; "Needing money for education after high school", 32.00
per cent; "Needing to find a part-time job now/1 28.00 per cent; "Too few
fine clothes," 16.00 per cent; "Wanting to buy more of my own things,"
16.00 .per cent; "Having to ask parents for money", 12.00 per cent; "Living
too far from school," 12.00 per cent; "Parents working too hard", 12.00
per cent.
Eighth Grade Girls.— "Needing to learn how to save money", 60.00
per cent; "Having to ask parents for money," 60.00 per cent; "Too little
money for recreation," 16.00 per cent; "Needing money for educab ion after
high school", 32.00 per cent; "Needing a job during vacations," 16.00
per cent; "Having no car in the family," 32.00 per cent; "Needing to
find a part-time job now," 32.00 per centf "Wanting to earn some of my
own money", 32.00 per cent; "Too few nice clothes," 12.00 per cent;
"Wanting to buy more of my own things," 20.00 per cent; "Living too far
from school 20.00 per cent; "Not having a room of my own", 20.00 per cent.
Twelfth Grade Girls,.— "Wanting to earn some of my own money", 52.00
per cent; "Needing money for education after high school," 40.00 per cent;
"Needing to learn how to save money," 32.00 per cent; "Having to ask
parents for money," 32.00 per cent; "Needing to find a part time job,"
32.00 per cent; "Needing a job during vacation," 28.00 per cent; "Wanting
to buy more of my own things," 20.00 par cent; "Living too far from school",
16.00 per cent; "Parents working too hard," 16.00 per cent; "Working for
most of my own expenses," 16.00 per cent.
The Comparative Data.— In terms of the total per cents for boys and
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girls, separately, in Table 8, the most prevalent problems for the two
grades were:
"Needing to learn how to save money", 68.00 per cent and 50.00 per
cent, 8th and 12th grades respectively} "Wanting to earn some of my own
money," 54.00 per cent, and 36.00 per cent 8th and 12th grades respective-
ly; "Needing a job during vacations", 50.00 per cent, and 32.00 per cent
8th and 12th grades respectively! "Needing to find a part time job now,"
24.00 per cent and 30.00 per cent, 8th and 12th grades respectively?
"Wanting to buy more of my own things," 30.00 per cent and 18.00 per cent,
8th and 12th grades respectively; "Parents working too hard," 28.00 per
cent, and 14.00 per cent 8th and 12th grades respectively? "Having to ask
parents for money," 50.00 per cant and 22.00 per cent 8th and 12th grades
respectively! "Weeding money for education after high school", 34.00 per
cent and 36.00 per cent, 8th and 12th grades respectively; "Having no car
in the family," 18.00 per cent and 22.00 per cent, 8th and 12th grades
respectively; "Too little money for recreation," 16.00 per cent and 20.00
per cent 8th and 12th grades, respectively.
The Comparative Data.—- In terms of the total per cents as derived
from the per cents for the two grades, separately, in Table 8, the most
prevalent problems according to sex weres
"Heeding to learn how to save money", 72.00 per cent, and 46.00 per
cent,-boys and girls respectively; "Wanting to earn some of my own money",
48.00 per cent, and 42.00 per cent, boys and girls respectively; "Needing
a job during vaoations," 40.00 per cent, and 22.00 per cent boys and girls
respectively; "Needing money for an education after high school," 34.00
per cent, and 36.00 per cent boys and girls respectively; "Wanting to buy
more of my own things," 28.00 per cent and 20.00 per cent boys and girls
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respectively* "Heeding to find a part time job now," 22.00 per oent, and
32.00 per cent boys and girls respectively} "Too few nice clothes," 18.00
per cent and 8.00 per oent boys and girls respectively; "Parents working
too hard," 18,00 per cent and 24.00 per cent, boys and girls respectively;
"Having to ask parents for money," 26.00 per cent, and 46.00 per cent,
boys and girls respectively? "Having no car in the family", 20.00 per
cent, boys and girls respectively*
Table 9, reveals that of the
thirty problems in the area of Finances, Living Conditions, and Employment
which were troubling the eighth and twelfth grade students of the Lan
caster Training High School most, (based on highest frequencies and per
cents of the check marks) the following were indicatad.
Eighth Grade_jovs,." "Weeding to learn how to save money," 28.00 per
cent; "Not knowing how to spend my money vdsely," 12.00 per cents 8.00
per cent, the following problems * "Having to ask parents for money,"
"Having no regular allowance or income," "Having to watch every penny I
spend", "Needing money for education after high school," "Hot having a
room of my own," "Parents working too hard," "Borrowing money," 4.00 per
cent the following problems: "Having less money than my friends have",
"Having to quit school to work", "Wanting to earn some of my own money",
"Not liking the people in my neighborhood".
Twelfth_GradeJB^.-- "Weeding to learn how to save money," and "Heeding
money for education after high school," 12.00 per cent each; "wanting to
earn some of my own money", "Wanting to buy more of my own things,"
"Needing a part-time job now," "Having no car in the family." and "Parents
working too hard," 8.00 per cent each; "Hot knowing how to spend money
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wisely," "Having to ask parents for money," "Too few nice clothes," "Too
little money for recreation," "Needing a job during vacations," "Working
too much outside of school hours," "Working for most of my own expenses,"
and "Getting low pay for my work," 4.00 per cent each.
Eighth Grade Girls.-- "Having to ask parents for money," 16.00 per
cent} "Wanting to earn some of my own money", "Having no car in the family",
and "Parents working too hard," 8.00 per cent each; "Needing to learn how
to save money, and "Needing money for education after high school," 4.00
per cent eaoh.
Twelfth Grade Girls.— "Parents working too hard," 8.00 per cent was
the only problem checked as most troublesome by the twelfth grade girls.
The Comparative Data.-- In terms of the total per cents, the most
difficult problems which were common to the two groups as indioated in
Table 9, were:
"Having to ask parents for money," 12.00 per cent and 2.00 per cent
8th and 12th grades respectively? "Weeding to laarn how to save money,"
16.00 per cent, and 6.00 per cent 8th and 12th grades respectively;
"Wanting to earn some of my own money," 6.00 per cent and 4.00 per cent
8th and 12th grades respectively; "Needing money for education after high
school," 6.00 par cent, 8th and 12th grades respectively; "Not knowing
how to spend money wisely," 6.00 per cent and 2.00 per cent, 8th and 12th
grades respectively; "Having no car in the fanily," 4.00 per cent, 8th and
12th grades, respectively; "Parents working too hard," 8.00 per cent
8th and 12th grades, respectively.
In terms of the total per cents the most difficult problems according
to sex for the two groups as indicated in Table 9 werei
"Needing to Isarn how to save money," 20.00 per cent and 2.00 per cent
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boys and girls respectively; "Needing money for education after high
school," 10.00 per cent and 2.00 per cent, boys and girls respectively?
"Not knowing how to spend money wisely," 8.00 per cent, boys only; "Parents
working too hard," 8.00 per cent, boys and girls respectively; "Having
to ask parents for money, 12.00 per cent and 2.00 per cent, boys and girls
respectively; "Needing a job during vacations," 4.00 per cent and 2.00
per cent boys and girls respectively; "Wanting to earn some of my own
money", 6.00 per cent and 4.00 par cent, boys and girls respectively;
"Having no car in the family," 4.00 per cent, boys and girls respectively;
and "Parents working too hard," 8.00 per cent, boys and girls respectively.
Problems with Desire for Counsel.— Table 10 reveals that there were
eleven problems of the thirty problems in the area of Finanoes, Living
Conditions, and Employment with which eighth and twelfth grade students
of the Lancaster Training High School, expressed the desire for counsel
ing assistance.
Eighth Grade Boys.— The eighth grade boys checked five problems with
which they would like to receive counseling: "Needing to learn how to
save money," 20.00 per cent; "Not knowing how to spend my money wisely",
4.00 per cent; "Having to ask my parents for money," 4.00 per cent; "Having
to watch every penny I spend", 4.00 per cent; and "Wanting to earn some
of my own money", 4.00 per cent.
Twelfth Grade Boys.— The twelfth grade boys oneeked five problems
with which they would desire counseling assistances "Needing to learn
how to save money," 4.00 per cent; "Too few nice clothes," 4.00 per cent;
"Needing to find a part-time job now," 4.00 per cent; "Needing money for




Eighth Grade Girls.-- The eighth grade girls checked six problems
with which they would desire counseling assistances "Needing to learn
how to save money," 8.00 per centj "Too few nice clothes," 4.00 per cent;
"Wanting to earn some of my own money," 4.00 par cent} "Needing to find
a part-time job now," 4.00 per centj "Having no car in the family," 4.00
per centj and "Parents working too hard," 8.00 per cent.
Twelfth Grade Girls.— The twelfth grade girls did not cheek a single
problem with which they would desire counseling assistance.
The Comparative Data.— In terms of the total per cents, as derived
from the per cents for boys and girls separately, in Table 10, the prob
lems with which the pupils desired counseling assistaie© for the two
grades were:
"Needing to learn how to save money," 14.00 per cent and 2.00 per cent,
8th and 12th grades respectively: "Wanting to earn some of my own money",
4.00 per cent, 8th grade only; "Not knowing how to spend money wisely,"
"Having to ask parents for money," and "Having to watch every penny I
spend, 2.00 per cent, 8th grade only; "Too few fine clothes", 2.00 per
cent, 8th and 12th grades respectively; "Needing a part time job now,"
2.00 per cent 8th and 12th grades respectively; "Having no car in the
family," 2.00 per cent, 8th grade only; "Parents working too hard," 4.00
per cent, 8th grade only; "Needing money for education after high school",
2.00 per cent, 12th grade only; and "Borrowing money", 2.00 per cent, 12th
grade only.
In terms of the total per cents derived from the per cents for the
two grades, separately, in Table 10, the problems with desire for counsel
ing according to sex were:
"Needing to learn how to save money", 12.00 per cent, and 4.00 per
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cent, boys and girls respectively; "lot knowing how to spend money wisely,"
2.00 per cent, boys only; "Having to ask parents for money," 2.00 per cent
boys only; "Too few nice clothes", 2.00 per cent, boys and girls respective
ly. Having to watch every penny I spend," 2.00 per cent, boys on;y; "Want
ing to earn some of my own money," 2.00 par cent, boys and girls respec
tively; "Needing money for education after high school," 4.00 per cent,
boys only; "needing to find a part time job now," 4.00 per cent, boys
only; "Working too much outside school hours," 4.00 per cent boys only;
"Parents working too hard," 8.00 per cent girls only; and "Having no
car in the family," 4.00 per cent, girls only.
Social and Recreational Activities
Problems which are Troubling the Students.— Table 11 reveals that
of the thirty problems in the area of Social and Recreational Activities,
the eighth and twelfth grade pupils of the Lancaster Training High School
indicated the twelve most prevalent problems (based on highest frequen
cies and per cents of the check-marks) for them weres
Eighth Grade Boys.— "Wanting more time to myself," and "banting to
learn how to dance," 40.00 per cent each; "Too little chance to get into
sports," 32.00 per cent; "Trouble in keeping a conversation going," 28.00
per cent; "Too little chance to read whet I like," "lot being allowed to
use the family car." "Wanting to improve myself culturally," and "Wanting
to improve my appearance," 16.00 per cent each; "Slow in getting ac
quainted with people", "Awkward in meeting people," "Too little chance to
get out and enjoy nature," "Too little chance to go to shows, and "Too
little chance to enjoy radio and television," 12.00 per cent each.
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Twelfth Grade Boys.— "Wanting to learn how to dance", 32.00 per
cent; "Not enough time for recreation", 28.00 per cent? "Trouble in
keeping a conversation going," 24.00 per cent? "Too little chance to do
what I want to do", and "lo good plaoe for sports around home", 20.00
per cent each; "Too little chance to get into sports", 20.00 per cent;
"Nothing interesting to do in my spare time," and "Wanting to improve '
my appearance," 16.00 per cent each; "Too careless with my clothes and
belongings," and "Lacking skill in sports and games," 12.00 per cent each;
"Slow in getting acquainted with people," "Unsure of my social etiquette,"
"lot enjoying many things others enjoy," and "Wanting to learn how to
entertain," 8.00 per cent.
Eighth Grade Girls.— "Wanting to learn how to dance," 40.00 per cent;
"Too little chance to do what I want to do," 12.00 per cent; "Trouble in
keeping a conversation going," "So often not allowed to go out at nights",
"Wanting to improve myself culturally," "Too careless with my clothes and
belongings", and "Too little chance to get into sports," 16.00 per cent
each; "Too little ohance to get out and enjoy nature", "Too little chance
to enjoy radio and television," "Not allowed to go out with the people I
like", and "Wanting to learn how to entertain", 12.00 per cent each.
Twelfth Grade Girls.— "Wanting to learn how to dance," 28.00 per
cent; "Trouble in keeping a conversation going," 24.00 per cent; "So often
not allowed to go out at night," "Too careless with my clothes and belong
ings," and "Mo good place for sports around home," 20.00 per cent; "Not
enough time for recreation," "Too little sooial life," "Wanting to im
prove my appearance," and "Too little chance to get into sports," 16.00
per cent each; "Wanting more time to myself," "Mot allowed to go around
with the people I like," and "Wanting to improve myself culturally,"
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12.00 per cent.
The Comparative Data.— In terms of the total per cents as derived
from the per cents for boys and girls, separately, in Table 11, the most
prevalent problems for the two grades weres
"Wanting to learn to dance," 40.00 per cent and 30.00 per cent, 8th
and 12th grades respectively} "Too little chance to get into sports,"
24.00 per cent, and 18.00 per cent 8th and 12th grades respectively} n
"Trouble in keeping a conversation going," 22.00 per cent, and 24.00 per
cent, 8th and 12th grades respectively} "Too little chance to do what I
want to do," 16.00 per cent and 6.00 per cent 8th and 12th grades re-
speotively} "Wanting to improve myself culturally," 16.00 per cent and
8.00 per cent 8th and 12th grades respectively} "Too little chance to
enjoy radio and television," 12.00 per cent and 4.00 per cent, 8th and
12th grades respectively} "Wanting more time to myself", 24.00 per cent
and 6.00 per cent, 8th and 12th grades respectively} "So often not allow
ed to go out at night," 10.00 per cent and 12.00 per cent, 8th and 12th
grades respectively} "Too careless with my clothes and belongings", 12.00
per cent, and 16.00 per cent, 8th and 12th grades respectively} "Not
enough time for recreation," 4.00 per cent and 22.00 per cent, 8th and
12th grades respectively} "Wanting to improve my appearanoe", 10.00 per
cent and 16.00 per cent, 8th and 12th grades respectively} "Awkward in
meeting people," 10.00 per cent, 8th and 12th grades respectively} "lot
•allowed to go around with people I like", 10.00 per cent and 8.00 per cent
8th and 12th grades respectively, and "Lacking skill in sports and games",
8.00 per cent 8th and 12th grades respectively.
In terms of the total per cents as derived from the per cents for th®
two grades, separately in Table 11, the most prevalent problems according
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to sex were:
"Wanting to laarn how to dance," 36.00 per cent, and 34.00 per cent
boys and girls respectively; "Trouble in keeping a conversation going/
26.00 per cent and 20.00 per cent boys and girls respectively; "Too little
chance to get into sports,11 26.00 per cent and 16.00 per cent boys and
girls respectivelyj "Not enough time for recreation", 16.00 per cent and
10.00 per oent boys and girls respectivelys "Wanting to improve my appear
ance,11 16.00 per cent and 10.00 per cent boys and girls respectively; "Too
little chance to read ishat I like," 12.00 per cent, and 8.00 per oent, boys
and girls respectively; "Ho place to go for sports around home," 12.00 per
cent each, boys and girls respectively; "Uothing interesting to do in my
spare time," 12.00 per cent, and 8.00 per cent, boys and girls respective
ly; "Slow in getting acquainted with people," 10.00 per cent and 2.00 per
cent, boys and girls respectively; "Too careless with my clothes and be
longings," 10.00 per cent, and 18.00 per cent boys and girls respectively;
"Awkward in meeting people", 8.00 per oent, and 12.00 per cent, boys and
girls respectively; "lot enjoying many things others enjoy," 8.00 per cent
each, boys and girls respectively; "Lacking skill in sports and games,"
8.00 per cent and 6.00 per cent, boys and girls respectively; "Too little
chance to do what I want to do," 10.00 per oent and 12.00 per cent boys
and girls respectively; "So often not allowed to go out at night," 4.00 per
cent and 18.00 per cent, boys and girls respectively; "Wanting to improve
myself culturally," 10.00 per cent and 14.00 per cent, boys and girls
respectively; "Not allowed to go around with people I like," 6.00 per cent
and 12.00 per cent, boys and girls respectively; "Too little time to enjoy
radio and television," 6.00 per cent and 10.00 per cent boys and girls
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respectively? "Wanting more time to myself," 20.00 par cent boys and girls
respectivalyj "Too little social life," 2.00 per cent and 10.00 per cent for
boys and girls respectively.
Students1 Most Difficult Problems.-- Table 12, reveals that of the
thirty problems in the area of Social and Recreational Activities which
were troubling the eighth and twelfth grade students of the Lancaster
Training High School most, (based on highest frequencies and per cents of
the check-marks) the following were indicated:
Eighth Grade Boys.— "Wanting more time to myself," 16.00 per cent*
"Trouble in keeping a conversation going," "Too little chance to read what
I like," "Too little time to enjoy radio and television," "Mot allowed
to go around with the people I like," and "Wanting to learn to dance,"
4.00 per cent each.
Twelfth Grade Boys.— "Trouble in keeping a conversation going," and
"Not enough time for recreation," 12.00 per cent each; "Wanting to learn
how to dance," 8.00 per cent; "Slow in getting acquainted with people,"
"Unsure of my social etiquette," "Nothing interesting to do in my spare
time," "Not allowed to go around with the people I like," "Wanting to
learn how to entertain," and "Too little chance to get into sports," 4.00
per cent each.
Eighth Grade Girls.-- "Trouble in keeping a conversation going," 8.00
per centi "Mot enjoying many things others enjoy," "Wanting to learn to
dance," "Too little chance to do what I want to do," and "Too little chance
to get into sports," 4.00 per cent ©ach.
Twelfth Grade Girls.— "Awkward in meeting people," "Trouble in keeping
a conversation going," "Nothing interesting to do in vacation," and "Want
ing to learn to dance," 4.00 per cent each} and "Wanting to improve my
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appearance," 8.00 per cent.
The Comparative Data.— In terms of the total per cents, as derived
from the per cents for boys and girls, separately, in Table 12, the most
difficult problems for the two grades were*
"Wanting more time to myself," 8.00 per cent, 8th grade only; "Trouble
in keeping a conversation going," 6.00 per cent and 8.00 per cent, 8th
and 12th grades respectively; "Wanting to learn how to dance," 4.00 per
cent and 6.00 per cent, 8th and 12th grades respectively? "Wanting to im
prove my appearance," 6.00 per cent, 12th grade only.
In terras of total per cents as derived from the per cents for the two
grades, separately, in Table 12, the most difficult problems according to
sex were:
"Trouble in keeping a conversation going," 8.00 per cent, and 6.00 per
cent, boys and girls respectively; "Wanting to learn to dance," 6.00 per
cent and 4.00 per cent, boys and girls respectively; "Wot allowed to go
around with the people I like," 4.00 per cent boys only; "Wanting more
time to myself," 8.00 per cent, boys only; "Not enough time for recreation,"
6.00 per cent, boys only.
Problems with Desire for Counsel.-- Table 13, shows that there were only
ten problems (with 4.00 and 8.00 per cents) in the area of Social and
Recreational Activities with which the eighth and twelfth grade students
of the Lancaster Training High School, expressed the desire for counsel
ing assistance.
Eighth Grade Boys.-- The eighth grade boys checked six problems with
which they would like to receive counseling: "Too little chance to go to
shows," "Want to learn how to entertain," "Too careless with my clothes
and belongings," "Too little chance to do what I want to do," and "Too
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little chance to get into sports," 4.00 per cent each.
Twelfth Grade Bogs.— The twelfth grade boys desired counsel with only
three problems: "Not enough time for recreation," "Not allowed to go out
at night," and "Wanting to learn how to entertain", 4.00 per cent each.
Eighth Grade Girls.— The eighth grade girls checked only two prob
lems with which they desired counsel: "Slow to get acquainted with people",
8.00 per cent, and "Unsure of my social etiquette," 4.00 per cent.
Twelfth Grade Girls.-- The twelfth grade girls checked only two prob
lems with which they desired counsel: "Not enough time for recreation,"
and "Wanting to learn how to entertain", 4.00 per cent each.
The Comparative Data.— In terms of total per cents as derived from
the per cents for boys and girls, separately, in Table 13, the problems
with desire for counseling for the two grades were:
"There was only one problem common to 8th and 12th grades with which
they desired counsel, "Wanting to learn how to entertain," 2.00 per cent
and 4.00 per cent, 8th and 12th grades respectively. However, two prob
lems were checked by 12th graders only: "Wanting to learn how to entertain"
and "Mot enough time for recreation," 2.00 per cent each.
In terms of the total per cents as derived from the per cents of the
two grades, separately in Table 13, the problems with desire for counsel
according to sex were:
"Wanting to learn to entertain", 2.00 per cent and 4.00 per cent, boys
and girls respectively; "Not enough time for recreation," 2.00 per oent
boys and girls respectively? "Too little chance to go to shows," "Too
careless with my clothes and belongings," "Too little chance to do what I
want to do," "Too little chance for sports," 4.00 per cent each, boys
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only; "Slow in getting acquainted with people/ 4.00 per cent, girls only,
and "Unsure of social etiquette", 2.00 per cent girls only.
Courtship, Sex, and Marriage
Problems Which are Troubling the Students.— Table 14, reveals that
of the thirty problems in the area of Courtship, Sex, and Marriage, the
eighth and twelfth grade pupils of the Lancaster Training High School
indicated:
Eighth Grade Boys.— "Heeding information about sex matters,11 32.00
per cent; "Girl friend," "Wondering if I'll find a suitable mate," and
"Loving someone who doesn't love me," 24.00 per cent each; "Thinking too
much about sex matters," 20.00 per cent} "Awkward in making dates," "Not
being allowed to have dates," "Wondering if I'll ever get married," and
"Worried about sex diseases," 16.00 per cent eachj "Having dates," "Too
few dates," and "Disappointed in a love affair," 12.00 per cent each.
Twelfth Grade Boys.— "Wondering if I'll get a suitable mate," 24.00
per cent? "No suitable place to go on dates," 36.00 per cent; "Needing
information about sex matters," 20.00 per cent; "Girl friend," and "Being
in love," 16.00 per cent each; "Having dates," and "Afraid of losing the
one I love," 12.00 per cent each; "Too few dates", "Love someone who
doesn't love me," "Deciding whether I'm in love," "Needing advice about
marriage," and "Concerned over proper sex behavior," 8.00 per cent each.
Eighth Grade Girls.— "Not being allowed to have dates," 24.00 per
cent; "Wondering if I'll find a suitable mate," and "Being in love," 20.00
per cent; "No suitable place to go on dates," and "Girl friend," 16.00
per cent each; "Boy friend," "Going with someone my family won't accept,"
and "Wondering how far to go with the opposite sex," 12.00 per cent each;
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''Having Dates," "Disappointed in a love affair," "Loving someone who
doesn't love me," "Deciding whether I'm in love," and "Needing advice about
marriage," 8.00 per oent each.
Twelfth Grade_Grirlsu— "Needing advice about marriage," 52.00 per cent;
"Deciding whether I'm in love," 40.00 per oent; "No suitable place to go
on dates," 40.00 per centj "Wondering if I'll get a suitable mate," and
"Needing information about sex matters," 32.00 per cent each; "Not being
attractive to the opposite sex," and "Afraid of close contact with op
posite sex", 28.00 per cent; "Deciding whether to become engaged," 20.00
per cent; "Girl friend," "Deciding whether to go steady," "Wondering how
far to go with the opposite sex," "Wondering if I'll ever get married",
and "Worried about sex diseases," 12.00 per cent each.
The Comparative Data.— In terms of total per cents as derived from
the per cents for the boys and girls separately, in Table 14, the most
prevalent problems for the two grades were:
"Not being allowed to have dates," 20.00 per cent and 4.00 per cent
8th and 12th grades respectively; "Girl friends", 20.00 par cent and 14.00
per cent 8th and 12th grades respectively; "Wondering if I'll find a
suitable mate," 22.00 por cent and 28.00 per cent 8th and 12th grades
respectively; "Wondering how far to go with the opposite sex," 10.00 per
cent and 6.00 per cent 8th and 12th grades respectively; "Worried about
sex diseases," 10.00 per cent and 6.00 per cent, 8th and 12th grades re
spectively; "Too few dates," 10.00 per cent and 6.00 per cent, 8th and
12th grades respectively; "Not knowing how to entertain on a date," 4.00
and 2.00 per cent, 8th and 12th grades respectively; "Having dates," 10.00
per cent, 8th and 12th grades respectively; "Disappointed in a love affair",
10.00 per oent and 2.00 per cent, 8th and 12th grades respectively; "Need
ing advice about marriage," 4.00 per cent and 30.00 per cent 8th and 12th
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grades respectively? "Deciding whether I'm in love," 8.00 per cent and
24.00 per cent, 8th and 12th grades respectively; "Wondering if I'll find
a suitable mate," 22.00 per cent and 28.00 per cent, 8th and 12th grades
respectively? "Needing information about sex," 6.00 per cent and 26.00 per
cent 8th and 12th grades respectively! "Being in lov©," 12.00 per cent and
10.00 per cent, 8th and 12th grades respectively! "Deciding whether to be
come engaged," 12.00 per cent, 12th grade only! "Wondering if I'll ever get
married," 10.00 per cent and 8.00 per cent, 8th and 12th grades respective
ly and "Finding it hard to control sex urges," 4.00 per cent and 6.00 per
cent, 8th and 12th grades respectively.
In terms of the total per cents as derived from the per cents for the
two grades, separately in Table 14, the most prevalent problems according
to sex were:
"Needing information about sex matters," 26.00 per cent and 16.00 per
cent boys and girls respectively! "Wondering if I'll find a suitable mate",
24.00 per cent and 26.00 per cent boys and girls respectively! "Too few
dates," 10.00 per cent 6.00 per cent boys and girls respectively! "Loving
someone who does not love me," 16.00 per cent and 4.00 per cent boys and
girls respectively! "Thinking too much about sex matters," 12.00 per cent
and 8.00 per cent boys and girls respectively! "Having dates," 12.00 per
cent, and 8.00 per cent, boys and girls respectively! "Not mixing well with
the opposite sex," 4.00 per cent, boys only; "Afraid of losing the one I
love," 10.00 per cent and 14.00 per cent boys and girls respectively!
"Needing advice about marriage," 4.00 per cent and 30.00 per cent, boys
and girls respectively! "Not being allowed to have dates," 8.00 per cent
and 16.00 per cent girls only; "Going with someone my family won't accept,"
4.00 per cent, girls only! "Being in love," 10.00 per cent and 12.00 per
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cent, boys and girls respectively} "Wondering how far to go with the
opposite sax," 8.00 per cent, boys and girls respectively,- "Mot knowing
how to entertain on dates," 2.00 per cent and 4.00 per cent, boys and
girls respectively} "Breaking up a love affair," 2.00 per cent boys and
girls respectively, and "lorried about sex diseases," 8.00 per cent boys
and girls respactively.
Students' Most Difficult Problems.— Table 15, page 60, reveals that
of the thirty problems in the area of Courtship, Sex, and Marriage which
were troubling the eighth and twelfth grade students of the Lancaster
Training High School most, (based on highest frequencies and per cents
of the check-marks) the following were indicated:
Eighth Grade Boys.— The eighth grade boys checked seven problems
as the most difficult, namely: "Girl friend," 12.00 per cent; "Needing
information about sex matters," 12.00 per cents "Not being attractive to
the opposite sex," "Not being allowed to have dates," "Afraid of close
contact with the opposite sex," "Disappointed in love affair," "Wondering
if I'll find a suitable mate," and "Deciding whether I'm in love," 4.00
per cent each.
Twelfth Grade Boys .— The twelfth grade boys checked nine problems
as being most difficult to them as: "Too few dates," 8.00 per cents
"Having dates," and "Worried about sex diseases", 8.00 per cent eachj
"Awkward in making a date," "Not mixing well with the opposite sex," "lot
knowing how to entertain on a date," "Disappointed in love affair," "Girl
friend," "Wondering if I'll find a suitable mate," and "Needing information
about sex matters," 4.00 per cent each.
Eighth Grade Girls.-— The eighth grade girls checked three problems
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most difficult to them ass "No suitable piece to go on dates," 8.00 per
cent? "Not knowing how to entertain on dates," and "Boy friend" 4.00 per
cent each.
Twelfth Grade Girls.— The twelfth grade girls checked fifteen problems
most difficult to them ass "No suitable place to go on dates", 20.00 per
cent} "Needing advice on marriage" and "Worried about sex diseases," 12.00
per cent each; "Afraid of close contact with opposite sex," "Needing in
formation about sex matters", and "Loving someone who doesn't love me",
8.00 per cent each; "Having dates," "Not mixing well with the opposite sex,"
"Wondering if I'll find a suitable mate," "Deciding whether to become en
gaged," "Going with someone my family won't accept," "Wondering how far to
go with the opposite sex," and "Wondering if I'll ever get married", 4.00
per cent each.
The Comparative Data.— In terms of the total per cents as derived
from the per cents for boys and girls, separately! in Table 15, the most
difficult problems for the two grades were; -
"Not allowed to have dates," 2.00 per cent, 8th grade only; "Disappoint
ed in a love affair," 2.00 per cent, 8th and 12th grades respectively,-
"Too few dates," 2.00 per cent and 4.00 per cent, 8th and 12th grades
respectively; "Not mixing well with the opposite sex," 4.00 per cent, 12th
grade only; "Girl friend," 6.00 per cent and 2.00 per cent 8th and 12th
grades respectively; "Needing information about sex matters," 6.00 per
cent 8th and 12th grades respectively.
In terms of total per cents as derived from the per cents for the
two grades, separately, in Table 15, the most difficult problems according
to sex were:
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"Needing information about sex matters," 8.00 per cent and 4.00 per
cent boys and girls respectively; "Afraid of close contact with the oppo
site sex," 4.00 per cent, girls only; "Wondering if I'll find a suitable
mate," 4.00 per cent and E.00 per cent, boys and girls respectively; "Too
few dates," 6.00 per cent, boys only.
Problems with Desire for Counsel.-- Table 16, page 63, shows that
there were thirteen problems (with 4.00, 8.00, and 12.00 par cents) in the
area of Courtship, Sex, and Marriage with which the eighth and twelfth
grade students of the Lancaster Training High School, expressed the desire
for counseling assistance.
Eighth Grade Boys.— The eighth grade boys checked ten problems with
which they would like to receive counseling: "Concerned over proper sex be
havior," "Finding it hard to control sex urges," and "Heeding information
about sex matters," 8.00 per cent each; "Awkward in making dates," "Too few
dates," "Loving someone who doesn't love me", "Disappointed in a love af
fair," "Wondering if I'll ever get married," "Thinking too much about sex
matters," and "Worried about sex diseases," 4.00 per cent each.
Twelfth Grade Boys.— The twelfth grade boys checked only two problems
with which they desired counseling: "Disappointed in a love affair," and
"Being in love," 4.00 per cent each.
Eighth Grade Girls.— The eighth grade girls checked only one problem
with which they desired counseling, namely," "Not being allowed to have
dates," 4.00 per cent.
Twelfth Grade Girls.— The twelfth grade girls checked five problems
with which they desired counseling: "Needing information about sex matters,"
12.00 per cent; "Worried about sex diseases," 8.00 per cent* "Afraid of
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close contact with opposite sex," "Concerned over proper sex behavior,"
end "Deciding whether to become engaged," 4.00 per cent each.
The Comparative Data.-- In terms of the total per cents as derived from
the per cents for boys and girls, separately, in Table 16, the problems
with desire for counsel for the two grades weres
"Concerned over proper sex behavior," 4.00 per cent, and 2.00 per
cent, 8th and 12th grades respectivelyi "Too few dates," 2.00 per cent 8th
grade only; "Disappointed in a love affair," 2.00 per cent, 8th and 12th
grades respectively} "Loving someone who doesn't love me," 2.00 per cent
8th grade only; "Wondering if I'll aver get married," 2.00 per cent 8th
grade only; "Not allowed to have dates," 2.00 par cent, 8th grade only;
"Afraid of close contact with the opposite sex," "Deciding whether to be-
oome engaged," 2.00 per cent, 12th grade only; "Worried about sex diseases,"
2.00 per cent and 4.00 per cent, 8th and 12th grades respectively; "Need
ing information about sex matters," 4.00 per cent and 6.00 per cent, 8th
and 12th grades respectively.
In terms of the total per cents as derived from the per cents for the
two grades; separately, in Table 16, the problems with desire for counsel
were:
"Disappointed in a love affair," 4.00 per cent boys only; and "Loving
someone who doesn't love me", 2.00 per cent, boys only; the remaining
problems checked by the boys showed either 2.00 or 4.00 per cent. There
were no problems common among the girls of the 8th and 12th grades.
Social-Psychologicel Relations
Problems Which are Troubling the Students.— Table 17, page 66, re
veals that of the thirty problems in the area of Social-Psychological
delations, the eighth and twelfth grade pupils of the Lancaster Training
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High School indicated the twelve most prevalent problems (based on
highest frequencies and per cents of the check-marks) for them were:
Eighth Grade Boys.-- "Being made fun of,11 "Not getting along well with
people," and "Feelings easily hurt," and "Wanting to be more popular,"
16.00 per cent each; "Too easily led by other people," "Being timid or
shy," "Being watched by other people," "Speaking or acting without think
ing," "Feeling that nobody understands me," and "Finding it hard to talk
about my troubles," 12.00 per cent each.
Twelfth Grade Boys.— "Getting into arguments," "Feelings too easily
hurt," and "Finding it hard to talk about my troubles," 8.00 per cent eachj
"Hurting other people's feelings," "Wanting a more pleasing personality,"
"Lacking leadership ability," "Getting embarrassed too easily," "Wanting to
be more popular," "Disliking someone,11 "Being disliked by someone," "Avoid
ing someone I dislike," "Sometimes acting childish or immature," and
"Being too envious or jealous," 4.00 per cent each.
Eighth Grade Girls.-- "Getting into arguments," and "Wanting a more
pleasing personality," 28.00 per cent; "Feelings too easily hurt," and
"Being called 'high-hat1 or 'stuck-upfW 20.00 per cent each; "Being talked
about," "Getting embarrassed too easily," "Being watched by other people,"
"Wanting to be more popular," and "Speaking or acting without thinking,"
12.00 per cent each; "Not getting along well with other people," "Being
timid or shy," "Being left out of things," "Disliking someone," "Being
disliked by someone," and "No one to tell my troubles to," 8.00 per cent
each.
Twelfth Grade Girls.— "Being called 'high-hat' or 'stuck-up'", 32.00
per cent; "Being made fun of," "Wanting a more pleasing personality," and
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"Being watched by other people," 24.00 per cent each; "Being criticized
by others," 20.00 per cent; "Being talked about," and "Being left out of
things," 16.00 per cent eachi "Getting into arguments," "Feeling inferior",
"Having feelings of extreme loneliness," "Wanting to be more popular," and
"Sometimes acting childish or immature," 12.00 per cent each.
The Comparative Data.— In terms of the total per cents as derived
from the per cents for boys and girls separately in Table 17, the most
prevalent problems for the two grades were:
"Getting into arguments," 26.00 per cent and 10.00 per cent, 8th and
12th grades respectively; "Wanting a more pleasing personality," 16.00 per
cent, and 14.00 per cent, 8th and 12th grades respectively} "Feelings too
easily hurt," 18.00 per cent, and 6.00 per cent 8th and 12th grades respec
tively! "Being called 'high-hat' or 'stuck-up'," 12.00 per cent and 16.00
per cent 8th and 12th grades respectively; "Being talked about,", 14.00
per cent and 8.00 per cent 8th and 12th grades respectively? "Being made
fun of,"10.00 per cent and 12.00 per cent 8th and 12th graces respectively!
"Hot getting along well with people," 12.00 per cent and 4.00 per cent 8th
and 12th grades respectively; "Being watched by other people," 12.00 per
cent 8th and 12th grades respectively; "Wanting to be more popular," 14.00
per cent and 8.00 per cent, 8th and 12th grades respectively; "Speaking or
acting without thinking," 12.00 per cent and 2.00 per cent 8th and 12th
grades respectively; "Feeling that nobody understands me," 8.00 per cent
and 2.00 per cent, 8th and 12th grades respectively; "Being disliked by
someone," 12.00 per cent and 6.00 per cent 8th and 12th grades respectively;
"Sometimes acting childish and immature," 8.00 per cent and 2.00 per cent
8th and 12th grades respectively; "Find it hard to talk about my troubles,"
6.00 per cent and 8.00 per cent, 8th and 12th grades respectively;
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"Worrying how I impress peoples" 6.00 per cent and 2.00 per cent, 8th and
12th grades respectively} "Disliking someone," 6.00 per cent, 3th and 12th
grades respectively, and "Avoiding someone I dislike," 6.00 per cant, 12th
grade only.
In terms of the total per cents as derived from the per cents for the
two grades, separately in Table 17, the most prevalent problems according
to sex wares
"(Jetting into arguments," 16.00 per cent, end 20.00 per cent, boys and
girls respectively; "Feelings too easily hurt," 12.00 per cent boys and
girls respectively} "Finding it hard to talk about my troubles," 10.00 per
cent and 4.00 per cent boys and girls respectively} "Lacking leadership
ability," 6.00 per cent, boys only} "Wanting to be more popular," 10.00
per cent and 12.00 per cent boys and girls respectively} "Being called
•high-hat or 'stuck upf," 2.00 per cent and 26.00 per cent boys and girls
respectively} "Wanting a mor© pleasing personality," 4.00 per cent and 26.00
per cent boys and girls respectively} "Being watched by other people,™
6.00 per cent and 18.00 per cent boys and girls respectively} "Being talked
about," "Being made fun of," and "Being disliked by someone," 8.00 per
cent and 14.00 per cent each, boys and girls respectively} "Being left
out of things," 2»00 per cent and 12.00 per cent, boys and girls respec
tively} "Speaking and acting without thinking," 6.00 per cent and 8.00
per cent boys and girls respectively, and "Worrying how I impress people,"
2.00 per cent and 8.00 per cent, boys and girls respectively.
Students' Most Difficult Problems.— Table 18, page 70, reveals that
of the thirty problems in the area of Social-Psychological Relations which
were troubling the eighth and twelfth grade students of the Lancaster
Training High School most, (based on highest frequencies and per cents of
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the cheek-marks) the following were indicated!
Eighth Grade Boys.— The eighth grade boys checked five problems as
the most difficult, namely: "Getting into arguments,*1 12.00 per cent?
"Being made fun of," "Too easily led by people," "Slow in making friends",
and "Feeling that nobody understands me," 4.00 per cent each.
Twelfth Grade Boys."- The twelfth grade boys checked only two problems
as the most difficult, namely: "Getting into arguments," and "Slow in
making friends," 4.00 per cent each.
Eighth GradeJrirls.-- The eighth grade girls checked five problems
as the most difficult, namely: "Feelings too aasily hurt," 12.00 per cent;
"Spaaking or acting without thinking," 8.00 per cent; "Getting into argu
ments," "Being made fun of," and "Being called "stuck-upf or 'high-hat'11.,
4.00 per cent each.
Twelfth Grade Girls.— The twelfth grade girls checked seven problems
as the most difficult, to wit: "Wanting a more piaasing personality,"
12.00 per cent} "Getting into arguments," "Being called 'high-hat' or
'stuck up'," 8.00 per cent each; "Hurting people's feelings," "Slow in
making friends," "Having feelings of extreme loneliness," and "Being
disliked by someone," 4.00 per cent each.
The Comparative Data.— In terms of the total per cents as derived
from the per cents for the boys and girls, separately in Table 18, the
most difficult problems for the two grades were: "Getting into arguments",
8.00 per cent and 6.00 per cent, 8th and 12th grades respectively. "Being
made fun of," 4.00 per cent, 8th grade only* and "Slow to naake friends,"
2.00 per cent and 4.00 per cent 8th and 12th grades respectively.
In terms of the total per cents as derived from the-per cents for the
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two grades, separately, in Table 18, the most difficult problems according
to sex were*
"Getting into arguments," 8.00 per cent, and 6.00 per cent boys and
girls respectively; "Being called 'high-hat1 or 'stuck up'," 6.00 per cent,
girls onlyi the remaining most difficult problems showed 2.00 or 4.00 and
6.00 per cents for either 8th or twelfth grade girls.
Problems with Desire for Counseling.— Table 19, page 72, shows that
there were ten problems (all with 4.00 per cent) in the area of Social-
Psychological Relations with which the eighth and twelfth grade students
of the Lancaster Training High School, expressed the desire for counseling
assistance.
Eighth Grade Boys.— The eighth grade boys checked seven problems with
which they would like to receive counseling? "Getting into arguments,"
"Being made fun of," "Being different," "Too easily led by other people,"
"Slow in making friends," "Feelings too easily hurt," and "Being called
'high-hat' or 'stuck up1,", each 4.00 per cent.
Twelfth Grade Boys.— The twelfth grade boys did not indicate any
desire for counsel with problems in the area of Social-Psychological Re
lations.
Eighth Grade Girls.— The eighth grade girls checked five problems
with which they would like to receive counselings "Getting into arguments,"
"Wanting a more pleasing personality," "Getting embarrassed too easily,"
"Being called 'high-hat' or 'stuck up'," and "Being left out of things,"
each 4.00 per cent.
Twelfth Grade Girls.— The twelfth grade girls did not indicate any




The Comparative Data,— In terns of the total per cents, there was
no problem common throughout the two grades of students, no problems
checked by either twelfth grade groups, and there were only two problems
common to both boys and girls of the eighth grade, as indicated in Table
19.
In terms of the total percents as derived from the per cents for boys
and girls, separately, in Table 19, the problems with desires for counsel
ing for the two grades were:
"Getting into arguments," and "Being called 'high hat or • stuck up',"
4.00 per cent, 8th grad© only; the remaining separate problems showed
4.00 per cent each. In the 12th grade no problems were checked with which
they desired counsel.
In terms of the total per cents as derived from the per cents for the'
two grades, separately, in Table 19, the problems with desire for counsel
according to sex were:
"Getting into arguments," 2.00 per cent each, boys and girls respect
ively? "Being made fun of," "Being different," "Too easily led by other
people," "Slow in making friends," and "Feelings too easily hurt," 2.00 per
cent each, boys onlyj "Being called 'high-hat' or 'stuck up', 2.00 per
cent, both boys and girls respectively; "Wanting a more pleasing person
ality," "Getting embarrassed too easily," and "Being left out of things,"
2.00 per cent each, girls only.
Personal-Psychological Relations
Problems which are Troubling the Students.— Table 20, page 75, reveals
that of the thirty problems in the area of Personal-Psychological Relations,
the eighth and twelfth grade pupils of the Lancaster Training High School
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indicated the fifteen most prevalent problems (based on highest fre
quencies and per cents of the check-marks) for them were:
Eighth Grade Boys.— "Forgetting things," 52.00 per cent; "Being nervous,"
and "Afraid of making mistakes," 32.00 per cent each; "Trouble making up
my mind about things," 28.00 per cent; "Losing my temper," 24.00 per cent;
"Failing in so many things I try to do," 20.00 per cent; "Taking things
too seriously," "Worrying," "Day-dreaming," and "Being careless," 16.00
per cent each; "Being lazy," "Not taking some things serious enough,"
"Unhappy too much of the time," and "Having bad luck," 12.00 per cent each.
Twelfth Grade Boys.— "Not taking some things serious enough," 48,00
per cent; "Being nervous," and "Forgetting things," 24.00 per cent each;
"Worrying," 20.00 per cent; "Taking some things too seriously," and
"Trouble making up my mind about things," 16.00 per cent each; "Day
dreaming," "Too easily discouraged," and "Sometimes wishing that I'd never
been born," 12.00 per cent each; "Being careless," "Being lazy," "Afraid
of making mistakes," "Unhappy too much of the time," and "Too many per
sonal problems," 8.00 per cent each.
Eighth Grade Girls.— "Forgetting things," 60.00 per cent; "Losing my
temper," 40.00 per cent; "Getting excited too easily," and "Afraid of
making mistakes," 28.00 per cent each; "Being nervous,""Worrying/ "Day
Dreaming," and "Too easily moved to tears," 24.00 per cent each; "Trouble
making up my mind about things," and "Bothered by bad dreams," 20.00 per
cent each; "Being careless," "Sometimes wishing I'd never been born," and
"Failing in so many things I try to do," 16.00 per cent each; "Too easily




Twelfth Grade Girls.— "Forgetting things," 48.00 par cent; "Being
nervous," 40.00 per cent; "Getting excited too easily," "Worrying," and
"Afraid of making mistakes," 36.00 per cent each; "Taking some things too
seriously," and "Trouble making up my mind about things," 32.00 per cent;
"Too easily moved to tears," 28.00 per cent; "Not taking some things
serious enough," and "Daydreaming," 24.00 per cent each; "Sometimes wish
ing that I'd never been born," and "Bothered by bad dreams," 20.00 per
cent each; "Being careless," and "Too easily discouraged," 16.00 per cent
"Losing my temper," and "Too many personal problems," 12.00 per cent each;
and "Being stubborn or obstinate," 8.00 per cent.
The Comparative Data.— In terms of the total per cents for boys and
girls separately in Table 20, the most prevalent problems for the two
grades were:
"Forgetting things," 56.00 per cent and 36.00 per cent 8th and 12th
grades respectively; "Losing my temper," 32.00 per cent and 16.00 per
cent, 8th and 12th grades respectively; "Afraid of making mistakes,"
30.00 per cent and 22.00 per cent, 8th and 12th grades respectively; "be
ing nervous," 28.00 per cent, and 32.00 per cent, 8th and 12th grades
respectively; "Trouble making up my mind about things," 24.00 per cent
each, 8th and 12th grades respectively; "Worrying," 20.00 per cent and
28.00 per cent 8th and 12th grades respectively; "Day dreaming," 20.00
per cent and 18.00 per cent, 8th and 12th grades respectively; "Failing
in many things I try to do," 18.00 per cent and 4.00 per cent 8th and
12th grades respectively; "Getting excited too easily," 18.00 per cent
8th and 12th grades respectively; "Being careless," 16.00 per cent and
12.00 per cent 8th and 12th grades respectively; "Unhappy most of the
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time," 10.00 per cent and 6.00 per cent, 8th and 12th grades respectively;
"Having bad luck," 10.00 per cent and 2.00 per cent 8th and 12th grades
respectively} "Being lazy," 8.00 per cent and 6.00 per cent 8th and 12th
grades respectively} "Wot taking some things serious enough," 8.00 per
cent and 36.00 per cent 8th and 12th grades respectively} "Too easily
discouraged," 8.00 per cent and 14.00 per cent, 8th and 12th grades re
spectively} "Moodiness," "Having the blues," 8.00 per cent and 2.00 per
cent 8th and 12th grades respectively} "Sometimes wishing I'd never been
born," 16.00 per cent and 8.00 per cent 8th and 12th grades respectively.
In terms of the total per cents as derived from the per cents for the
two grades, separately, in Table 20, the most prevalent problems accord
ing to sex were s
"Forgetting things," 38.00 per cent, and 54.00 per cent, boys and girls
respectively} "Mot taking some things serious enough," 30.00 per cent, and
14.00 per cent, boys and girls respectively} "Losing my temper," 22.00
per cent and 26.00 per cent boys and girls respectively} "Being nervous,"
28.00 per cent and 32.00 per cent, boys and girls respectively} "Trouble
making up my mind about things," 22.00 per cent and 26.00 per cent boys
and girls respectively} "Afraid of making mistakes," 20.00 per cent, and
32.00 per cent, boys and girls respectively} "Worrying," 18.00 per cent
and 30.00 per cent boys and girls respectively; "Taking some things too
seriously," 16.00 per cent and 18.00 per cent, boys and girls respectively;
"Day dreaming," 14.00 per cent and 24.00 per cent, boys and girls re
spectively} "Being careless," 12.00 per cent and 16.00 per cent, boys and
girls respectively} "Failing in too many things I try to do," 12.00 per
cent and 10.00 per cent, boys and girls respectively; "Too easily
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discouraged," 10.00 per cent and 12.00 per cent boys and girls respective
ly; "Being lazy," 10.00 per cent and 4.00 per cent, boys and girls re
spectively; "Unhappy too much of "the time," 10.00 per cent and 6.00 per
cent, boys and girls respectively; "Moodiness," or "Having the blues,"
4.00 per cent and 6.00 per cent boys and girls respectively; "Getting
excited too easily," 32.00 per cent and 4.00 per cent boys and girls
respectively; "Too easily moved to tears," 2.00 per cent and 26.00 per
cent boys end girls respectively; "Trouble making up my mind about things,"
22.00 per cent and 26.00 per cent, boys and girls respectively; "Some
times wishes I'd never been born," 6.00 per cent and 18.00 per cent boys
and girls respectively; "Being careless," 12.00 per cent and 16.00 per
cent, boys and girls respectively and "Bothered by bad dreams," 2.00 per
cent and 20.00 per cent, boys and girls respectively.
Students' Most Difficult Problems.— Table 21, page 80, reveals that
there are nineteen problems (4, 8, 12, 16, 20 per cents) in the area of
Personal-Psychological Relations which were troubling the eighth and twelfth
grade students of the Lancaster Training High School most (based on high
est frequencies and per cents of the check-marks), the following were
indicated!
Eighth Grade Boys.— The eighth grad© boys checked nine problems which
they considered most difficult, such ass "Forgetting things," 20.00 per
cent; "Afraid of making mistakes," 16.00 per cent; "Being nervous," 12.00
per cent; "Losing my temper," "Worrying," "Daydreaming," and "Being cere-
less," 8.00 per cent each; "Afraid of being left alone," and "Not having
any fun," 4.00 per cent each.
Twelfth Grade Boys.— The twelfth grade boys checked ten problems
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which they considered most difficult, such as: "Sometimes wished I'd never
been born,11 8.00 per cent? "Losing my temper," "Being nervous," "Day
dreaming," "Having bad luck," "Not taking some things serious enough,"
"Too easily discouraged," "Worrying," "Being nervous," and "Losing my tem
per," 4.00 per cent each.
Eighth Grade Girls.-- Th© eighth grade girls checked six problems
which they considered most difficult, such as: "Forgetting things," 20.00
per cent; "Losing my temper," and "Too easily moved to tears," 8.00 per
cent each} "Being nervous," "Getting excited too easily," and "Afraid to
be left alone," 4.00 per cent each.
Twelfth Grade Girls.— The twelfth grade girls checked eleven problems
which they considered most difficult, such as: "Taking some things too
seriously," "Being nervous," "Worrying," "Daydreaming," "Being lazy,"
"Afraid of making mistakes," and "Trouble making my mind up about things,"
8.00 per cent eachj "Getting excited too easily," "Being careless," and
"Too easily moved to tears," 4.00 per cent each.
The Comparative Data.— In terms of the total per cents for boys and
girls, separately in Table 21, the most difficult problems for the two
grades were:
"Forgetting things", 20.00 per cent and 4.00 per cent 8th and 12th
grades respectively? "Being nervous," 8.00 per cent and 6.00 per cent, 8th
and 12th grades respectively; "Losing my temper," 8.00 per cent and 2.00
per cent, 8th and 12th grades respectively; "Worrying," 6.00 per cent and
4.00 per cent, 8th and 12th grades respectively; "Taking some things too
serious," "Trouble making up my mind about things," 4.00 per cent each
12th grade only.
In terms of the total per cents as derived from the total per cents for
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the two grades, separately, in Table 21 the most difficult problems accord
ing to sex were:
"Being nervous," 8.00 per cent, and 6.00 per cent boys and girls respec
tively; "Losing my temper," 6.00 per cent and 4.00 per cent boys and girls
respectively? "Day dreaming," 4.00 per cent boys and girls respectively;
"Forgetting things," 10.00 per cent and 14.00 per cent boys and girls re
spectively; "Too easily discouraged," 2.00 per cent boys onlyi "Afraid
to be left alone," 2.00 per cent, boys and girls respectively; "Too easily
moved to tears," 6.00 per cent girls only; "Not having any fun/ 2.00 per
cent boys only; "Too many personal problems," 2.00 per cent boys only;
"Trouble making up my mind about things," 4.00 per cent, girls only;
"Sometimes wishing I'd never been born,11 4.00 per cent boys only; "Failing
in so many things I do," 4.00 per cent boys only; "Not taking somethings
serious enough," 2.00 per cent boys and girls respectively; "Getting ex-
cite.d too easily," 4.00 per cent girls only; "Losing my temper," 6.00 per
cent and 4.00 per cent boys and girls respectively; "Taking some things too
seriously," 4.00 per cent girls only and "Afraid of making mistakes," 8.00
par cent and 4.00 per cent boys and girls respectively.
Problems with Desire for Counsel.— Table 22, page 82, shows that there
were thirteen problems in the area of Personal-Psychological Relations
with which the students of the Lancaster Training High School expressed the
desire (based on the highest frequencies and per cents of the check-marks)
for counseling assistance.
Eighth Grade Boys.— The eighth grade boys checked seven problems with
which they desired counsel: "Forgetting things," 12.00 per cent; "Losing
my temper," "Daydreaming," "Afraid of making mistakes," "Failing in so
many things I do," and "Too easily discouraged," 4.00 per cent each.
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Twelfth Grade Boys.— The twelfth grade boys checked three problems
with which they desired counsel: "Moodiness," "Having the blues," "Being
stubborn or obstinate," and "Thoughts of suicide," 4.00 per cent each.
Eighth Grade Girls.— The eighth grade girls checked only three prob
lems with which they desired counsel: "Getting excited too easily," 8.00
per centj "Being nervous" and "Worrying," 4.00 per cent each.
The Comparative Data.— In terms of the total per cents for boys
and girls, separately, in Table 22, the problems with desire for counsel
for the two grades were:
"Forgetting things," 6.00 per cent, 8th grade onlyj "Getting too easily
excited," 4.00 par cent and 2.00 per cent, 8th and 12th grades respectively!
"Losing my temper," 2.00 per cent 8th grade only, and "Being careless,"
2.00 per cent 8th grade only. "Being nervous," 2.00 per cent 12th grade
onlys "Worrying," 2.00 per cent, 12th grade onlys "Day dreaming," "Too
easily discouraged," and "Failing in so many things I do", 2.00 per cent
8th grade only; "Moodiness," "Having the blues," 2.00 per cent each,
12th grade only.
In terms of the total per cents as derived from the per cents for the
two grades, separately, in Table 22, the problems with desire for counsel
ing acoording to sex were:
"Forgetting things," 6.00 per cent, boys only; "Losing my temper,"
"Day dreaming," "Being careless," "Moodiness," "Having the blues," "Failing
in so many things I do," "Being stubborn or obstinate," 2.00 par cent
eaoh boys only; "Getting too easily excited," 6.00 per cent girls only;
"Being nervous, and "Worrying," 2.00 per cent, girls only.
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Morals and Religion
Problems which are Troubling the Students.— Table 23, page 85, reveals
that of the thirty problems in the area of Morals and Religion, the eighth
and twelfth grade pupils of the Lancaster Training High School indicated
the fourteen most prevalent problems (based on highest frequencies and per
cents of the check-marks) for them weres
Eighth Grade Boys.— "Wanting to understand more about the Bible," 60.00
per cent; "Wondering what becomes of people when they die," and "Wanting
to feel close to Rod," 36.00 per cent each} "Can't forget some mistakes
I've made," 32.00 per cent} "Having a certain bad habit," 24.00 per cent;
"Wondering how to tell right from wrong," and "Troubled by the bad things
other kids do," 20.00 per cent; "Puzzled about the meaning of God,"
"Sometimes lying without meaning to," and "Unable to break a bad habit,"
16.00 per oent each} "Confused on some of my religious beliefs," and "Get
ting into trouble," 12.00 per cent each} "Doubting some of the religious
things I'm told," "Not living up to my ideal," "Parents making me go to
church," "Parents old-fashioned in their ideas," and "Bothered by ideas
of heaven and hell," 8.00 per cent each.
Twelfth Grade Boys.— "Wanting to feel olose to God," 28.00 per cent}
"Can't forget some mistakes I've made," 24.00 per cent} "Want to under
stand more about the Bible," 20.00 per cent; "Not going to church often
enough," and "Having a certain bad habit," 16.00 per cent each; "Confused
on some of my religious beliefs," "Wondering what becomes of people when
they die," "Sometimes lying without meaning to," and "Tempted to cheat in
classes," 8.00 per cent each.
Eighth Grade Girls.— "Wondering what becomes of people when they die,"
60.00 per cent; "Wanting to feel close to God," 36.00 per cent; "Wanting
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to understand more about the Bible," and "Bothered by ideas of heaven and
hell," 32.00 per cent each; "Not living up to my ideal," and "Troubled by
the bad things that kids do," 20.00 per cent eachj "Parents old-fashioned
in their ideas," "Can't forget some mistakes I've made," and "Being
punished for something I didn't do," 16.00 per cent; "Afraid God is going
to punish me," "Sometimes lying without meaning to," "Being unable to break
a bad habit," and "Sometimes not being as honest as I should be,11 12.00 per
cent each; "Doubting some of the religious things I'm told," "Confused on
some of my religious beliefs," and "Wondering how to tell right from
wrong," 8.00 per cent each.
Twelfth Grade Girls.— "Wanting to know more about the Bible," 36.00
per cent; "Wanting to feel close to God," 32.00 per cent; "Sometimes lying
without meaning to," 28.00 per cent; "Can't forget some mistakes I've made,"
20.00 per cent; "Wondering what becomes of people when they die," 16.00
. per cent; "Wondering how to tell right from wrong," "Bothered by ideas of
heaven and hell," "Afraid God is going to punish me," and "Being tempted
to cheat in classes," 12.00 per cent each; "Troubled by the bad things
other kids do," and "Sometimes not being as honest as I should be," 8.00
per cent each.
The Comparative Data.— In terms of the total per cents derived for
boys and girls, separately, in Table 23, the most prevalent problems for
the two grades weres
"Wanting to know more about the Bible," 46.00 per cent and 28.00 per
cent 8th and 12th grades respectively; "Wondering what becomes of people
when they die," 48.00 per cent and 24.00 per cent, 8th end 12th grades
respectively; "Wanting to feel close to God," 36.00 per cent and 30.00 per
cent, 8th and 12th grades respectively; "Can't forget some mistakes I've
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made," 24.00 per cent and 22.00 per cent, 8th and 12th grades respectively;
"Bothered about ideas of heaven and hell," 20.00 per cent and 8.00 per
cent, eighth and twelfth grades respectively; "Having a certain bad habit,"
14.00 per cent and 10.00 per cent 8th and 12th grades respectively!
"Troubled by the bad things other kids do," 20.00 per cent and 4.00 per
cent, 8th and 12th grades respectively; "Being punished for something I
didn't do," 18.00 per cent and 2.00 per cent, 8th and 12th grades re
spectively; "Sometimes not as honest as I should be," 16.00 per cent and
4.00 per cent, 8th and 12th grades respectively} "Sometimes lying without
meaning to," 14.00 per cent and 18.00 per eent, 8th and 12th grades re
spectively; "Being unable to braak a bad habit," 14.00 per cent and 4.00
par cent, 8th and 12th grades respectively; "Not living up to my ideal,"
14.00 per cent, eighth grade only; "Parents old-fashioned in their idea,"
12.00 per cent and 2.00 per cent, 8th and 12th grades respectively; "Con
fused on some of my religious beliefs," 10.00 per cent and 6.00 per cent
8th and 12th grades respectively; "Afraid God is going to punish me," 8.00
per cent and 6.00 per cent 8th and 12th grades respectively; "Swearing, dir
ty stories," 4.00 per cent, twelfth grade only, and "Having trouble, or
guilty conscience," 2.00 per cent, twelfth grade only.
In terms of the total per cents derived from the two grades, separately,
in Table 23, the prevalent problems according to sex were!
"Wondering what becomes of people when they die," 22.00 per cent and
38.00 per cent, boys and girls, respectively; "Can't forget some mistakes
I've made," 28.00 per cent and 18.00 per cent boys and girls respectively;
"Bothered by ideas of heaven and hell," 6.00 per cent and 22.00 per cent
boys and girls respectively; "Being unable to break a bad habit," 10.00 per
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cent and 8.00 per cent boys and girls respectivelyj "Sometimes lying with
out meaning to," 12.00 per cent and 20.00 per cent, boys and girls, re
spectively; "Sometimes not being as honest as I should be," 10.00 per cent
for both boys and girls; "Not going to church enough," 10»00 per cent and
2.00 per cent, boys and girls, respectively; "Parents old-fashioned in their
ideas," 4.00 per cent and 10.00 per cent, boys and girls respectively;
"Confused on some of ray religious beliefs," 10.00 per cent and 6.00 per
cent boys and girls respectively; "Afraid that God is going to punish me,"
2.00 per cent boys only; "Lacking self-confidence," 4.00 per cent and 2.00
per cent boys and girls respectively; "Wanting to feel close to God,"
36.00 per cent and 34.00 per cent boys and girls respectively; "Wanting to
know more about the Bible," 40.00 per cent and 34.00 per cent, boys and
girls respectively; "Troubled by bad things that other kids do," 10.00 per
cent and 14.00 per cent, boys and girls, respectively; "Afraid that God
is going to punish me," 2.00 per cent and 12.00 per cent, boys and girls,
respectively; "Being punished for something that I didn't do," 10.00 per
cent and 10.00 per cent, boys and girls respectively, and "Being unable to
break a bad habit," 10.00 per cent and 8.00 per cent, boys and girls re-
speotively.
Students' Most Difficult Problems.— Table 24, page 90, reveals that of
the thirty problems in the area of Morals and Religion which were troub
ling the eighth and twelfth grade students of the Lancaster Training High
School most (based on highest frequencies and per cents of the check-marks)
tha following were indicated:
Eighth Grade Boys.— The eighth grade boys checked ten problems as the
most difficult, namely! "Wanting to feel close to God," "Wanting to under
stand more about the Bible," "Can't forget some mistakes I've made," and
"Being punished for something I didn't do," 12.00 per cent each; "Puzzled
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about the meaning of God," "Wondering what becomes of people when they
die," and "Sometimes not being as honest as I should be," 8.00 per cent
eachi "Confused on some moral questions," "Being tempted to cheat in
classes," and "Lacking self-confidence," 4.00 per cent each.
Twelfth Grade Boys.— The twelfth grade boys checked four problems as
the most difficult, namelys "Wanting to feel close to God, 12.00 per cent;
and "Can't forget some mistakes I've made," 4.00 per cent; "Wondering what
becomes of people whan they die," 8.00 per cent; "Wanting to understand
more about the Bible," 4.00 per cent.
Eighth Grade Girls.— The eighth grade girls checked five problems as
the most difficult, to wit: "Being punished for something I didn't do,"
36.00 per cent; "Wondering what becomes of people when they die," and
"Being unable to break a bad habit," 8.00 per cent each; "Bothered by ideas
of heaven and hell," 16.00 per cent,11 and "Can't forget some mistakes I've
made," 4.00 per cent.
Twelfth Grade Girls.— The twelfth grade girls checked three problems s
as the most difficult, to wit: "Wanting to feel close to God," 12.00 per
cent; "Wanting to understand more about the Bible," and "Can't forget some
mistakes I've made," 4.00 per cent each.
The Comparative Data.— In terms of the total per cents for boys and
girls, separately, in Table 24, the most difficult problems for the two
grades were: "Being punished for something I didn't do," 6.00 per cent 8th
grade only; "Wondering what becomes of people when they die," 8.00 per cent
and 4.00 per cent 8th and 12th grades respectively; "Can't forget some
mistakes I've made," 8.00 per cent and 4.00 per cent 8th and 12th grades
respectively; "Wanting to feel close to God," 6.00 per cent and 10.00 per
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cent 8th and 12th grades respectively; "Wanting to understand more about
the Bible," 6.00 per cent and 2.00 per cent 8th and 12th grades respectively;
"Can't forget some mistakes I've made," 8.00 per cent and 4.00 per cent 8th
and 12th grades respectively.
In terms of the total per cents derived from the two grades separately
in Table 24, the most difficult problems according to sex wereS "Wanting to
feel close to Cod," 12.00 per cent and 20.00 per cent boys and girls re
spectively; Wanting to understand more about the Bible," 8.00 per cent
and 4.00 per cent boys and girls respectively; "Can't forget some mistakes
I've made," 16.00 par cent and 8.00 par cen boys and girls respectively.
"Wondering what becomes of people when they die," 16.00 per cent and 8.00
per cent, boys and girls respectively.
Prnhigg, ylth Desire for Counseling.'- Table 25' ^ 92' Sh°WS ***
there are sixteen problems (all with 4.00 per cents except two) in the area
of Morals and Religion with which the eighth and twelfth grade students of
the Lancaster Training High School, expressed the desire for counseling
assistance.
SigHthJ^ade^oy^.-.- The eighth grade boys checked thirteen problems
with which they would like to receive counseling: "Wanting to feel close to
God," 12.00 per cent, "Can't forget some mistakes I've made," 8.00 per
cent; "PM.led by the meaning of God," "Doubting some of the religious
things I'm told," "Confused on some of my religious beliefs," "Parents mak
ing me go to church," "Wanting to know more about the Bible." "Wondering
what becomes of people when they die," "Bothered by ideas of heaven and
hell," "Sometimes lying without meaning to," "Sometimes not being as honest




Twelfth Grade Boys,.- The twelfth grade boys did not indicate any
desire for counsel with problems in the area of Morals md Religion.
.-- The eighth grade girls checked six problems with
which they would like to receive counselingt "Wondering what becomes of
people when they die," "Can't forget some mistakes I've made," "Bothered
by ideas of heaven and hell," "Being tempted to cheat in classes," and
"Being punished for something I didn't do," 4.00 per cent each.
Twelfth Grade Girls.- The twelfth grade girls did not indicate any
desire for counsel with problems in the area of Morals and Religion.
.-- In terms of the total per cents derived for
boys and girls separately in Table 25, the problems with desire for counsel
ing for the two grades weres "Can't forget some mistakes I've made," 4.00
per cent 8th grade only; "Wondering what becomes of people when they die,"
"Bothered by ideas of heaven and hell," and "Being punished for something
I didn't do," 4.00 per cent 8th grade only. In the twelfth grade there
were no responses, with which they desired counseling.
In terms of the total per cents derived from the two grades separately
in Table 25, the problems with desire for counseling according to sex were:
"Wanting to be close to God," 12.00 per cent boys only; "Can't forget some
mistakes I've made," 4.00 per cent boys and girls respectively! "Puzzled
by the meaning of God," "Doubting some of the religious things I'm told,"
"Confused on some religious beliefs," "Parents making me go to church,"
4.00 per cent each boys only; "Wondering what becomes of people when they
die," 4.00 per cent boys and girls respectively; "Bothered by ideas of
heaven and hell," 12.00 per cent boys and girls respectively, and "Sometimes
not being as honest as I should be," 4.00 per cent boys and girls respective




Problems Whlcji_i_arg Troubling Students.— Table 26, page 95, reveals
that of the thirty problems in the area of Home and the Family, the eighth
and twelfth grade pupils of the Lancaster Training High School indicated
the thirteen most prevalent problems (based on highest frequencies and
per cents of the check-marks) for them were:
Eighth Grade Boys.-~ "Not having sny fun with mother or dad," 28.—
per cent? "Sickness in family," and "Death in family," 24.00 per cent each}
"Being treated like a child at home," "Father and mother not living,'1
and "Not telling parents everything," 12.00 par cent eachi "Parents not
understanding me", 20.00 per cent} "¥/orried about a member of the family,"
and "Unable to discuss certain problems at home," 8.00 per cent each} "Not
living with my parents," "Parents favoring a brother or sister," "Parents
not trusting me," "Clash of opinion between me and my parents," "Parents
expecting too much of me," and "Friends not welcomed at home," 4.00 per
cent each.
Twelfth Grajie J3oys_.— "Father and mother not living," 12.00 per cent}
"Worried about a member of the family," and "Not having any fun with mother
or dad," 8.00 per cent eachj "Sickness in family," "Parents sacrificing, too
much for me," "Parents not understanding ma," "Talking back to parents,"
"Parents expecting too much of me," and "B'amily quarrels," 4.00 per cent each.
Eighth Grade Girls.— "Sickness in family," 44.00 per cent} "Parents
not understanding me," 28.00 per cent} "Worried about a member of the family,"
20.00 per cent} "Mother and Father," 12.00 per cent each} "Father or mother
not living," and "Unable to discuss certain problems at home," 8.00 per
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cent each? "Parents sacrificing too much for me," "Hot living with parents,"
"Being criticized by my parents," "Wanting more freedom at home," "Wishing
I had a different family background," and "Unable to discuss certain family
problems at home," 4.00 per cent each.
Twelfth Grade Girls.— "T/orried about a member of the family," 28.00
psr cent} "Parents sacrificing too much for me," and "Not telling parents
everything," 16.00 per cent each; "father or mother not living," and
"Being an only child," 12.00 per cent each; "Parents not understanding me,"
8.00 per cent; "Sickness in family," "Being criticized by parents,41
"Death in family," "Wanting more freedom at home," "Not having pny fun
with mother or dad," and "Family quarrels,"- 4.00 per cent each.
The Comparative Deta.— In terms of total per cents as derived from
boys and girls separately in Table 26, the most prevalent problems for
the two grades w,eres "Sickness in the family," 34.00 per cent and 4.00 per
cent, 8th and 12th grades respectively; "Parents not understanding me,"
24.00 per cent and 6.00 per cent 8th and 12th grades respectively; "Death
in the family," 28.00 per cent and 4.00 per cent 8th and 12th grades re
spectively; "Worried about members of the family," 14.00 per cent and 13.00
per cent 8th and 12th grades respectively; "Father aid mother not living,"
10.00 per cent and 12.00 per cent 8th and 12th grades respectively; "Being
treated like a child at home," 8.00 per cent 8th grade only; "Unable to
discuss certain problems at home," 4.00 per cent and 2.00 per cent 8th and
12th grades respectively; "Not telling parents everything," 6.00 per cent
and 8.00 per cent 8th and 12th grades respectively; "Parents sacrificing
too much for me," 10.00 per cent and 12.00 per cent 8th and 12th grades
respectively; "Not having any fun with mother or dad," 20.00 per cent and
6.00 per cent 8th and 12th grades respectively; "Family quarrels," 4.00
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per cent end 8.00 per cent 8th end 12th grades respectively.
In terms of the total per cents as derived from the per cents for the
two grades, separately in Table 26, the most prevalent problems according
to sex weres "Hot having any fun with mother end dad," 18.00 per cent and
8.00 per cent boys and girls respectively! "Sickness in the family,"
14.00 per cent and 24.00 per cent boys and girls respectively! "Hot telling
parents everything," 6.00 per cent and 8.00 per cent boys and girls re
spectively! "Parents not understanding me," 12.00 per cent end 18.00 per
cent boys and girls respectively; "Father and mother not living," 12.00 per
cent and 10.00 psr cent boys and girls respectively; "Worrying about p-semb-
bers of the family 8.00 per cent and 24.00 per cent boys and girls respec
tively; "Not living with parents," 2.00 per cent each, boys and girls
respectively; "Wanting love and affection," 4.00 per cent and 6.00 per cent
boys and girls respectively; "Family quarrels," 4.00 per cent and 6.00 per
cent boys and girls respectively; "Father," 2.00 per cent and 6.00 per cent
boys and girls respectively," "Death in the family," 14.00 per cent and
18.00 per cent boys and girls respectively; "Being criticized by parents
and "Wanting more freedom," 4.00 per cent each girls only.
Students' Most Difficult Problems.— Table 27, page 98, reveals that
of the thirty problems in the area of home and family which were troubling
the eighth and twelfth grade students of the Lancaster Training High
School (based on highest frequencies and per cents of the check-marks) the
following were indicated:
Eighth Grade Boys.— The eighth grade boys checked the six problems
as the most difficult, namelys "Sickness in the family," 12.00 per cent;
"Death in the family," 8.00 per cent; "Parents not trusting me," and
"Father and mother not living," 4.00 per cent each.
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Twelfth Grade Boys.— The twelfth grade boys checked only two prob
lems as the most difficult, namelys "Worried about a member of the family,"
and "Unable to discuss certain problems at home," 4.00 per cent each.
EighthJfeade Girls.— The eighth grade girls checked six problems
as the most difficult, namelys "Worried about a member of the family,"
and "Sickness in the family," 8.00 per cent eachj "Parents not understand
ing me/1 "Not getting along with a brother or sister," "Parents not
trusting me," and "Parents expecting too much of me," 4.00 per cent each.
Twelfth Grade Girls.— The twelfth grade girls cheeked three problems
as the most difficult, to wits "Yiforried about a member of the family,"
"Parents not understanding me," and "Father and mother not living," 4.00
per cent each.
The Comparative Data.— In terms of the total per cents as derived
from the per cents for boys and girls separately, in Table 27, the most
difficult problems for the two grades were: "Sickness in the family," 10.00
per cent eighth grade only; "Parents not trusting me", 2.00 per cent
eighth grade only; "Worried about a member of the family," 2.00 per cent
twelfth grade only; "Parents not understanding me," and "Father and mother
not living," 2.00 per cent each, twelfth grade only.
In terms of the total per cent as derived from the per cents for the
two grades separately, in Table 27. The most difficult problems according
to sex were: "Worried about a .member of the family," 6.00 per cent girls
only; "Parents not understanding me," 4.00 per cent girls only and "Father
and mother not living," 2.00 per cent girls only.
Problems with Desire for Counsel.— Table 28, page 100, shows that
there were seven problems (all with 4.00 per cent) in the area of Home .
and Family, with which the eighth and twelfth grade students of the
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Lancaster Training High School, expressed the desire for counseling assis
tance .
Eighth Grade Boys.— The eighth grade boys checked only two problems
with which they would like to receive counseling? "Sickness in the family,"
and nKot having any fun with mother or dad," 4.00 per cent each.
Twelfth Grade Boys."- The twelfth grade boys checked only one problem
with which they would like to receive counseling, namely: "Family Quarrels,"
4.00 per cent.
Eighth Grade Girls.— The eighth grade girls checked three problems
with which they would like to receive counseling! "Being treated like a
child at home," "Death in the Family," and "Not getting along with a
brother or sister," 4.00 per oent each.
Twelfth Grade Girls.— The twelfth grade girls checked only one problem
with which they would like to receive counseling, namelys "Worried about
a member of the familyt" 4.00 per cent.
Comparative Data.— In terms of the total per cents as derived from the
per cents for boys and girls separately in Table 28. The problems with
desire for counseling for the two grades weres "Sickness in the family,"
and "not having any fun with mother or dad," "Parents not understanding
me," "Death in the family," and "Not getting along with my brothers and
sisters," 2.00 per cent eighth grade only.
In terms of the total per cent as derived from the per cent for the
two grades separately in Table 28, the problems with desire for counseling
according to sex were: "Sickness in the family," "Mot having any fun with
mother or dad," and "Family quarrels," 2.00 per cent each, boys only.
"Worried about a member of the family," "Parents not understanding me,11
"Death in the family," "Not getting along with my brothers and sisters,"
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2.00 per cent each, girls only.
The Futures Vocational and Educational
Problems Which are Troubling Students.— Table 29, page 103, reveals
that of the thirty problems in the area of Futures Vocational and Educa
tional, the eighth and twelfth grade pupils of the Lancaster Training High
School indicated the fifteen most prevalent problems (based on highest
frequencies and per cents of the check-marks) were:
Eighth Grade Boys.— "Wanting advice on what to do after high school,"
and "Wanting to learn a trade," 36.00 per cent each; "Needing to know more
about college," 28.00 per cent; "Needing to decide on an occupation,"
24.00 per cent; "Needing to plan ahead for the future," 20.00 per cent,
"Doubting I can get a job in my chosen vocation," and "Deciding whether or
not to go to college," 20.00 par cent each; "Needing to know more about
vocations," "Needing to decide on a particular college," and "Not knowing
what I really want," 16.00 per cent each; "Choosing best subjects to pre
pare for college," "Getting needed training for a given occupation," and
"Afraid I won't be admitted to a college," 12.00 per cent each; "Unable
to enter desired vocation," "Can't see that school work is doing me any
good," "Choosing best subjects to take next terms," and "Choosing best
subjects to prepare for a job," 8.00 per cent each.
Twelfth urade Boys.— "Deciding whether or not to go to collage,"
24.00 per cent; "Wanting to learn a trade," 44.00 per cent; "Needing to
know more about colleges," 44.00 per cent; "Wanting advice on what to do
after high school," and "Afraid I won't be admitted to a college," 16.00
per cent each; "Unable to enter desired vocation," and "Concerned about
military service," 12.00 per cent each; "leeding to decide on an occupation,"
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"Needing to know more about occupations," "Restless to get out of school
and into a job," 8.00 per cent each; "Getting needed training for a given
occupation," "Lacking training for a job," "feeding to plan ahead for the
future," 4.00 per cent each; "Doubting I can get a job in my chosen voca
tion," 8.00 per cent.
Eighth Grade Girls.-" "Needing to know more about colleges," 28.00 per
cent; "Wanting advice on what to do after high school," 24.00 per cent;
"Afraid I'll never be able to go to college," 24.00 per cent; "Choosing
best subjects to prepare for college," 20.00 per cent; "Weeding to decide
on an occupation," and "Heeding to decide on a particular college," 16.00
per cent each; "Wanting to be on my own," and "Choosing best subjects to
take next term," 12.00 per cent each; "Unable to enter desired vocation,"
"Heeding to know more about occupations," and "Needing to plan ahead for
the future," 8.00 per cent each.
Twelfth Grade Girls.— "Deciding whether or not to go to college,"
28.00 par cent; "Choosing best subjects to prepare for college," and
"Wanting to learn a trade," 20.00 per cent each; "Needing to know my
vocational abilities," 16.00 per cent; "Unable to enter desired vocation,"
and "Wanting advice on what to do after high school," 12.00 per cent each;
"Needing to know more about occupations," "Choosing best subjects to take
next term," "Needing to know more about colleges," "Not knowing what I
really want," and "Heeding to plan ahead for the future," 8.00 per cent
each.
The Comparative Data,— In terms of ths total per cents as derived from
the per cent of boys and girls separately, in Table 29, the most prevalent
problems for the two grades were: "Wanting advice on what to do after
high school," 30.00 per cent and 14.00 per cent eighth and twelfth grades
respectively; "Needing to know more about colleges," 28.00 per cent and
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. 26.00 per cent eighth and twelfth grades respectively; "Needing to decide
on an occupation," 20.00 per cent and 4.00 per cent eighth and twelfth
grades respectively; "Heeding to plan ahead for the future," 14.00 per cent
and 6.00 per cent eighth and twelfth grades respectively; "Choosing the
best subjects to prepare for college," 26.00 per cent and 12.00 per cent
eighth and twelfth grades respectively; "Deciding whether or not to go to
college," 12.00 per cent and 26.00 per cent eighth and twelfth grades re
spectively; "Needing to decide on a particular college," 16.00 per cent
and 10.00 per cent eighth and twelfth grades respectively; "Weeding to know
more about occupations, 12.00 per cent and 8.00 per cent ©ighth and twelfth
grades respectively; "Afraid I won't be admitted to college," 8.00 per
cent and 2.00 per cent eighth and twelfth grades respectively; "Choosing
the best subjects to take next term," 10.00 per cent and 8.00 per cent
eighth and twelfth grades respectively; "Unable to enter desired vocation,"
8.00 per cent 12.00 per cent eighth and twelfth grades respectively; "Can't
see that school work is doing any good," 6.00 per cent and 2.00 per cent
eighth and twelfth grades respectively; "Wanting to learn a trade," 18.00
per cent and 32.00 per cent eighth and twelfth grades respectively; "Lack
ing training for a job," 2.00 par cent and 4.00 per cent eighth and twelfth
grades respectively and "Don't know what I really want," 12.00 per cent
and 8.00 per cent eighth and twelfth grades respectively.
In terms of the total per cents as derived from the per cents for the
grades separately in Table 29, the most prevalent problems according to sex
were: "Deciding whether or not to go to college," 22.00 per cent and 16.00
per cent boys and girls respectively; "Needing to decide on a particular
college," 16.00 per cent and 10.00 per cent boys and girls respectively;
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"Wanting advice on what to do after high school," 2S.00 per cent and 28.00
per cent boys and girls respectively," "Needing to know more about college,"
36.00 per cent and 28.00 per cent boys and girls respectively; "Wanting to
learn a trade," 40.00 per cent and 10.00 per cent boys and girls respec
tively! "Needing to decide on an occupation," 16.00 per cent and 8.00 per
cent boys and girls respectively; "Heeding to plan ahead for the future,"
12.00 per cent and 8.00 per cent boys and girls respectively; "Doubting if
I can gat a job in my chosen vocation," 14.00 per cent boys only; "Afraid
I won't be admitted to a college," 6.00 per cent and 4.00 per cent boys and
girls respectively; "Needing to know more about occupations," 12.00 per
cent and 8.00 per cent boys and girls respectively; "Unable to enter de
sired vocation," 8.00 per cent and 12.00 per cent boys and girls respec
tively; "Choosing the best subjects to prepare for college," 8.00 per cent
and 20.00 per cent boys and girls respectively; "Lacking training for a
job," 4.00 per cent and 2.00 per cent boys and girls respectively; "Choosing
best subjects to prepare for a job," 16.00 par cent and 4.00 per cent boys
and girls respectively and "Don't know how to look for a job," 10.00 per
cent and 4.00 per cent boys and girls respectively.
Students' Most Difficult Problems.— Table 30, page 107, reveals that
of the thirty problems in ths area of Future: Vocational and Educational
which were troubling the eighth and twelfth grade students of the Lancaster
Training High School most (based on highest frequencies and per cents of
the check-marks) the following were indicated!
Eighth Grade Boys.-- The eighth grade boys checked twelve problems as
being most difficult, namely: "Needing to decide on an occupation," "Needing
to know more about occupations," "Wanting to learn a trade," "Needing to
know more about colleges," and "Don't know how to look for a job," 8.00 per
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"Doubting I can get a job in my chosen vocation," "Wanting advice on what
to do after high school," "Restless to get out of school and into a job,"
"Can't see that school work is doing me any good," "Choosing best subjects
to prepare for college, "Hot know what I really want," and "Needing to plan
ahead for the future," 4.00 per cent each.
Twelfth Grade Boys.— The twelfth grade boys checked nine problems as
being most difficult, namely! "Wanting to learn a trade," 12.00 per cent;
"Heeding to decide on an occupation," "Restless to get out of school and
into a job," "Choosing best subjects to prepare for college," "Choosing
best subjects to prepare for a job," "Deciding whether or not to go to
college," "Needing to know more about colleges," "Heeding to plan ahead for
the future," and "Concerned about military service," 4.00 per cent each.
Eighth Grade Girls.--■ The eighth grade girls checked only one problem
as most difficult, to wit: "Wanting advice on what to do after high school,"
4.00 per cent.
Twelfth Grade Girls.— The twelfth grade girls checked three problems
as most difficult, to wits "Deciding whether or not to go to college,"
8.00 per cent; "Heeding to know more about colleges," and "Afraid I won't
be admitted to a college," 4.00 per cent each.
Comparative Data.-- In terms of the total per cent as derived from the
par cent of boys and girls separately, in Table 30, the most difficult
problems for the two grades weres "Doubting I can get a job in my chosen
vocation," "Planting advice on what to do after high school," "Can't see that
school work is doing any good," and "Don't know what I really want," 2.00
per cent each eighth grade only; "Heeding to decide on an occupation,"
4.00 per cent and 2.00 per cent eighth and twelfth grades respectively;
"Heeding to know about occupations," 4.00 per cent, eighth grade only;
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"Restless to get out of school and get a job," 2.00 per cent eighth and
twelfth grades respectively; "Choosing best subjects to prepare for college,"
and "Needing to plan ahead for the future," 2.00 per cent each eighth and
twelfth grades respectively} "Wanting to learn a trade," 4.00 per cent and
6.00 per cent eighth and twelfth grades respectively; "Needing to know more
about college," 4.00 per cent eighth grade and 2.00 per cent twelfth grades
respectively and "Don't know how to look for a job," 4.00 per cent eighth
grade only.
In terms of the total per cents, as derived from the per cents for the
two grades separately, in Table 30, the most difficult problems according
to sex weres "Wanting to learn a trade," 4.00 per cent and 6.00 per cent
boys and girls respectively; "Needing to decide on an occupation,,11 4.00 per
cent and 2.00 per cent respectively; "Needing to know more about college,"
4.00 per cent boys and girls respectively; "Restless to get out of school
and get a job," 2.00 per cent boys and girls respectively; "Choosing best
subjects to prepare for college," 2.00 per cents boys only. "Needing to
plan ahead for the future," 4.00 per cent boys only.
Problems with Desire for Counseling.— Table 31, page 110, shows that
there were nine problems (six with 4.00 per cent and two with 8.00 per cent)
in the area of Future: Vocational and Educational, with which the eighth
and twelfth grade students of the Lancaster Training High School, expressed
the desire for counseling assistance.
Eighth Grade Boys.— The eighth grade boys checked five problems with
which they would like to receive counseling: "Wanting advice on what to do
after high school," "Needing to decide on an occupation," "Choosing best
subjects to prepare for a job," "Don't know how to look for a job," and
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"Needing to plan ahead for future," 4.00 per cent each.
Twelfth Grade Boys.— The twelfth grade boys checked three problems with
which they would like to receive counseling: "Needing to decide on an occu
pation," "Lacking training for a job," and "Heeding to plan ahead for the
future," 4.00 per cent each.
Eighth Grade Girls.— The eighth grade girls checked four problems with
which they would like to receive counselings "Wanting advice on what to do
after high school," "Needing to decide on an occupation," "Choosing best
subjects to prepare for a job," and "Needing to decide on a particular
college," 4.00 per cent each.
Twelfth Srade Girls.— In terms of the total per cents as derived from
the per cents for boys and girls separately, in Table 31, the problems
with desire for counsel for the two grades were: "Wanting advice on what
to do after high school," 4.00 per cent eighth grade only; "Needing to
decide on an occupation," 4.00 per cent and 2.00 per cent eighttiand twelfth
respectively} "Needing to decide on a particular college," 6.00 per cent
eighth grade only; "Lacking training for a job," 4.00 per cent twelfth
grade only, "Needing to plan ahead for the future," 2.00 per cent and 4.00
per cent eighth and twelfth grades respectively.
In terms of the total per cents for the two grades separately, in
Table 31 s the problems with desire for counsel according to sex were:
"Needing to decide on an occupation," 4.00 per cent and 2.00 per cent boys
and girls respectively; and "Needing to plan ahead for the future," 4.00
per cent and 2.00 per cent boys and girls respectively.
Adjustment to School Work
Problems which are Troubling the Students.— Table 32, page 113, reveals
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that of the thirty problems in the area of Adjustment to School Work, th©
eighth and twelfth grade students of the Lancaster Training High Sehool
indicated that the twenty-three (with 12.00 to 44.00 per cents) most preva
lent problems (based on highest frequencies and per cents of the check
marks) for them were!
Eighth Grade Boys.-- "Not spending time on studies," 40.00 per cent;
"Weak in writing," 36.00 per cents "Can't keep mind on studies," 32.00
per cent; "Missing too many days," "Bshind in school," "Trouble in mathe
matics," "Worry about examinations," 24.00 per cent each; "Weak in spel
ling and grammar,'1 28.00 per cent; "Afraid to speak up in class discussion,"
"Getting low grades," "Worry about grades," and "Can't get some subjects,"
20.00 per cent each; "Poor word expression," and "Not smart enough," 16.00
per cent each; "Wo interest in books," "Trouble with oral reports," "Not
getting studies done on time," "Trouble organizing reports," "Slow in
reading," and "Afraid of failing in work," 12.00 per cent; "Adjusting to
school," "Taking wrong subjects," "Can't study effectively," "Poor memory,"
and "Don't like to study," 8.00 per cent each.
Twelfth Grade Boys.— "Hot spending time on studies," 36.00 per cent;
"Not smart enough," 32.00 per cent; "Poor expression in words," 28.00 per
cent; "Weak in spelling," and "Worry about examinations," 20.00 per cent;
"Don't know how to study effectively," "Trouble in mathematics," and "Weak
in writing," 16.00 per cent each; "Behind in school," "Don't like to
study," "Slow in reading," "Trouble in note taking," "Can't get some sub
jects," and "Don't like to study," 12.00 per cent each; "Afraid in class,"
"Poor memory," and "Afraid to speak up in class discussions," 8.00 per
cent each.
Eighth Grade Girls. "Worry about grades," 36.00 per cent; "Worry about
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examinations," 44.00 per cent; "lot spending time on studies," 28.00 per
cent; "Can't get some subjects," and "Afraid of failing in school work,"
20.00 per cent each; "Getting low grades," "Ueak in spelling," and "Weak
in writing," 12.00 per cent each; "No interest in some subjects," and
"Don't like to study," 8.00 per cent each.
Twelfth Grade Girls.— "Not spending enough time in study," 36.00 per
cent; "Unable to express myself well in words," 28.00 per cent ©ach;
"leak in writing," and "lot smart enough," 20.00 per cent each; "Taking
wrong subjects," "Trouble with mathematics," and "Poor memory," 12.00 per
cent each.
Comparative Data.— In terms of the total per cents derived from the
boys and girls, separately, in Table 32, the most prevalent problems for
the two grades were: "Not spending enough time on studies," 34.00 par cent
end 38.00 per cent eighth and twelfth grades respectively; "leak in spel
ling," 20.00 per cent eighth and twelfth grades respectively; "Weak in
writing," 24.00 per cent and 28.00 per cent eighth and twelfth grades re
spectively; "Being a grade behind in school," 26.00 per cent and 6.00 per
cent eighth and twelfth grades respectively; "Not interested in some sub
jects," 14.00 per cent and 4.00 per cent eighth and twelfth grades respec
tively; "Iforrying about examinations," 34.00 per cent and 26.00 per cent,
gighth and twelfth grades respectively; "Can't keep my mind on studies,"
28.00 per cent and 6.00 per cent eighth and twelfth grades respectively;
"Trouble in note taking," 4.00 per cent and 14.00 per cent eighth and
twelfth grades respectively; "Trouble with mathematics," 30.00 per cent and
14.00 per cent eighth and twelfth grades respectively; "Getting low grades,"
16.00 par cent and 8.00 per cent, eighth and twelfth grades respectively;
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"Not smart enough," 14.00 par cent and 26.00 per cent eighth and twelfth
grades respectively; "Trouble with reports," 8.00 per cent and 14.00 per
cent, eighth and twelfth grades respectively; "Not liking school," 2.00
per cent eighth grade only; "Unable to express myself well in words,"
20.00 per cent and 28.00 per cent eighth and twelfth grades respectively;
"Can't get some subjects," 20.00 par cent and 12.00 per cent eighth and t
twelfth grades respectively; "Afraid of failing in work," 26.00 per cent
and 8.00 per cent eighth and twelfth grades respectively; "Worrying about
grades," 28.00 per cent and 10.00 per cent eighth and twelfth grades re
spectively; "Don't like to study," 8.00 per cent and 10.00 per cent eighth
and twelfth gredes respectively; "Poor memory,'1 4.00 per cent and 10.00
per cent eighth and twelfth grades respectively; "Can't study effectively,"
6.00 per cent and 14.00 per cent eighth and twelfth grades respectively;
"Want to quit school", 2.00 par cent eighth grade only.
In tarms of the total per cents as derived from the total per cents
for the two grades, separately in Table 32, the most prevalent problems
according to sex were: "Not spending time on studies," 38.00 per cent and
32.00 per cent boys and girls respectively; "Weak in spelling," 24.00 per c
cent and 16.00 per cent boys and girls respectively; "Weak in writing,"
26.00 per cent and 16.00 per cent boys and girls respectively; "Poor ex
pression in words," 22.00 per cent and 25.00 per cent boys and girls respec
tively; "Trouble in note taking," 8.00 per cent and 10.00 per cent boys
and girls respectively; "Trouble with mathematics," 20.00 per cent and
24.00 per cent boys and girls respectively; "Can't get some subjects," 16.00
per cent boys and girls respectively; "Being a grade behind in school,"
13.00 per cent and 14.00 per cent, boys end girls respectively; "Not in
terested in some subjects," 12.00 per cent and 6.00 per cent boys and girls
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respectively; "Can't keep my mind on studies," 13.00 per cent and 6.00
per cent boys and girls respectively; "Worry about examinations," 22.00 per
cent and 26.00 p3r cent boys and girls respectively; "Getting low grades,"
12.00 per cent boys and girls respectively; "Trouble with oral reports,"
16.00 per cent and 6.00 per cent boys and girls respectively; "Trouble
organizing reports," 10.00 per cent and 12.00 per cent boys and girls re
spectively; "Don't like to study," 10.00 per cent and 8.00 per cent boys
and girls respectively; "Afraid of failing in school work," 8.00 per cent
and 16.00 per cent boys and girls respectively; "Afraid to speak up in
class discussions," 14.00 per cent and 10.00 per cent boys and girls respec
tively; "Slow in reading," 12.00 per cent and 2.00 per cent boys and girls
respectively.
Students' Most Difficult Problems.— Table 33, page 117, reveals that
of the thirty problems in the area of Adjustment to School Work which were
troubling the eighth and twelfth grade students of the Lancaster Training
High School most, (based on highest frequencies and per cents of the check
marks) the following were indicated!
Eighth Grade Boys.— The eighth grade boys cheeked problems as being
most difficult, namely: "Getting low grades," 12.00 per cent; "Poor ex
pression in words," and "Can't keep my mind on my subjects," 8.00 per cent
each; "Behind with oral reports," "Don't like to study," "Worrying about
examinations," "Can't get some subjects," and "Afraid of failing in work,"
4.00 per cent each.
Twelfth Grade Boys.— The twelfth grade boys checked sixteen problems
as being most difficult, na-telys "Hot spending time in studying," 16.00
per cent; "Trouble in note-taking," 12.00 per cent; "Poor expression in
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words," 8.00 per centj "Trouble with reports," "Afraid in class," "Not
getting studies on time," "No interest in school," "Can't study effective
ly," "Slow in reading," and "Worrying about examinations," 4.00 per cent
each.
Eighth Grade Girls.— The eighth grade girls checked twelve problems as
being most difficult, to wit: "Worry about examinations," 24.00 per cent;
"Worry about grades," 20.00 per cent each; "Behind in school," 16.00 per
cent; "Trouble with oral reports," 12.00 per cent; "Missing too many days
in school," "leak in writing," and "Afraid of failing in work," 8.00 per
cent each; "Mot spending enough time in study," "Getting low grades,"
"Can't get some subjects," and "Mot smart enough", 4.00 per cent each.
Twelfth Grade Girls*— The twelfth grade girls checked ten problems
as being most difficult, to wits "Poor expression in words," 16.00 per cent;
"Not spending time in study," "Can't study effectively," and "Trouble in
organizing reports," 8.00 per cent each; "Afraid in class,11 "Weak in spel
ling," "Weak in writing," "Worrying about grades," "Can't get some subjects,"
and "Not smart enough," 4.00 per cent each.
Comparative Data.— In terms of the total per cents derived from the
per cents of boys and girls, separately, in Table 33, the most difficult
problems for the two grades wares "Being a grade behind in school," 10.00
per cent eighth grade only; "(Jetting low grades," 8.00 per cent eighth grade
only; "Afreid of failing in school work," 6.00 per cent eighth grade onlyi
"Can't get some subjects," 4.00 per cent and 2.00 per cent eighth and
twelfth grades respectively; "Worry about examinations," 14.00 per cent
and 2.00 per cent eighth and twelfth grades respectively; "Not spending
enough time on studies," 2.00 per cent and 12.00 per cent, eighth and
twelfth grades respectively; "Unable to express myself well in words,"
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8.00 per cent and 12.00 par cent eighth and twelfth grades respectively}
"Trouble in note taking," 2.00 per cent eighth grade onlyj "Don't know how
to study effectively," 6.00 per cent twelfth grade only} "Trouble with
mathematics," 6.00 per cent and 12.00 per cent eighth and twelfth grades
respectively} "Afraid in class," 4.00 per cent twelfth grade only} "Can't
get some subjects," 4.00 per cent and 2.00 per cent eighth and twelfth
grades respectively} "Mot smart enough," 2.00 per cent eighth and twelfth
grades respectively.
In terms of the total per cents as derived from the total per cents
for the two grades separately in Table 35, the most difficult problems
according to sex weres "Trouble in organizing reports," 4.00 per cent boys
onlyj "Getting low grades," 6.00 per cent and 2.00 per cent boys and girls
respectively; "Unable to express myself well in words," 8.00 per cent and
12.00 per cent boys and girls respectively; "Can't study effectively,"
2.00 per cent and 4.00 per cent boys and girls respectively} "Trouble in
organizing reports," 4.00 per cent boys only; "Slow in reading," 2.00 per
cent boys only} "Worry about examinations," 4.00 per cent and 12.00 per cent
boys and girls respectively} "Can't get some subjects," 2.00 per cent and
4.00 per cent boys and girls respectively.
Problems with Desire for Counsel.— Table 34, page 120, reveals that
there were twelve problems, (eight with 4.00 per cent and four with 8.00
per cent) in the area of Adjustment to School Work, with which the eighth
and twelfth grade students of the Lancaster Training High School, expressed
the desire for counseling assistance.
Eighth Grade Boys.— The eighth grade boys checked seven problems with
which they would like to receive counseling: "Unable to express myself well
in words," 8.00 per cent; "Behind in school," "Trouble with oral reports,"
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"Mot liking school," "Week in spelling," and "Worry about examinations,"
4.00 per cent each.
Twelfth Grade Boys.—■ The twelfth grade boys checked three problems
with which they would like to receive counseling: "Don't like to study,"
"Afraid of failing in school work," and "Can't get some subjects," 4.00
per cent each.
Eighth Grade Girls.— The eighth grade girls checked seven problems
with which they would like to receive counselings "Behind in school,"
and "Mot spending enough time in study," 8.00 per cent each; "Adjusting to
new school," "Missing too many days of school," "Trouble with mathematics,"
"Weak in writing," and "Worry about examinations," 4.00 per cent each.
Twelfth Grade Girls.— The twelfth grade girls checked only two problems
with which they would like to receive counseling, namely: "Poor express
ion in words," and "Slow in reading," 4.00 per cent each.
Comparative Data.— In terms of the total per cents as derived from
the per cents of the boys and girls separately in Table 34 for the two
grades were: "Slow in reading," 4.00 per cent and 2.00 per cent eighth and
twelfth grades respectively? "Unable to express myself in words," 4.00 per
cent and 2.00 per cant eighth and twelfth grades respectivelyj "Worry about
examinations," 2.00 per cent eighth grade onlyi "Worry about grades,"
2.00 per cent eighth grade only.
In terms of the total per cents as derived from the per cents of the
two grades separately, in Table 34, the problems with desire for counsel
according to sex were: "Slow in reading," 4.00 per cent and 2.00 per cent
boys and girls respectively! "worry about examinations," 2.00 per cent boys
and girls respectively; "Unable to express myself well in words," 4.00
per cent boys and girls respectively.
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Curriculum and Teaching Procedures
Problems which ere Troubling the Students.— Table 35, page 123, reveals
that of the thirty problems in the area of Curriculum and Teaching Proce
dures, the eighth and twelfth grade students of the Lancaster Training High
School indicated ths fifteen (with 12.00 to 65.00 per cents) most prevalent
problems (based on highest frequencies and per cents of the cheek-marks)
for them were s
Eighth Grade Boys.-- "Family not understanding," 20.00 per cant} "Lunch
hour too short," 36.00 per centi "Hot enough discussion in class," "Too
little freedom in class," and "Not allowed to take subjects I want," 16.00
per cent each; "No study place at home," "Not getting along with teachers,"
"School too strict," "Class too dull," "No help from teachers," and "No
school spirit," 8.00 per cent eaehj "Take subjects I don't like," "Subjects
not related to life," "Restless in class," "Teachers lack personality,"
"Teachers not considerate," and "Poor teachers,*' 4.00 per cant each.
Twelfth Grade Boys.— "Lunch hour too short," 40.00 per cent} "Books
too hard," and "No school spirit," 12.00 per cent eaeh} "Subjects not offer
ed in school," "Restless in Class," "Too much work in subjects," and "School
too strict," 8.00 per cent each} "No study place at home," "Family not
understanding," "Take subjects I don't like," "Not enough discussion in
class," "No good books in library," "Teachers don't practice what they
preach," and "Students not given responsibility," 4.00 per cent each.
Bigjrth__^radeGirls.— "Teachers don't practice what they preach,"
24.00 per cent} "Family not understanding," "Take subjects I don't like,"
and "Teachers not friendly," 20.00 per cent each} "No study place at home,"
"No help from teachers," Teachers not considerate," and "Lunch hour too
short," 16.00 per cent each} "Eastless in class," "No good books in
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library," "Too much work required in subjects," "Wot allowed to take sub-
jaets I want," and "Mot getting along with teachers,'1 12.00 per cent each;
"Subjects not related to life," and "Teachers lack personality," 8.00 per
cant each| "Books too hard," "Not enough discussion in class," "School
too strict," "Class too dull," "Teachers lack interest in students/1 "Poor
teachers," "Grades unfair," "Students not given responsibility," and "No
school spirit," 4.00 per cent each.
Twelfth Grade Girlj^.— "Lunch hour too short," 64.00 per cent; "Restless
in class," 28.00 per cents "Subjects not offered in school," 24.00 per
cent; "Grades unfair," 16.00 per cent; "Teachers don't practice what they
preach," 12.00 per cents "Take subjects I don't like," "io good books in
library," "Class too dull," and "No school spirit," 8.00 per cent each;
"Family not understanding," "Subjects not related to life," "Too much work
in subjects," "Teachers lack personality," and "Teachers not friendly/1
4.00 per cent each.
Comparative Data.— In terras of the total per cents as derived from the
per cents of the boys and girls separately in Table 35, the most prevalent
problems for the two grades were: "Lunch hour to short," 26.00 per cent and
52.00 per cent eighth and twelfth grades respectively; "Family not under
standing," 20.00 per cent and 4.00 per cent eighth and twelfth grades
respectively; "Taking subjects I don't like," 12.00 per cent and 6.00 per
cent eighth and twelfth grades respectively; "No good books in the library,"
6.00 per cent eighth and twelfth grades respectively; "Not allowed to take
subjects I want," 14.00 per cent eighth grade only; "Not enough discussion
in class," 10.00 per cent and 2.00 per cent eighth and twelfth grades
respectively; "Books too hard," 8.00 per cent and 6.00 per cent eighth and
twelfth grades respectively; "Restless in class," 8.00 per cent and 18.00
per cent eighth and twelfth grades respectively; "No study place at home,"
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14.09 per cent and 2.00 per cent eighth and twelfth grades respectively!
"No help from teachers," 12.00 par cent eighth grade only} "Mot getting
along with teachers," and "Teachers not considerate," 10.00 per cent 10.00
per cent eighth grade onlyi "School too strict," 6.00 per cent and 4.00
per cent eighth and twelfth grades respectively; "Classes too dull," 6.00
par cent and 4.00 per cent eighth and twelfth grades respectively; "No
school spirit," 6.00 per cent and 10.00 per cent eighth and twelfth grades
respectively} "Subjects not related to life," 6.00 per cent and 2.00 per
cent eighth and twelfth grades respectively} "Teachers lack personality,"
6.00 per cent and 2.00 per cent eighth grade only} "Wanting subjects not
offered," 4.00 per cent and 16.00 per cent eighth and twelfth grades res
pectively; "Too much work required in subjects," 14.00 per cent and 6.00 per
cent eighth and twelfth grades respectively; "Teachers not friendly,"
10.00 per cent and 2.00 per cent eighth and twelfth grades respectively}
"Grades unfair," 2.00 per cent and 8.00 per cent eighth and twelfth grades
respectively} "Teachers lack interest in students," 2.00 per cent eighth
grade only.
In terms of the total per cents as derived from the per cents of the
two grades separately, in Table 35, the most prevalent problems according
to sex weres "Lunch hour too short," 38.00 per cent and 40.00 per cent boys
and girls respectively} "Family not understanding," 12.00 per cent boys
and girls respectively; "Books too hard," 12.00 per cent and 2.00 per cent
boys and girls respectively} "Mot enough discussion in class," 10.00 per
cent and 2.00 per cent boys and girls respectively and "No good books in
the library," 2.00 per cent and 10.00 per cent boys and girls respectively.
"Ho school spirit," 10.00 per cent and 6.00 per cent boys and girls res
pectively; "Io study place at home," 12.00 psr cent and 8.00 per cent boys
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and .girls respectively; "Wanting subjects not offered in school," 8.00
per cent and 12.00 per cent boys and girls respectively; "School too
strict," 8.00 per cent and 2.00 per cent boys and girls respectively;
"Restless in class," 6.00 per cent and 20.00 per cent boys and girls
respectively; "Take subjects I don't like", 4.00 per cent and 14.00 per
cent boys and girls respectively; "Subjects not related to life," 2.00
per cent and 6.00 per cent boys and girls respectively; "Teachers lack
personality," 2.00 per cent and 6.00 per cent boys and girls respectively;
"Teachers not considerate," 2.00 per cent and 8.00 par cent boys and
girls respectively; "Poor teachers", 2.00 per cent boys and girls respec
tively; "lot allowed to take subjects I want," 8.00 per cent and 6.00 per
cent boys and girls respectively; "No help from teachers," 6.00 per cent
and 8.00 per cent boys and girls respectively; "Too much work required in
some subjects," 12.00 par cent and 8.00 per cent boys and girls respective
ly, and "Students not given responsibility," 2.00 per cent boys and girls
respectively.
Students^ Most Difficult Problems.— Table 36, page 127, revsals that
of the thirty problems in the area of Curriculum and Teaching Procedures
which were troubling the eighth and twelfth grade students of the Lancaster
Training High School most, (based on highest frequencies and per cents)
the following were indicated:
Eighth Grade Boys.— The eighth grade boys checked seven problems as
being most difficult, namely; "Lunch hour too short," 8.00 per cent;
"Family not understanding," "Books too hard," "School too strict," "Class
too dull," "Teachers not considerate," and"Poor teachers," 4.00 per cent
each.
Twelfth Grade Boys.-- The twelfth grade boys checked only five problems
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as being most difficult, namely* "Wanting subjects not offered," "Wot
enough good books in library," "Not enough discussion in class/1 and
"Teachers not considerate," 4.00 per cent each. "Books too hard," 8.00
per cent.
Eighth Grade Girls."- The eighth grade girls checked only three prob
lems as being most difficult, to wits "Restless in class," "Too much work
in subjects," and "Not enough discussion in class," 4.00 per cent each.
Twelfth Grade Girls.— The twelfth grade girls checked only two prob
lems as being most difficult, to wits "Family not understanding," and
"Restless in class," 4.00 per cent each.
Comparative Data.— In terms of the total per cents as derived from
the per cents of the boys and girls separately, in Table 36, the most
difficult problems for the two grades weres "Lunch hour too short," 2.00
per cent eighth grade only: "Family not understanding," 2.00 per cent eighth
and twelfth grades respectively! "Books too hard," 6.00 per cent eighth
and twelfth grades respectively; "School too strict," 2.00 per cent eighth
and twelfth grades respectively! "Classes too dull," "Too many poor teachers,"
2.00 per cent boys only; "Books too hard," 6.00 per cent boys only? nj5lot
enough discussion in class," 2.00 per cent boys and girls respectively.
Problems with Desire for Counsel.— Table 37, page 129, shows that
there were only five problems, (all with 4.00 per cent) in the area of
Curriculum and Teaching Procedures, with which the eighth and twelfth
grade students of the Lancaster Training High School, expressed the desire
for counseling assistance.
Eighth Grade Boys.— The eighth grade boys did not check any problem
with which they desired any counseling assistance.
Twelfth Grade Boys.— The twelfth grade boys checked only two problems
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with which they would like to receive counseling, namelys "Books too hard,"
and "Not enough school spirit,", 2.00 per cent each.
Eighth Grade Girls.— The eighth grade girls checked only three prob
lems with which they would like to receive counseling: "Take subjects I
don't like," "Teachers not friendly to students," and "Too many poor
teachers," 4.00 per cent each.
Twelfth Grade Girls.— The twelfth grade girls checked no problems
with which they desired counseling.
Comparative Data.— In terms of the total per cents as derived from
the boys and girls separately in Table 37, the problems with desire for
counsel according to the two grades wares "Made to take subjects I don't
like," 2.00 per cent eighth grade onjy "Text books too hard," 2.00 per
cent twelfth grade onlyj "Mot getting enough personal help from teachers,"
and "Too many poor teachers," 2.00 per cent each, eighth grade only.
In terms of the total per cents as derived from the per cents of the
two grades separately in Table 37, the problems with desire for counsel
according to sex were: "Textbooks too hard," 2.00 par cent boys only;
"Not enough school spirit," 2.00 per cent boys onlyj "Made to take subjects
I don't like," "No personal help from teachers,™ and "Too many poor tea*-
chers," 2.00 per cent girls only.
Interpretative Summaries
Health and Physical Development.— Table 38 reveals that in the area
of Health and Physical Development that the number of "troublesome" prob
lems as checked by the students was: for the 8th grade, 23 or 75.9 per cent
for both the boys and girls; and for the 12th grade, 15 or 50.00 per cent
for the boys and 20 or 66.66 per cent for the girls; with the 8th grade
indicating more problems than the 12th grade, and the boys having a larger
number of total problems cheeked than did the girls although the girls
showed a larger number of problems within each of the grades. There
was a 27 or 89.10 per cent of the "troublesome" problems in the area of
Health and Physical Development checked by all of the subjects.
Further, Table 41, shows that in terms of the total number of respon
ses made to all of the items in the area of Health and Physical Develo-
ment that the 8th grade students made 160 or 55.00 per cent responses
whereas the 12th grade students made 131 or 45.00 per cent responses} with
the girls showing a substantial larger number of responses, that is, a
larger incidence of problems in this area. There was a total of 291 or
9.18 per cent responses made on this area out of the total of 3,170 re
sponses for all eleven areas of the check-list.
Table 39, reveals that in the area of Health and Physical Develop
ment that ths number of "most difficult" problems as checked by the
students was* for the 8th grade, 12 or 39.6 per cent for the boys and 8
or 36.4 per cent for the girls; and for the 12th grade, 9 or 29.7 per
cent for the boys and 6 or 20.00 per cent for the girls| with the 8th
grade indicating a larger number of "most difficult" problems then the
12th grade, and the boys having a larger total number of difficult prob
lems as well as the larger number within each of the two grades. There
was 20 or 66.67 per cent of the"most difficult" problems in the area of
Health end Physical Development checked by all of the subjects.
Further, Table 42S shows that in terms of ths total responses mad©
to all of the items in the section — Most Difficult Problems— in the
area of Health and Physical Development that the 8th grade students mad©
38 or 55.88 per cent responses, whereas the 12th grade students made 30
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FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF TH3 NUMBER OP PROBLEMS CHECKED ON THE
ELEVEN AREAS OP THE MOONEY PROBLEM CHECK-LIST (PREVALENT
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FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF THE NUMBER OF PR03LMS CHECKED ON THE
ELEVEN AREAS OF THE MOONEY PROBLEM CHECK-LIST
(MOST DIFFICULT PROBLEMS)
' Eighth Grade"' Twelfth Grade Totals
Problem Areas Boys Girls Totl. Boys__girls Tot. Boys Girls Tot.
Num. ~gumr^_Num. ~~~MumT~ Num lum»"_J^%__MH.E^^-Ml™!!L
Health and Physi
cal Development 12 8 15 9 6 12 16 10 20
Finance, Living
Conditions, and
Employment 14 6 15 15 1 15 22 6 12
Social and Recre
ational Activities 6 5 9 10 4 12 13 28 17
Courtship, Sex
and Marriage 9 3 12 10 13 18 14 15 23
Social-Psycho
logical Relations 55826659 12
Personal-Psycho
logical Relations 9 5 10 10 11 18 16 13 20
Morals and Religion 9 4 11 7 3 8 10 6 15
Home and Family 56923477 10
The Future: Voca
tional and Educa
tional 12 1 12 9 3 10 15 4 15
Adjustment to
School Work 13 13 18 14 11 18 21 17 24
Curriculum and
Teaching Procedures 7 3 10 8 2 9 13 4 15
TOTALS 101 59 129 96 63 130 158 11? 183 (1025)
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TABLE 40
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF THE NUMBER OF PROBLEMS CiffiCKED ON ,THE
ELEVEN AREAS OF THE MOONEY PROBLEM CHECK-LIST
(DESIRE FOR COUNSEL)
Problems with Desire for Counsel Indicated by btars
"Wgrth"*Grad"e Twelfth Grade Totals
Problem Areas Boys GirTs"Tot._ Boys Girls _Tot^_ Boys Girls Tot/
Num. Num. Num. Num. Num. Num. Num. Num. Num.
Health and Physi
cal Development 80821391 10
Finance, Living
Conditions, and




and Marriage 10 1 11 2 5 7 7
Social-Psycho
logical Relations 7 5 10 0 0 0 10
Personal-Psycho
logical Relations 7 3 10 3 1 4 10
Morals and Religion 13 7 14 0 0 0 13






































or 44.12 per cent responses; with the boys showing the greater number
of responses, that is, having the larger incidence of difficult problems
in this area. There was a total of 68 or 12.83 per cent responses made
on this area out of the total of 530 responses for all eleven areas of
the check-list.
Table 40, reveals that in the area of Health and Physical Development
that the number of problems with the desire for counsel as checked by
the students wass for the 8th grade, 8 or 26.40 per cent for the boys
and no problems for the girlsj and for the 12th grade, 2 or 6.6 per cent
for the boys and 1 or 3.3 per cent for the girls, with the 8th grade in
dicating four times as many problems with desire for counsel as the 12th
grade, and the boys having nine times as many problems as the girls
within the two grades. There were ten or 33.33 per cent of the problems
with the desire for counsel in the area of Health and Physical Develop
ment checked by all of the subjects.
Further, Table 39, shows that in terms of th© total number of respon
ses made to all of the items on the section—Desire for Counsel— in the
area of Health and Physical Development that the 8th grade students made
11 or 78.58 per cent responses, whereas the 12th grade students made 3
or 21.42 par cent responses; with the boys making thirteen times the
number of responses as did the girls in this area. There was a total of
14 or 8.00 per cent responses made out of the total of 177 responses for
all eleven areas of the check-list.
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TABLE 41
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OP STUDENTS' RESPONSES CN THE ELEVEN
AREAS OF TBE MOOHEY CHECK-LIST
(PREVALENT PROBLEMS)
Troublesome Problems Indicated by Underscores
"Eighth Grade Twelfth Grade Totals
Problem Areas Boys Girls Tot.".Boys Girls Totl. Boys Girls Tot.
Num. Num. Num. Num. Num. Num. Num. Num. Num.
Health and Physi
cal Development 77 83 160 48 83 131 125 166 291
Finances, Living
Conditions, and
Employment 135 125 260 95 86 181 230 211 441
Social and Recre
ational Activities 92 67 159 57 79 136 149 146 295
Courtship, Sex, and
Marriage 77 54 131 52 104 156 129 158 287
Social-Psycho
logical Relations 58 59 117 17 77 94 75 136 211
Personal-Psycho
logical Relations 85 100 185 64 116 180 149 216 365
Morals and Religion 100 86 186 41 59 100 141 145 286
Home and Family 44 66 110 17 30 47 61 96 157
The Futures Voca
tional and
Educational 90 50 140 64 46 110 154 96 250
Adjustment to
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17 IS 30 41 27 68
24 2 26 44 14 88
15 6 21 24 12 36





11 18 29 33 30 63
9 5 14 30 14 44
2 3 5 10 11 21
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Problems with Desire for Counsel Indicated by Stars
Eighth Grade Twelfth Grade Totals
Boys Gir.ls Tot. Boys Girls Tot. Boys Girls Tot. Grand"
Num. Num. Num. Num. Mum.- Num. Mum. Mum. Num. TotaT
11 0 11
8 17
13 1 14 2
7 5 12 0
9 4 13 3
16 7 23 0
2 3 5 1
9 4 13 3
9 11 20 4
3 13 1 14 373
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Finances, Living Conditions, and Employment.-— Table 38 reveals
that in the area of Finances, Living Conditions, and Employment that the
number of "troublesome" problems as checked by the students was: for the
8th grade, 27 or 89.10 per cent for both the boys and girls| and for the
12th grade, 24 or 90.20 per cent for the boys and 21.69.30 per cent for
the girls 5 with the 8th grade indicating more problems than the 12th
grade, and the boys and girls showinpj the same— 29 — number of prob-
loms. There was 29 or 95.70 per cent of the "troublesome" problems in
this area cheeked by all of the subjects.
Further, Table 41, shows that in terms of the total number of respon
ses made to all of the items in the area of Finances, Living Conditions,
and Employment that the 8th grade students made 260 or 59.00 per cent
responses, whereas the 12th grade students mad© 181 or 41.00 per cent
responses? with the girls showing a slightly larger number of responses
for a larger incidence of problems in this area. There was a total of
441 or 13.911 per cent responses on this area out of the total of 3170 re
sponses for all eleven areas of the check-list.
Table 39, reveals that in the area of Finances, Living Conditions,
and Employment that the number of "most difficult" problems as checked
by the students wass for the 8th grade, 14, or 46.20 per cent for the
boys and 6 or 19.80 per cent for the girls; and for the 12th grade, 15
or 50.00 per cent for the boys and 1 or 3.3 per cent for the girls; with
the two grades showing 15 or 50.00 per cent of difficult problems although
the boys showed approximately four times (22 to 6) the number of difficult
problems as the girls. There was 22 or 72.60 per cent of the "most diffi
cult" problems in this area checked by all of the subjects.
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Further, Table 42, shows that in terms of the totel responses mad©
to all of the items on the section—most difficult problems—in the area
of Finances, Living Conditions, and Employment that the number of problems
with the desire for oounsel as checked by the students wass for the 8th
grade, 5 or 16.5 per cent for the boys and 6 or 19.8 per cent for the
girls; and for the 12th grade, 5 or 16.5 per cent for the boys and no
problems checked by the girls. The boys showed a 50.00 per cent (9 to
6) larger number of problems with desire for counsel as did the girls.
.There were 11 or 36.30 per cent of the problems in this area cheeked by
all of the subjects.
Further, Table 43, shows that in terms of the total number of respon
ses made to all of the items on the section—desire for counsel— in the
area of Finances, Living Coniditions, and Employment that the 8th grade
students made 17 or 78.63 responses, whereas the 12th grade students made
5 or 21.37 per cent responses; with the boys making approximately twice
as many responses as did the girls in this area. There was a total of
22 or 12.45 per cent responses made out of the total of 177 responses for
all eleven areas of the check-list.
Social and Recreational Activities.— Table 38 reveals that in the
area of Social and Recreational Activities that the number of "troublesome"
problems as checked by the students was: for the 8th grade, 26 or 85.80 per
cent for the boys and 27 or 89.10 per cent for the girls; and for the 12th
grade, 20 or 66.67 per cent for the boys and 26 or 85.50 per cent for
the girls; with the 8th grade showing more (3.3) per cent) problems than
did th© 12th grade, and the girls indicating one or 3.3 per cent more
problems than did the boys. There was 29 or 95.70 per cent of the "trouble
some" problems in this area checked by all of the subjects.
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Further, Table 41, shows that in terms of the total number of res
ponses made to all of the items in the area of Social and Recreational
Activities that the 8th grade students made 159 or 53.90 per cent respon
ses; whereas the 12th grade students made 136 or 36.10 per cent responses;
with the boys showing a slightly larger number of responses for a larger
incidence of problems in this area. There was a total of 295 or 9.31 per
cent made on this area out of the total of 3170 responses for all eleven
areas of the cheek-list.
Table 39 reveals that in the area of Social and Recreational Activities
that the number of "most difficult" problems as checked by the students
was: for the 8th grad®, 6. or 20.00 par cent for the boys and 5 or
16.50 per cent for the girlsj and for the 12th grade, 10 or 33.33 per cent
for the boys and 4 or 13.20 per cent for the g;irls; with the 12th grade
indicating a third (9 to 12 problems) larger number of "most difficult"
problems than did the 8th grade, with the boys indicating a third larger
number of problems than did the girls. There was 17 or 56.10 per cent
of the^ost difficult" problems in this area checked by all of the subjects.
Further* Table 42 shows that in terms of the total responses made to
all of the items on the section—most difficult problems—in the area of
Social and Recreational Activities that the 8th grad© students made 15 or
41.66 per cent responses, whereas the 12th grada students mede 21 or 58.44
per cent responses; with the boys showing twice as many responses on
"difficult" problems as did the girls for the two grades. There was a tot
al of 36 or 6.80 per cent responses for all eleven areas of the check
list.
Table 40 reveals that in the area of Social and Recreational
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Activities that the 8th grade students made 9 or 64.28 per cent respon
ses, whereas the 12th grade students made 5 or 35.72 per cent responses as
did the girls in this area. There was a total of 14 or 7.85 per cent
responses made out of the total of 177 responses for all eleven areas of
the oheek-list.
Courtship, Sex and Marriage.— Table 38, reveals that in the area of
Courtship, Sex, and Marriage that the number of "troublesome" problems
checked by the students was: for the 8th grade, 26 or 85.80 per cent for
the boys and 21 or 39.30 per cent for the girls; and for the 12th grade,
20 or 66.67 per cent for the boys and 23 or 75.90 per cent for the girls;
with the boys and girls showing the same number of total number of prob
lems although the boys showed more specific problems within the two grades.
All of the thirty problems in this area was checked by all of the sub
jects.
Further, Table 41 shows that in terms of the total number of respon
ses n»de to all of the items in the area of Courtship, Sex, and Marriage
that the 8th grede students made 131 or 45.64 per cent, whereas the 12th
grade students made 156 or 54.36 per centj with the girls showing a larger
number (approximately 9 per cent) of responses than did the boys in this
area. There was a total of 287 or 9.1 per cent made on this area out of
the total of 3170 responses for all eleven areas of the check-list.
Table 39 reveals that in the area of Courtship, Sex and Marriage that
the number of "most difficult" problems as checked by the students was:
for the 8th grade, 9 or 29.70 per cent for the boys and 3 or 9.9 per cent
for the girls; and for the 12th grade, 10 or 33.33 per cent for the boys
and 13 or 42.90 per cent for the srirls; with the 12th grade indicating
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50.00 per cent (12 to 18) larger number of "most difficult" problems
than did the 8th grade, end with the girls indicating a 3.3 per cent 14 to
15) more number of problems in this area than did the boys. There was
23 or 75.90 per cent of the "most difficult" problems in this area checked
by all of the subjects.
Further, Table 42 shows that in terms of the total responses made to
all of the items onnthe section— most difficult problems-~in the erea
of Courtship, Sex, and Marriage that the 8th grade students mad© 14 or 31.
58 per cent responses; whereas the 12th grade students made 39 or 68.42 per
cent responses; with the boys showing only one (29 to 28) more response
than did the girls for the two grades. There was a 57 or 10.75 per cent
responses of the 530 for all eleven areas of the check-list.
Table 40, reveals that in the area of Courtship, Sex and Marriage
that the number of problems with desire for counsel as checked by the
students was; for the 8th grade, 10 or 33.33 per cent for the boys and 1
or 3.3 per cent for the girls; and for the 12th grade, 2 or 6.6 per cent
for the boys and for the girls 5 or 16.5 per cent. The boys showed better
than a 71.0 per cent larger (7-5) number of problems with desire for
counsel as did the girls. There were 10 or 33.33 per cent of the problems
in this area checked by all of the subjects.
Further, Table 43 shows that in terms of the total number of responses
to all of the items of the section—desire for counsel—in the area of
Courtship, Sex and Marriage that the 8th grade students made 12 or 100.00
per cent responses, with no responses being made by the 12th grade stu
dents. The boys made 71.0 per cent (7-5) more responses in this area than
did the girls. There was a total of 12 or 6.78 per cent responses made
out of the total of 177 responses for all eleven areas of the check-list.
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Social-Psychological Relations.— Table 38 reveals that in the area
of Social-Psychology Relations that the number of "troublesome" problems
as checked by the students was: for the 8th grade, 23, or 75.9 per cent for
the boys and 22 or 72.6 per cent for the girls; and for the 12th grade,
14 or 46.2 per cent for the boys and 25 or 82.5 per cent for the girls;
with the boys and girls as well as the two grades showing the same—29—
number of "troublesome" problems. All thirty (100.00 per cent) of the
individual problems in the area of "troublesome" problems in this area
were checked by all of the subjects.
Further, Table 41 shows that in terms of the total number of responses
made to all of the items in the area of Social-Psychological Relations
that the 8th grade students made 117 or 55.45 per cent responses; whereas
the 12th grade students made 94 or 44.55 per cent responses; with the boys
showing 9.00 per cent (94 to 75) larger number of responses for a larger
incidence of problems in this area than did the p;irls. There was a total
of 211 or 6.65 per cent responses made in this area out of the total of
3170 responses for all eleven areas of the check-list.
Table 39 reveals that in the area of Social-Psychological Relations
that the number of "most difficult" problems as checked by the students
was: for the 8th grade, 5 or 16.5 per cent for both the boys and the girls;
and for the 12th grade, 2 or 616 per cent for the boys and 6 or 19.8 par
cent for the girls; with the two grades showing 12 or 39.6 per cent of
difficult problems, and the girls showing; approximately twice (5 to 9)
the number of most difficult problems as did the boys in this area. There
was 12 or 39.6 per cent of the "most difficult" problems in this area
checked by all of the subjects.
Further, Table 42 shows that in terms of the total number of responses
made to all of the items on the section—most—difficult problems— in
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the area of Social-Psychological Reletions that the 8th grade students
made 13 or 42.90 par cent responses! with the girls showing better than
twice (9 to 19) as many on "most difficult" problems as the" boys for the
two grades. There was a total of 28 or 5.3 per cent responses made on this
area out of the total of 530 responses for all eleven areas of the check
list.
Table 40 reveals that in the area of Social-Psychological Relations
that the number of problems with the "desire for counsel11 as cheeked by
the students was: for the 8th grade, 7 or 23.10 per cent for the boys and
5 or 16.50 per cent for the girls. The boys showed three and a third
times (10 to 3) the number of problems with desire for counsel as did the
girls. There were 10, or 33.33 per cent of ilie problems in the area check
ed by all of the subjects.
Further, Table 43 shows that in terms of the total number of responses
made to all of the items on the section—dssire for counsel in this area
of Social-Psychological Relations that the 8th grade students made 13 or
76.5 per cent responses; whereas the 12th grade students made 4 or 24.5
per cent responses; with the boys making better than two and a third times
(12 to 5) as many responses in this area as did the girls. There was a
total of 17 or 9.6 per cent responses made out of the total of 177 re
sponses for all eleven areas of the check-list.
Personal-Psychoiogioal Relations. —- Table 38 reveals that in the
area of Personal-Psychological Relations that the number of "troublesome"
problems as checked by the students wass for the 8th grade 21 or 69.30
per cent for the boys and 23 or 75.90 per cent for the girls; and for the
12th grade, 18 or 59.40 per cent for the boys and 23 or 75.90 per cent
for the girls; with the 12th grade indicating 6.6 per cent (23 to 25) more
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problems than did the 8th grade* and the girls showing 13.20 per cent
(22 to 28) more problems than did the boys of the two grades. There was
26 or 85.80 per cent of the "troublesome" problems in this area checked
by all of the subjects.
Purthers Table 41 shows that in terms of the total number of responses
made to all of the items in the area of Personal-Psychological Relations
that the 8th grade students made 185 or 50.71 per cent responses! whereas
the 12th grade students made 180 or 49.29 per cent responses? with the
girls showing approximately 60.00 per cent (149 to 216) more responses
for a larger incidence of problems in this area than did the boys. There
was a total of 365 or 11.51 per cent responses made on this area out of
the total of 3170 responses for all eleven areas of the check-list.
Table 39 reveals that in the area of Personal-Psychological Relations
that the number of "most difficult" problems as checked by the students
wass for the 8th grade, 9 or 29.70 per cent for the boys and 5 or 16.5
per cent for the girls; and for the 12th grade, 10 or 33.33 per cent for
the boys and 11 or 36.30 per cent for the girls; with the 12th grade show
ing almost twice (10 to 18) as many problems as did the 8th grade and the
boys showing 9.9 per cent (16 to 13) more "most difficult" problems than
did the girls. There was 20 or 66.67 per cent of the "most difficult"
problems in this area checked by all of the subjects.
Further, Table 42 shows that in terms of the total number of responses
made to all of the items on the section—most difficult problems—in the
area of Personal-Psychological Relations that the 8th students made 34
or 54.00 per cent responses; whereas the 12th grade students made 29 or
46.00 per cent responses; with the boys showing 9.9 per cent (33 to 30)
more "most difficult" problems as did the girls for the two grades. There
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was a total of 63 or 11.90 per cent responses made on this area out of
the total 530 responses for all eleven areas of the check-list.
Table 40 reveals that in the area of Personal-Psychological Relations
that the number of problems "with desire for counsel" as checked by the
students was! for the 8th grade, 7 or 23.10 per cent for the boys and 3 or
9.90 per cent for the girls; and for the 12th grad©, 3 or 9.90 per cent
for the girlsj and for the 12th grade, 3 or 9.90 per cent and 1 or 3.30 per
cent for the girls, with tha 8th grade indicating two and a half times
(10 to 4) as many problems "with desire for counsel" as did the 12th
grades and tha boys shovdng three and a third times (10 to 3) as many
problems in this area as did the girls of the two grades. There were 13
or 42.90 per cent of the problems in this area checked by all of the sub
jects.
Table 43 shows that in terms of the total number of responses made
to all items on the section—desire for counsel—in the area of Personal
Psychological Relations that the 8th grade students made 23 or 100.00
per cent responses; whereas the 12th grade students made no responses on
this section of the check-list. The boys made a two and a third times
(16 to 7) as many responses in this area as did the girls. There was a
total of 23 or 12.99 per cent responses made out of the total of 177
responses for all eleven areas of the check-list.
Morals and Religion.— Table 38 reveals that in the area of morals
and religion that the number of "troublesome" problems as checked by the
students wass for the 8th grade, 24 or 79.20 per cent for the boys and 22
or 72.60 per cent for the girlsj and for the 12th grade, 16 or 52.80 per
cent for the boys and 21 or 69.30 per cent for the girls with both grades
indicating 25 or 82.5 per cent incidence of problems in this area, and
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the girls showing 6.6 per oent (26 to 28) larger number of problems than
did the boys of the two grades. There was 28 or 92.4 per cent of the
"troublesome" problems in this area checked by all of the subjects.
Further, Table 41 shows that in terms of the total number of respon
ses made to all of the items in the area of Morals and Religion that the
8th grade students made 186 or 65.03 per cent responsesj whereas the 12th
grade students made 100 or 34.97 per eent responses! with 8th grade mak
ing almost twice (186 to 100) as many responses for a much larger inci
dence of problems than the 12th grade, and the girls making slightly
more responses to "troublesome" problems in this area than did the boys.
There was a total of 286 or 9.02 per cent responses made on the area out
of the total of 3170 responses for all eleven areas of the check-list.
Table 39, reveals that in the area of morals and religion that the
number of "most difficult" problems as checked by the students for the
8th grade was 9 or 29.70 per cent for the boys and 4 or 13.20 per eent for
the girlsj and for the 12th grade, 7 or 23.10 per cent for the boys and
3 or 9.9 per cent, with the 8th grade indicating approximately 73.00 per
cent (11.98) more difficult problems than did the 12th gradej and tha boys
showed 60.00 per cent (10.6) more difficult problems than did the girls
for the two grades. Thsre was 15 or 50.00 per cent of the "most difficult"
problems in this area cheeked by all the subjects.
Further, Table 42, shows that in terms of the total responses made to
all of the items on the section—most difficult problems—in the area of
morals and religion that the 8th grade students mad© 30 or 68.16 per cent
responses, whereas the 12th grade made 14 or 31.84 per cent responses!
with the boys making better than twice (30 to 14) as many responses in
this area as did the girls. There was a total of 44 or 8.30 per cent
responses made on this area out of the total of 530 responses for all
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eleven areas of the check-list.
Table 40 raveals that in the area of morals and religion that the
number of problems "with desire for counsel" as checked by the students
was: for the 8th grade, 13 or 42.90 per cent for the boys and 7 or 23.1
per cent for the girlsj and for the 12th grade no responses for either the
boys or girls. The boys indicated approximately as many problems, "with
desira for counsel", in this area as did the girls of the two grades.
There was 14 or 46.80 per cent of the problems in this area cheeked by
all th© subjects.
Further, Table 43 shows that in terms of the total number of respon
ses made to all of the items on the section—desire for counsel— in the
area of Morals and Religion that the 8th grade students made 23 or 100 per
cent responses, whereas the 12th grade students did not make any responses
to the item. The boys made 2.28 times (16 to 7) as many responses on
problems "with desire for counsel" on Morals and Religion as did the girls
in the two grades. There was a total of 23 or 13.00 per cent of the
total of 177 responses for all eleven areas of the girls making only one
more response (3 to 4) on this area than did the boys. There was a total
of 7 or 3.90 per cent responses made on this arsa out of the total of 177
responses for all eleven areas of the check-list.
Home and Family.— Table 38 reveals that in the area of Home and
Family that the number of "troublesome" problems as checked by the stu
dents was; for the 8th grade, 16 or 52.80 per cent for the boys and 22
or 72.60 per cent and for the 12th grade, 13 or 42.9 per cent for both tb>
the boys and girls; with the 8th grade indicating the greater number of
(25 to 17) of problems than did the 12th grade, and the girls indicating
more (20 to 24) problems than did the boys of the two grades. There was
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27 or 89.10 per cent of the "troublesome" problems in this area checked
by all of tha subjects.
Further, Table 41 shows that in terms of the total number of responses
made to all of the items in the area of Home and Family that the 8th grade
students made 110 or 70.07 per cent responses, whereas the 12th grade
students made 29.93 responses! with the girls making better than 50.00
per cent (61 to 96) more responses in this area than did the boys of the
two grades. There was a total of 157 or 4.63 per cent responses made on
this area out of tha total of 31.70 responses for all eleven areas of the
check-list.
Table 39 reveals that in the area of Home and Family the number of
"most difficult" problems as checked by the students was! for the 8th
grade, 5 or 16.50 par cent for tha boys and 6 or 1980 per cent for tha
girls} and for the 12th grade* 2 or 6.60 per cent for the boys and 3 or
9.90 per cent for the girls; with the 8th grade showing two and a fourth
times (9 to 4) as many problems as did the 12th grade, and with the boys
and girls showing the same — 7 ~ number of difficult problems in this
area. There was 10 or 33.33 per cent of the "most difficult" problems
in this area checked by all of the subjects.
Further, Table 42 shows that in terms of the total responses made all
of the items on the section—most difficult problems— in the area of
Home and Family that the 8th grade students made 16 or 76.19 per cent
responses whereas the 12th grade students made 5 or 23.81 per cent re
sponses; with the girls showing only one more "most difficult problem"
as did the boys of the two grades. There was e total of 21 or 3.96 per
cent responses made on this area out of the total of 530 responses for
all eleven areas of the check-list.
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Table 40 reveals that in the area of Home and Family that the numbsr
of problems "with desire for counsel" as checked by the students was for
the 8th grade, 2 or 6.80 per cent for the boys and 3 or 9.P0 per cent for
the girls} and for the 12th grade, 1 or 3.33 per cent for both the boys
and the girls. The boys showed one (3.33 per cent) more problems with
"desire for counsel" in this area than did the girls of the two grades.
There were 7 or 23.10 per cent of the problems in this area checked by all
of the subjects.
Further, Table 43 shows that in terms of the total number of responses
made to all of the items in the section — desire for counsel — in the
area of Home and Family that the 8th grade students made 5 or 71.43 per
cent responses, whereas the 12th grade students made 2 or 28.57 per cent
responses; with the girls making only one more response (3 to 4) on this
area than did the boys. There was a total of 27 or S.90 per cent re
sponses made on this area out of the total of 177 responses for all eleven
areas.
The Futurei_Jfo^gtijin.g-l__and_jducatiojiaj..— Table 38 reveals that in
the area of the Futures Vocational and Educational that the number of
"troublesome" problems as checked by the students wass for the 8th grade,
25 or 82.5 per cent and for the 12th grade, 21 or 69.30 per cent for the
boys and 20 or 86.67 per cent for the girlsj with the two grades indica
ting the same— 26 — number of problems* and the boys indicating two more
(26 to 24) "troublesome problems" than the girls of the two grades. There
was 28 or 92.40 per cent of the "troublesome" problems in the area checked
by all the subjects.
Further, Table 37, shows that in terms of the total number of responses
made to all items in the area of the futurej Vocational and Educational
that the 8th grade students made 140 or 56.00 per cent responses;
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whereas the 12th grade students made HOor 44.00 per cent responses}
with the boys made 62.00 p9r cent (154 to 96) more responses in this area
than did the girls of the two groups. Thare was a total of 250 or 7.88
per cent made on this area of the total of 3170 responses for all eleven
areas of the cheek-list.
Table 35, reveals that in the area of the future: Vocational and
Educational that the number of "most difficult" problems as checked by the
students was: for the 8th grade, IE or 39.60 per cent for the boys and
1 or 3.33 per cent for the girls; and for the 12th grade, 9 or 29.90
per cent for the boys and 3 or 9.90 per cent for the girls with the 8th
end 12th grades showing 12 and 10 "most difficult" problems, respectively
and the boys indicating three and three-fourths (15 to 4) as many "diffi
cult" problems, as did the girls of the two grades. There was 15 or 50.00
per cent of the "most difficult" problems in this area checked by all of
the subjects.
Further, Tsble 38, shows that in terms of the total responses mad©
to all of the items on the section — most difficult problems — in the
area of Future: Vocational and Educational that the 8th grade students
made 18 or 54.56 per cent responses, whereas the 12th grade, 15 or 45.44
per cent responses; with the boys making five and three-fifths times (28
to 5) as many.responses on "difficult" problems as did the girls of the
two grades, with the 8th grade making 165.67 per cent (18 to 15) more re
sponses than did th® 12th grade. There was a total of 33 or 6.26 per cent
responses made on this area out of the total of 530 responses for all
eleven areas of the cheek-list.
Table 40 reveals that in the area of the Future: Vocational and
Educational that the number of problems "with desire for counsel" as
checked by the students was: for the 8th grade, 7 or 23.10 per cent for
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the boys and 4 or 13.20 per cent for the girls; End for the 12th grade,
3 or 9.90 per cent for the boys and 2 or 6.60 per cent for the girls.
The 8th grade showed two and one third times (7 to 3) as many problems
"with desire for counsel" as did the 12th grade, with the boys showing
one-fourth (8 to 8) more problems than did the girls. There were 8 or
26.4 per cent of the problems in this area checked by all of the subjects.
Further, Table 43 shows that in terms of the total number of responses
made to all of the items on the section ~ desire for counsel — in the
area of the futures Vocational and Educational that the 8th grade student
made 13 or 72.33 per cent responses, whereas the 12th grade students made
5 or 27.77 per cent responsess with the boys making twice (12 to 6) as
many responses on problems "with desire for counsel" as did the girls in
the two groups. There was a total of 18 or 10.18 per cent responses made
on this area out of the total of 177 responses for all eleven areas of
the check-list.
Adiustment to School Work.- Table 38 reveals that in the area of
Adjustment to School fork that the number of "troublesome" problems as
checked by the students was* for the 8th grade, 28 or 92.4 per cent for
the boys and 25 or 82.5 per cent for the girls; and for the 12th grade,
24 or 79.20 per cent for the boys and 22 or 72.6 per cent for the girls;
with the 8th grade indicating a 4 or 13.2 per cent (29 to 25) more prob
lems than the 12th grade, and the boys showing 2 or 6.6 per cent more
"troublesome" problems than the girls in the two grades. There was 29
or 95.70 per cent of the "troublesome" in this area of the check-list.
Further, Table 41, shows that in terms of the total number of re
sponses made to all of the items in the area of Adjustment to School Work
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that the 8th grade students made 216 or 57.45 per cent responses, whereas
the 12th grade students made 160 or 42.55 per cent responsesi with
the boys showing a 4.3 per cent (196 to 180) more responses in this area
than the girls of the two grades. There was a total of 376 or 11.86 per
cent responses on this area out of the total 3170 responses for all
eleven areas of the check-list.
Table 39, reveals that in the area of Adjustment to School Work that
the number of "most difficult" problems as checked by the students wass
for the 8th grade, 13 or 42.90 per cent for both the boys and girls; and
for the 12th grade, 14 or 46.20 per cent for the boys and 11 or 36.30 per
cent for the girlsj with the 8th grade and the 12th grade indicating
18 or 59.40 "most difficult" problems, and the boys indicating a 13.20
per cent (21 to 17) more "difficult" problems than the girls. There was
24 or 79.20 per cent of the "most difficult" problems in this area checked
by all of the subjects.
Further, Table 42 shows that in terms of the total responses made to
all of the items on the section — most difficult problems — in the area
of Adjustment to School Work that the 8th grade students made 54 or 57.44
per cent responses, whareas the 12th grade students made 40 or 42.56
per cent responses; with the 8th grade making a 16.88 per cent more re
sponses than did the 12th grade and the girls making a 10.64 per cent more
responses of "most difficult problems" than did the boys of the two grades.
There was a total of 94 or 17.73 per cent made on this area out of the
total of 530 responses for all eleven areas of the check-list.
Table 40, reveals that in the area of Adjustment to School Work the
number of problems "with desire for counsel" as checked by the students
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was: for the 8th grade, 7 or 23.10 per cant for the hoys End 9 or 29.70
par cent for the girls; and for the 12th grade 4 or 13.20 per cent for
the boys and 1 or 3.33 per cent for the girlsi with the 8th grade indi
cating approximately three times (14 to 5) as many problems "with desire
for counsel" in this area as did the 12th grade, and the girls indicat
ing one or 3.33 per cent more problems for counsel than did the boys.
There were 6 or 52.80 per cent of the problems in this area checked by
all the subjects.
Further, Table 43 shows that in terms of the total number of respon
ses made to all of the items in the section—desire for counsel—in the
area of Adjustment to School Work that the 8th grade students made 5 or
20.00 per cent responses; with the 8th grade making four times as many
responses of "desire for counsel" in this area as did the 12th grade,
and the boys making only one more response than did the girls in the
two grades. There was a total of 25 or 14.12 per cent made on this area
out of tha total of 2177 responses for all eleven areas.
Curriculum and Teaching Procedures.— Table 38 reveals that in the
area of Curriculum end Teaching Procedures that the number of "trouble
some" problems as checked by the students wast for the 8th grade, 19 or
62.70 per cent for the boys and 27 or 89.10 per cent for the girls| and
for the 12th grade, 14 or 46.20 per cent for the boys and 15 or 50.00
per cent for the girls} with the 8th grade showing a 30.00 per cent
(28 to 19) larger number of "troublesome" problems than did the 12th
grade, and the boys showing a 19.80 per cent (22 to 28) than did the
girls of the two grades. There was 28 or 92.40 per cent of the "trouble
some" problems in this area checked by all of the subjects.
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Further, Table 41 shows that in terms of the total number of respon
ses mede to all of the items in the area of Curriculum end Teaching Pro
cedures that the 8th grede students made 130 or 61.61 per cent responses,
whereas the 12th grade students made 81 or 38.39 per cent responses} with
the girls showing a 62.00 per cent (81 to 130) larger number of responses
than did th® boys of the two grades. Ther© was a total of 211 or 6.65
per cent responses made on this area out of th© total of 3170 responses
for all eleven areas of the check-list.
Table 39 reveals that in the area of Curriculum and Teaching Procedures
that in the number of "most difficult" problems as checked by the students
wass for the 8th grade, 7 or 23.10 par cent for the boys and 3 or 9.90
per cent for the girls; and for the 12th grade, 8 or 26.40 per cent for
the boys and 2 or 6.60 per cent for the girls; with a difference of only
1 (10 to 9) problems between the two grades in favor of the 8th| end the
boys showing three and a fourth times (IS to 4) as many "difficult"
problems as did the girls. There was 15 or 50.00 per cent of the "most
difficult" problems in this area checked by all of the subjects.
Further, Table 42 shows that in terms of the total responses made to
all of the items on the section—in the area of Curriculum and Teaching
Procedures, that the 8th grade students made 11 or 50.00 per cent
responses, whereas the 12th grade students also made 11 or 50.00 per cent
responses? with th© boys showing three and two-fifths (17 to 5) more
responses on "most difficult" problems than did the girls in the two
grades. There was a total of 22 or 4.15 per cent responses made on this
area out of the total 530 responses for all eleven areas of ths check
list.
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Table 40 reveals that in the area of Curriculum and Teaching Pro
cedures that the number of problems "with the desire for counsel"
as checked by the students wass for the 8th grade, none for the boys and
3 or 9.90 per cent for the girls; and for the 12th grade, 2 or 6.60 per
cent for both the boys and the girls. The girls showed 1 or 3.33 per cent
(2 to 3) more problems "with desir© for counsel than did the boys of the
two grades. There was 5 or 16.50 per cent of the problems in this area
checked by all of the subjects.
Furthers Table 43 shows that in terms of the total number of respon
ses made to all of the items on the section—desire for counsel—in the
area of Curriculum and Teaching Procedures that the 8th grade students
made 3 or 60.00 per cent of the responses, whereas the 12th grade
students made 2 or 40.00 per cent of the responses; with the girls mak
ing only one more response, (2 to 3) than did the boys on the sections
"desire for counsel." There was a total of 5 or 2.82 per cent responses
made on this area out of the total of 177 responses for all eleven areas
of the check-list.
Area Totals
Number of pro)>lems__Cheokad.— Table 38 revealed that there was a
total of 304 out of a possible 330 problems on the check-list, with 282
and 294 problems, respectively, checked by the boys and girls of the
two grades. The 8th grade showed 258 and 256 problems checked by boys
and girls, respectively; whereas the 12th grade showed 199 and 229 prob
lems checked by the boys and girls, respectively. The respective totals
for the 8th end 12th grades were 294 and 268 problems.
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Table 39 ravealed that there was a total of 241 out of a possible 330
"most difficult problems" on the check-list, with 183 and 111 problems
checked by the boys and girls, respectively, of the two grades. The 8th
grade showed 101 end 59 problems checked by the boys and girls, respec
tively; whereas the 12th grade showed 82 and 52 problems checked by the
boys and girls, respectively. The respective totals for the 8th and 12th
grades were 129 and 112 problems.
Table 40 revealed that there was a total of 133 out of a possible 330
"problems with the desire for counsel" on the check-list, with 97 and 58
problems checked by the boys and girls, respectively, of the two grades.
The 8th grade showed 72 and 43 problems checked by the boys and girls
respectively} whereas the 12th grade showed 15 and 34 problems checked
by the boys and girls, respectively. The respective totals for the 8th
and 12th grades were 99 and 34 problems.
Number of Responses Made by Students.— Table 41, revealed that there
was a total of 3170 responses made on all eleven areas of the check-list
with 1490 or 47.35 per cent responses for the boys and 1680 or 53.65 per
cent responses for the girls of the two grades. The 8th grade showed a
total of 1794 or 56.57 per cent responses of the total of 3170, and 929
or 51.75 per cent responses for the boys and 865 or 48.25 per cent re
sponses for the girls of the grade. The 12th grade showed a total of
1377 or 43.43 par cent responses of the total of 3170, and 561 or 40.74
per cent responses for the boys and 815 or 59.26 per cent responses for
the girls of the grade.
Table 42 revealed that there was a total of 530 responses made on all
eleven areas of the "most difficult problems" of the check-list, with 317
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or 59.81 per cent responses for the boys and 217 or 40.19 par cent re
sponses for the girls of the two grades. The 8th grade showed a total
of 291 or 54.91 par cent responses of the total of 530, and 180 or 61.86
per cent responses for the boys and 111 or 38.14 per cent responses for
the girls for the grade. The 12th grade showed 243 or 45.09 per cent re
sponses of the total of 530, and 137 or 56.37 per cant responses for the
boys and 106 or 43.63 par cent responses for the girls of th© grade.
Table 43 showed that in terms of the total number of responses made
on the section—desire for counsel— on all elavon areas of the check
list that there was a total of 177 responses, with 116 or 65.55 per
cent responses for the boys and 61 or 34.45 per cent responses for the
girls of the tvto grades. The 8th grade showed a total of 140 or 79.00 per
cent of the total of 177, and 91 or 65.00 per cent responses for the
boys and 49 or 35.00 par cent responses for the girls.of the grade.
The 12th grade showed a total of 41 or 21.00 per cent of the total of
177, and 25 or 60.97 per cent responses for the boys and 16 or 39.03
per cent responses for the girls of the grade.
Rank Order of the Problem Areas
Prevalence of Problems.— Table 38 shows that rank-order of the eleven
problem areas according to the number of problems checked was: Finance,
Living Conditions, and Employment, Courtship, Sex, and Marriage, and
Social-Psychological Relations, 30 problemsi Social and Recreational
Activities and Adjustment to School Work, 29 problemsj Morals and Religion
and The Future: Vocational and Educational, 28 problems; Health and
Physical Development and Home and Family, 27 problems; and Personal-
Psychological Relations, 26 problems.
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Table 41 shows that the rank-order of the eleven problem areas ac
cording to the number of responses made by pupils was: Finances, Living
Conditions, and Employment, 441 j Adjustment to School YiTork, 37Sf Personal-
Psychological Relations, 365; Social and Recreational Activities, 295;
Health and Physical Development, 291.
Most Difficult Problems.-- Table 39 shows that the rank-order of the
eleven problem-areas according to the number of problems checked was:
Adjustment to School fork, 24 problems} Courtship, Sex, and Marriage,
23 problems! Finance, Living Conditions, and Employment, 22 problems;
Health and Physical Development and Personal-Psychological Relations, 20
problems} Social and Recreational Activities, 17 problems} Morals and
Religion, The Futures Vocational and Educational, and Curriculum and
Teaching Procedures, 15 problems} Social-Psychological Relations, 12
problems? and Home and Family, 10 problems.
Table 42 shows that the rank-order of the eleven problem areas
according to the number of responses made by the students was: Adjustment
to School Work, 94} Health and Physical Development and Finances, Living
Conditions, and Employment, 68 each} Personal-Psychological Relations,
63} Courtship, Sex, and Marriage, 57} Morals and Religion, 44} Social and
Recreational Activities, 36} The Futures Vocational and Educational, 33}
Social-Psychological Relations, 28} Curriculum and Teaching Procedures,
22, and Home and Family, 21.
Problems with Desire for Counsel.— Table 40 shows that the rank-order
of the eleven problem areas according to the number of problems checked
wass Adjustment to School Work, 16 problems; Morals and Religion, 14
problems} Personal-Psychological Relations, 13 problems} Finance, Living
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Conditions, and Employment, 11 problems; Health and Physical Development,
Courtship, Sex, and Marriage, and Social-Psychological Relations, 10
problems each; Social and Recreational Activities, 9 problems; The Future:
Vocational and Educational, 8 problems; and Home and Family, 7 problems.
Table 43 shows that the rank-order of the eleven problem areas accord
ing to the number of responses made by the students was:
1. Adjustment to School Work, 25
2. Courtship, Sex, and Marriage, 24
3. Morals and Religion, 23
4. Finances, Living Conditions, and Employment, 22
5. The Future: Vocational and Educational, 18
6. Personal-Psychological Relations, 17
7. Health and Physical Development, 14
8. Social and Recreational Activities, 14
9. Social-Psychological Relations, 12
10. Home and Family, 7
11. Curriculum and Teaching Procedures, 5.
Grand Total of Responses made on Entire Check-list.— Table 43 also
shows that the rank-order of the eleven problem areas according to the
Grand Total number of responses made by all of the one hundred students of
the two grades in the Lancaster Training High School, Lancaster, South
Carolina was:
1. Finances, Living Conditions, and Employment -— 531 responses
2. Adjustment to School Work 495 n
3. Personal-Psychological Relations -— 445
4. Courtship, Sex, and Marriage 378
5. Health and Physical Development —- 373
6. Morals and Religion ■— 353
7. Social and Recreational Activities — 345
8. The Future: Vocational and Educational 301
9. Social-Psychological Relations — 251
10. Curriculum and Teaching Procedures —- 238
11. Home and Family —- 185
Total ~ ———. — 3895 "
Summary of Rank-^rdsr of the Sleven Problem Areas.— Table 40 shows
shows the relative rank-order of each of the eleven problem areas accord






Number of Responses made by the students, the Total lumber of Problems
checked by the 8th and 12th grades, respectively, and the Total Number
of Problems checked by the boys and girls, respectively, of tiie two grades.
TABLE 44
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8 7 6.5 9
1 6.5 1 1.5
3.5 2.5 3 1.5
3.5 1 3 4
5.5 2.5 5 5
11 6.5 9.5 7.5
9 6.5 6.5 4
9 11 11 10
7 4 8 11
2 6.5 3 7.5
5.5 10 10 4
TOTALS 11 11 11 11 11 11
CHAPTER III
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Summary.— In recent years, experts In the fields of child develop
ment and adolascent psychology have been placing increasing emphasis
upon securing the data for their researches, not from the theoretical
and actual patterns of tha adult social order, but rather they have cen
tered thsir attention upon the children and youth of the social situa
tions concerned with their researches. In this study, therefore, the
data have been collected from the high school (eighth and eleventh grades)
students theinselves who were enrolled in the Lancaster Training High
School, Lancaster, South Carolina for the school yaar 1950-1951. The
instrumant used to gather the necessary data was ths Ross L. Mooney
"High School Problem Check-list," the 1950 edition.
The summation of the data for this study naturally falls into three
major categories, to wits general trends for ths entire range of prob
lems met in this study} the subordinate trends for each of the eleven
(11) divisions of the problems set up in the check-listi and the three
specific areas of "prevalent," "most difficult," and "desire for counsel
aid" for the thirty problems constituting each of tha eleven areas of
the check-list.
The summary of the data will, therefore, follow this patterns
1. General summary for the entire range of the study.
2. Summary for each of the eleven areas for the eighth
and eleventh grades, respectively, of the study ass
(a) Ret lth and Physical Development
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(b) Finances, Living Conditions, and Employment
(c) Social and Recreational Attitudes
(d) Courtship, Sex, and Marriage
(e) Social-Psychological Relations
(f) Personal-Psychological Relations
(g) Morals and Religion
(h) Home and Family
(i) The Future: Vocational and Educational
(j) Adjustment to School Work
(k) Curriculum and Teaching Procedures
3, Summary of the incidence of specific problems for the eighth
and twelfth grades, respectively, under the captions:
(a) Prevalent Problems
(b) Most Difficult Problems
(c) Problems with the Desire for Counsel
The summation of the data of this thesis Is presented in the immediate
pages to follow.
Significant Questions of Pertinence.— To the question on Table 1#
"Do you feel that the items you have marked give a well-rounded picture
of your problems?": The eighth grade indicated a total of 42 or 84.00 per
cent "yes", 4 or 8.00 par cent "no", and 4 or 8.00 per cent "blank" j
TNhereas the twelfth grade indicated a total of 45 or 90.00 per cent "yes",
with no "no" responses, and 5 or 10.00 per cent "blank" responses. The
12th grade indicated slightly (6.00 par cent) more "yes" responses than
did the 8th grade. The two grades were just about equal in "yes" re
sponses or the belief in the adequacy of the check-list, with the boys
and girls being a little more equal than the two grades in the belief
of the adequacy of the check-list.
To the question, Table 2, "Would you like to have more chances in
school to write-out, think about, and discuss matters of personal concern
to you?": The 8th grade indicated a total of 39 or 78.00 psr cent "yes",
6 or 12.00 per cent "no", and 5 or 10.00 per cent "blank"; whereas the
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12th grade indicated a totel of 40 or 80.00 per cant "yes", 4 or 8»00
per cent "no", and 6 or 12.00 per cent "blank" responses. The 12th
grade indicated 1 or 2.00 per cent more "yes" responses than did the 8th
grade. The two grades ware about equal in "yes" responses as well as
were the boys end girls for the two grades in the desire to discuss the
items marked by them.
To the question on Table 3, "If you had the chance, would you like to
talk with someone about some of the problems you have marked on the list?":
The eighth grade indicated 34 or 68.00 per cent "yes", 3 or 6.00 per
cent "no", and 13 or 36.00 per cent "blank" responsesj whereas the 12th
grade indicated 43 or 88.00 per cont "yes", 2 or 4.00 per cent "no", and
5 or 10.00 per cent "blank" responses. The 12th grade indicated 9 or 18,00
per cent more "yes" responses than did the 8th grade. There was an 18.00
per cent difference in "yes" responses in favor of the girls over the boys
of the two grades.
To the question on Table 4, "If so, do you have any particular per-
son(s) in mind with whom you would like to talk?" s The 8th grade indica
ted 28 or 58.00 per cent "yes", 14 or 28.00 per cent "no", and 8. or 16.00
per cent "blank" responses} whereas the 12th grade indicated 19 or 38.00
per cent "yes", 21 or 42.00 per cent "no", and 10 or 20.00 per cent
"blank" responses. The 8th grade showed 9 or 18.00 per cent more "yes"
responses in favor of the 8th grade over the 12th grade in the desire for
counseling assistance, and, too, there an 18.00 per cent difference in
"yes" responses in favor of the girls over the boys of the two grades in
the desire for counseling assistance.
Health and Physical Development.— The three ranking problems
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(prevalent) for the two grades weres "weak eyes", 36.00 per cent and
30»0Q per cent, 8th end 12th grades, respectively* "not strong and healthy
as should be," 34.00 per cent and 18.00 per oent, 8th and 12th grades,
respectively; and "frequent sore throat," 22.00 psr cent and 6.00 per
cent 8th end 12th grades respectively; "Too short," 20.00 per and 2.00
per cent 8th end 12th grades respectively; "poor teeth," 28.00 per cent,
and 10.00 per cent 8th and 12th grades respectively; "not getting enough
sleep," 10.00 per cent and 18.00 per cent 8th and 12th grades respective
ly; "poor complexion," 24.00 per cent and 6.00 per cent 8th and 12th
grades respectively.
The three ranking problems (prevalent) according to sex weres "weak
eyas," 20.00 per cent and 10.00 per cent, 8th and 12th grades respective
ly; "not strong and healthy as should be," 12.00 per cent and 2.00 per
cent; 8th and 12th grades respectively; "poor complexion," 12.00 per cent,
12th grade only; and "being underweight," 10.00 per cant and 4.00 per
cent eighth end twelfth grades respectively.
The three ranking problems (most difficult) according to sex weres
"weak eyes," 16.00 per cent and 14.00 per cent, boys and girls, respec
tively; "not strong and healthy as should be," 10.00 per cent and 4.00
per cent, boys and girls, respectively; "being underweight," 10.00 per
cent and 4.00 per cent, boys and girls, respectively; end "not enough
sleep," 10.00 per cent, boys only.
The ranking problems (desire for councel) for the two grades weres
"being underweight," "frequent headaches/1 4.00 psr cent, 8th grade only;
"weak eyes," "not strong and healthy as should be," "too short," and
"trouble with my hearing," 2.00 per cent each, 8th grade only; "poor
teeth," 2.00 per cent for the 8th and 12th grades respectively; and
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"not jetting enough exercise," 2.00 per cent, 12th grade only.
The three ranking problems (desire for counsel) according to sex were:
"being underweight," 4.00 per cent, boys onlyj "frequent headaches,"
4.00 per cent boys only; "not getting enough exercise," 2.00 per cent
girls only; "poor teeth," "not strong and healthy as should be," 4.00
per cent each boys only; "too short," "trouble with my hearing," and
"poor complexion," all 2.00 per cent, boys only.
Finance, Living Conditions, and Employment.— The three ranking
problems (prevalent) for the two grades weres "needing to learn how to
save money", 68.00 per cent and 50.00 per cent, 8th snd 12th grades, re
spectively; "Wanting to earn some of my own moneys" 54.00 per cent and
36.00 par cent, 8th and 12th grades respectively; "Needing a job during va
cations," 50.00 per cent and 32.30 per cent 8th and 12th grades respec
tively i
The ranking problems (prevalent) according to sex were: "needing to
learn how to save money," 72.00 per cent and 46.00 per cent, boys and
girls, respectively; "Wanting to earn some of my own money," 48.00 per
cent and 42.00 per cent boys and girls respectively, and "Needing a job
during vacations," 40.00 per cent and 22.00 par cent boys and girls re
spectively.
The ranking problems (most difficult) for the two grades weres "having
to ask parants for money," 12.00 per cent and 2.00 per cent, 8th and 12th
grades, respectively; "needing to learn how to save money," 16.00 and 6.000
per cent, 8th and 12th grades, respectively; "parents working too hard,"
8.00 per cent for both 8th and 12th grades; "wanting to earn some of my
own money," 6.00 per cent and 4.00 per cent, 8th and 12th grades, respec
tively, and "needing money for education after high school," 6.00 per
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cent for both the 8th and 12th grades.
The ranking problems (most difficult) according to sex were* "needing
to learn how to save money" 20.00 per cent and 2.00 per cent, boys and
girls respectively! "needing money for education after high school,"
10.00 per cent and 2.00 per cent, boys and girls, respectively; "having
to ask parents for money," 12.00 per cent and 2.00 per cent, boys and
girls, respectively; and "parents working too hard," 8.00 per cent for
both the boys and the girls.
The ranking problems (desire for counsel) for the two grades were?
"needing to learn how to save money," 14.00 per cent and 2.00 per cent,
8th and 12th grades, respectively! "needing a part-time job now," and
"too few fine clothes," 2.00 per cent for both the 8th and 12th grades!
"wanting to earn some of my own money," and "parents working too hard,"
4.00 per cent for the 8th grade only; "needing money for education after
high school" and "borrowing money," 2.00 per cent for the 12th grade only.
The ranking problems (desire for counsel) according to sex weres
"needing to learn how to save money," 12.00 per cent and 4.00 per cent
boys and girls, respectively; "parents working too hard," 8.00 per cent
girls only; "wanting to earn some of my own money," 2.00 per cent for
both the boys end girlsj "too few fine clothes," 2.00 per cent for both
boys and girls; "needing money for education after high school," and
"needing to find a part-time job now," 4.00 per cent for the boys only;
and "having no car in the family," 4.00 per cent, girls only.
Social and Recreational Activities.— The three ranking problems
(prevalent) for the two grades weres "trouble in keeping a conversation
going," 22.00 per cent and 24.00 per cent, 8th and 12th grades, re
spectively; "too little chance to get into sports," 24.00 per cent and
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18.00 per cent, 8th end 12th grades respectivelys "wanting to learn how
to dance," 40.00 per cent and 30.00 per cent, 8th and 12th grades, respec
tively! "too little chance to do what I want to do," 16.00 per cent for
both the 8th and 12th gradesj "too careless with clothes and belongings,"
12.00 per cent and 16.00 per cent, 8th and 12th grades, respectively;
"not enough time for recreation," 4.00 per cent and 22.00 per cent, 8th
and 12th grades respectively.
The three ranking problems (prevalent) according to sex weres "want
ing to learn how to dance," 36.00 per cent and 34.00 per cent, boys
and girls, respectively* "trouble in keeping a conversation going," 26.00
per cent and 20.00 per cent, boys and girls, respectively; "too little
chance to get into sports," 26.00 per cent and 16.00 per cent, boys and
girls, respectively; "not enough time for recreation," 16.00 per cent and
10.00 per cent, boys and girls, respectively; "wanting to improve my
appearance," 16.00 per cent and 10.00 per cent* boys and girls, respec
tively; "too little chanee to do what I want to do," 10.00 per cent and
12.00 per cent, boys and girls, respectively; and "wanting to improve
myself culturally," 10.00 per cent and 14.00 par cent, boys and girls
respectively.
The three ranking problems (most difficult) for the two grades weres
"trouble keeping a conversation going," 6.00 per cent and 8.00 per cent,
8th and 12th grades, respectively; "wanting to learn how to dance," 4.00
per cent and 6.00 per cent, 8th and 12th grades, respectively; "wanting more
time to myself," 8.00 per cent for the 8th grade only; and "wanting to
improve my appearance," 6.00 per cent for the 12th grade only.
The three ranking problems (most difficult) according to sex weres
"trouble keeping a conversation going," 8.00 per cent and 6.00 per cent,
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boys and girls, respectively; "wanting to learn how to dance," 6.00 per
cant and 4.00 per cent, boys and girls respectively3 "not allowed to go
around with the people I like," 4.00 per cent boys onlyj "wanting more
time to myself," 8.00 per cent boys onlyi and "not enough time for recrea
tion," 6.00 per cent, boys only.
There were only two problems (desire for counsel) for the two grades, they
wares "wanting to laarn how to entertain," 2.00 per cent and 4.00 per cent
8th and 12th grades, respectively; and "not enough time for recreation,"
2.00 per cent, 12th grade only.
The ranking problems (desire for counsel) recording to sex weres
"wanting to learn how to entertain," 2.00 per cent and 4.00 per cent, boys
and girls, respectively; "not enough time for recreation," 2.00 per cent
for both boys and girlss "too little chance to go to shows," "Too careless
with my cothes and belongs," "too little chance to do what I want to do,"
"too little chance for sports," 4.00 per cent each for the boys only3
"slow in getting acquainted with people," 4.00 per cent and "unsure of
social etiquette," 2,00 per cent for the girls only.
Courtship, Sex, and Marriage.— The ranking problems (prevalent) for
the two grades were5 "wondering if I'll find a suitable mata," 22.00 per
cent and 28.00 per cent, 8th and 12th grades, respectively? "girl friend,"
20.00 per sent and 14.00 per cent, 8th and 12th grades, respectively!
"not being allowed to hava dates9n 20.00 per cent and 4.00 per cent, 8th
and 12th grades, respectively! "needing sex information," 6.00 per cent
and 28.00 per cent, 8th and 12th grades, respectively; "b.eing in love,"
12.00 per cent and 10.00 psr cent, 8th and 12th grades, respectively!
"wondering how far to go with the opposite sex," and "worried about sex
diseases," 10.00 per cent and 6.00 per cent, 8th and 12th grades respectively;
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and "deciding whether I'm in love," 24.00 per cent end 8.00 per cent,
8th and 12th grades, respectively.
The ranking problems (prevalent) according to sex were: "wondering
whether I'll find a suitable mate," 24.00 per cent and 26.00 per cent,
boys and girls, respectivelyj "needing information about sex matters,"
26.00 per cent and 16.00 per cent, boys and girls, respectively; "needing
advice about marriage," 4.00 per cent and 30.00 par cent, boys and girls
respectively! "being in love," 10.00 per cent and 12.00 per cent, boys
and girls, respectively, and "afraid of losing the one I love," 10.00
per cent and 14.00 per cant, boys and girls, respectively.
The ranking problems (most difficult) for the two grades wares
"disappointed in a love affair," 2.00 par cent for both 8th and 12th
grades} "girl friend/ 6.00 per cent and 2.00 per cent* 8th and 12th
grades, respectively! "needing information about sex matters," 6.00 per
centi both 8th and 12th grades; "not allowed to have dates,11 2.00 per cent,
8th grade only! and "not mixing well with the opposite sex," 4.00 per
cent the 12th grade only.
The ranking problems (most difficult) according to sex weres "needing
information about sex matters," 8.00 per cant and 4.00 per cent, boys
and girls, respectively! "wondering if I'll find a suitable mate," 4.00
per cent and 2.00 per cent, boys and girls, respectively? "afraid of
close contact with the opposite sex," 4.00 per cent for the girls onlyj
and "too few dates," 6.00 per cent for the boys only.
The ranking problems (desire for counsel) for the two grades werei
"needing information about sex natters," 4.00 psr cent and 6.00 per cent
8th and 12th grades, respectively! "worried about sex diseases," 2.00
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per cent and 4.00 per cent, 8th and 12th grades, respectively; "concerned
about proper ssx behavior," 4.00 per cent and 2.00 per cent, 8th and 12th
grades, respectively! "disappointed in a love affair," 2.00 per cent for
both the 8th and 12th grades; "too few dates," "loving someone who doesn't
love me," and "wondering if I'll ever get married," 2.00 per cent for the
8th grade only, and "deciding whether to become engaged," 2.00 per cent
for the 12th grade only.
The ranking problems (desire for counsel) according to sex weres
"disappointed in a love affair," 4.00 per cent boys only; "loving someone
who doesn't love me," 2.00 par cent, boys only; "concerned over proper
sex behavior,11 4.00 per cent snd 2.00 per cent, boys and girls, respec
tively; "worried about sex diseases," 2.00'per cent and 4.00 per cent,
boys and girls, respectively; "needing information about sex matters,"
4.00 psr cent and 6.00 per cent, boys and girls, respectively; "not being
allowed to have dates," "afraid of close contact with opposite sex," and
"deciding whether to become engaged," 2.00 per cent for the girls only.
Social-Psychologijiaj^JRglations.-- The ranking problems (prevalent)
for the two grades weres "getting into arguments," 26.00 per cent and
10.00 per cent, 8th and 12th grades respectively; "wanting a more pleas
ing personality," 16.00 per cent and 14.00 per cent, 8th and 12th grades
respectively; "feelings too easily hurt," 18.00 per cent and 6.00 per ceit
8th and 12th grades, respectively; "being called 'high-hat or stuck-up',"
16.00 per cent for both 8th and 12th grades; "being mad® fun of," 10.00
per cant and 12.00 per cent, 8th and 12th grades, respectively; "being
talked about," 14.00 per cent and 8.00 per cent, 8th end 12th grades,
respectively; and "not getting along well with people," 12.00 per cent and
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4.00 per cent, 8th and 12th grades, respectively*
The ranking problems (prevalent) according to sex weres "getting into
arguments," 16.00 per cent and 20.00 per cent, boys and girls respective
ly} "feelings easily hurt," 12.00 per cent for both boys and girls; "being
called 'high-hat or stuck-up'," 2.00 per cent and 26.00 per cent, boys and
girls, respectively; "wanting a more pleasing personality," 4.00 per cent
and 26.00 per cent, boys and girls, respectively? "being watched by other
people," 4.00 per cent and 18.00 per cent, boys and girls, respectively,
and "wanting to be more popular," 10.00 per cent and 12,00 per cant, boys
and girls, respectively.
The ranking problems (most difficult) for the two grades were* "get
ting into arguments," 8.00 per cent and 6.00 per cent, 8th and 12th grades,
respectivelys "being made fun of," 4.00 per cant for the 8th grade onlyj
and "slow to make frinds," 2.00 per cent and 4.00 per cent, 8th and 12th
grades, respectively.
The ranking problems (most difficult) according to sex weres "getting
into arguments," 8«00 per cent and 6.00 per cent, boys and girls, respec
tively? "being called 'high-hat or stuck-up'," 6.00 per cent for girls
only? "speaking and acting without thinking," 4,00 per cent girls only;
and "feelings too easily hurt," 6.00 per cent, girls only.
The ranking problems (desire for counsel) for the two grades weres
"getting into arguments," and "being called 'high-hat' or 'stuck-up',"
4.00 per cent for the 8th grade onlyj the remaining problems showed 4.00
per cent each. The ldbh graders did not check any problems for counselling.
The ranking problems (desire for counsel) according to sex weres "get
ting into arguments," 2.00 per cent, boys and girls, respectively; "being
made fun of," "too easily led by other people," "slow in making friends,"
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and "feelings easily hurt,1' 2.00 per cant each, for the boys only} and
"wanting a more pleasing personality," "getting embarrassed easily,"
and "being left out of things," 2.00 per cent each, for the girls only*
.8"" Th9 rankinS problems (prevalent)
for the two grades weres "forgetting ■tilings," 56.00 per cent and 38.00
per cent, 8th and 12th grades, respectively; "losing my tamper," 32.00
per cent and 16.00 per cent, 8th end 12th gradss, respectively} "afraid
of making mistakes," 30.00 per cent and 22.00 per cent, 8th and 12th
grades, respectively} "being nervous," 28.00 par cent and 32.00 per cent,
8th and 12th grades, respectively} "trouble making up my mind about things,"
24.00 per cent for both the 8th and 12th grades} and "worrying," 20.00 per
cent and 28.00 per cent, 8th and 12th grades, respectively.
The ranking problems (prevalent) according to sex weres "forgetting
things," 38.00 per cent and 54.00 per cent, boys and girls, respectively}
"losing temper," 22.00 per cent and 23.00 per cent, boys and girls, respec
tively! "being nervous," 28.00 per cent and 32.00 per cent, boys and girls
respectively} "not taking some things serious enough," 30.00 per cent and
14.00 per cent, boys and girls, respectively} "afraid of making mistakes,"
20.00 per cent and 32.00 psr eent, boys and girls, respectively} "worry
ing," 18.00 per cent and 30.00 per eent, boys and girls, respectively}
"trouble making up my mind about things," 22.00 per cent and 26.00 per
cent, boys and girls, respectively} and "day dreaming," 14.00 per cent
and 24.00 per cent, boys and girls, respectively.
The ranking problems (most difficult) for the two grades weres "for
getting thingss" 20.00 per eent and 4.00 per cent, 8th and 12th grades,
respectively! "being nervous," 8.00 per cent and 6.00 per cent, 8th and
12th grades, respectively} "worrying," 6.00 per cent and 4.00 per oent,
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8th and 12th grades, respectively; "taking some things too seriously,"
and "trouble making up my mind about things," 4.00 p©r cent each, for
the 12th grade only.
The ranking problems (most difficult) according to sex were* "being
nervous," 8.00 per cent and 6.00 per cent, boys and girls, respectively;
"losing my temper," 6.00 per cent and 4.00 per cent, boys and girls
respectively; "forgetting things," 10.00 per cent and 14.00 per cent, boys
and <$irls, respectively! "day dreaming," 4.00 per cent for both the boys
and the girls; "too easily moved to tears," 6.00 per cent, girls onlyj
"taking some things too seriously," 4.00 per cent, girls, only; "not
taking some things seriously enough," 2.00 per cent for both the boys
and girls; and "too easily discouraged," 2.00 per cent, boys only.
The ranking problems (desire for counsel) for the two grades were*
"forgetting things," 6.00 per cent, 8th grade only; "getting too easily
excited," 4.00 per cent and 2s00 per cent, 8th and 12th grades, respective
ly; "losing ray temper," "being careless," "too easily discouraged," and
"failing in many things I do," 2.00 per cent each, 8th grade only; "being
nervous," "worrying", "moodiness," and "having the blues," 2.00 per cent
each, for the 12th grade only.
The ranking problems (desire for counsel) according to sex were:
"forgetting things," 6.00 per cent, boys only; "losing my temper," "day
dreaming," "raoodiness," "having; the blues," "failing in so many things
I do," and "being stubborn or obstinate," 2.00 per cent each, boys only;
"getting too easily excited," 6.00 per cent, girls only; "being nervous,"
and "worrying," 2.00 per cent, girls only.
Morals and__Rglijgion«— T^e ranking problems (prevalent) for the two
grades weret "wanting to know more about the Bible," 46.00 per cent and
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28.00 per cent, 8th and 12th grades, respectively} "wondering about what
becomes of people when they die," 48.00 per cent and 24.00 per cent,
8th and 12th grades, respectively; "wanting to feel close to God," 36.00
per cent and SO.00 per cent, 8th and 12th grades, respectively} "can't
forget some mistakes I've made," 24.00 par cent and 22.00 per cant, 8th
and 12th grades, respectively} "bothered about ideas of heaven and hell,"
20.00 par csnt and 8.00 per cent, 8th and 12th grades, respectively;
"troubled about the bad things other kids do," 20.00 per cent and 8.00
per cent, 8th and 12th grades, respectively; and "having a certain bad
habit," 14.00 par cent and 10.00 per cent, 8th and 12th grades respec
tively.
The ranking problems (prevalent) according to sex weres "wondering
what becomes of people when they die," 22.00 per cent and 38.00 per cent,
boys and girls, respectively; "can't forget some mistakes, I've made,"
28.00 per cent and 18.00 per cent, boys and girls, respectivelyj "bothered
about ideas of heavan and hell," 6.00 psr cent and 22.00 per cent, boys
and girls, respectively; "wanting to know more about the Bible," 40.00
per cent and 34.00 per cent, boys and girls, respectively; "wanting to
feel close to God," 36.00 per cent and 34.00 psr cent, boys and girls,
respectively; "troubled by the bad things that other kids do," 10.00 per
cent and 14.00 per cent, boys and girls, respectively; and "being punished
for something that I didn't do," 10.00 per cent for both the boys and
girls.
The ranking problems (most difficult) for the two grades weres "being
punished for something I didn't do," 6.00 per cent and 8.00 par cent,
8th and 12th grades, respectively; "can't forget some mistakes I've made,"
8.00 per cent and 4.00 per cent, 8th end 12th grades, respectively;
"wanting to be close to God," 6.00 per cent end 10.00 per cent, 8th and
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12th grades, respectively; "wanting to understand more about the Bible,"
6,00 per cent and 2.00 per cent, 8th and 12th grades, respectively.
The ranking problems (most difficult) according to sex weres "wanting
to feel close to God," 12.00 per cent and 20.00 per eent, boys and girls,
respectively; "wanting to understand more about the Bible," 8.00 per cant
and 4.00 per cant, boys and girls, respectively; "can't forget some mis
takes I've made," 16.00 per cent and 8.00 per cent, boys and girls,
respectively; ''wondering what becomes of people when they die," 16.00 per
cant and 8.00 per cent, boys and girls, respectively.
The ranking problems (desire for counsel) for the two grades were*
"can't forget some mistakes I've made," 4.00 per cent 8th grade only;
"wondering what becomes of people when they die," "bothered by idess of
heaven and hell," and "being punished for something I didn't do," 4.00
per cent each, 8th grade only. In the 12th grade there were no responses
with the desire for counsel.
The ranking problems (desire for counsel) according to sex were:
"wanting to be close to God," 12.00 per cant, boys only? "can't forget some
mistakes I've made," 4.00 per cent for both the boys and girls; "puzzled
by the meaning of God," "doubting some of the religious things I'm told,"
"confused by some religious beliefs," and "parents making me go to church,"
4.00 per cent each, for boys only; "wondering what becomes of people when
they die," 4.00 per cent for both boys and girls; "bothered by ideas of
hsaven and hell," 12.00 pr cent for both boys and girls; "sometimes not
being as honest as I could be," 4.00 per cent for both boys and girls;
and "being punished for something I didn't do," 4.00 per cent for both
the boys end girls.
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.-- The ranking problems (prevalent) for the two
grades were; "sickness in family," 34*00 per cent and 4.00 per cent,
8th and 12th grades, respectively; "parents not understanding me," 24.00
per cent and 6.00 per cent, 8th and 12th grades, respectively} "death
in family," 28.00 per cent end 4.00 per cent, 8th and 12th grades, re
spectively} "worried about members of the family," 14.00 and 12.00 per
cent, 8th and 12th grades, respectively! "father and mother not living,"
10.00 per cent and 12.00 per cent, 8th and 12th grades, respectively;
and "not having any fun with mother or dad," 20.00 per cent and 6.00 per
cant, 8th and 12th grades, respectively}
The ranking problems (prevalent) according to sex were: "not having
any fun with mother and dad," 18.00 per cent and 8.00 per cent, boys and
girls, respectively} "sickness in the family" 14.00 per cent and 24.00 per
cent, boys and girls, respectively} "parents not understanding me," 12.00
per cent and 18.00 per cent, boys and girls respectively} "father and mother
not living," 12.00 par cent and 10.00 per cent, boys and girls respective
ly} "worrying about members of the family," 8.00 per cent and 24.00 per
cent, boys and girls, respectively} and "death in, family," 14.00 per cent
and 18.00 per cent, boys and girls, respectively.
The ranking problems (most difficult) for the two grades were: "sick
ness in the family," 10.00 per cent, 8th grade only} "parents not trust
ing me," 2.00 per cent, 8th grade only; "worried about a member of the
family," 2.00 per cent, 12th grade only; "parents not understanding me"
and "father and mother not living," 2.00 per csnt each, 12th grade only.
The ranking problems (most difficult) according to sex wares "worried
about a member of the family," 6.00 per cent, girls onlyi "parents not
understanding me," 4.00 per cent, girls only; and "father and mother not
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livings" 2.00 per cent for th.3 girls only.
The ranking problems (desire for counsel) for the two grades weres
"sickness in family11, "not having any fun with mother or dad/1 "parents
not understanding me," "death in the family," and "not getting along with
my brothers and sisters," 2.00 per cent each, 8th grade ojilyj "unable to
discuss certain problems at home,11 8.00 per cent, 12th grade only;
"worried about a member of the family," 4.00 per cent, 12th grade only.
The ranking problems (desire for counsel) according to sex wares
"sickness in the family," "not having any fun with mother or dad," 4.00
per cent each, boys only; "parents not understanding me," "death in the
family," and "not getting along with a brother or sister," "worried about
a member in the family,11 and "unable to discuss certain problems at home,"
4.00 per cent for both boys and girls.
The Futures Vocational and Educational.— The three ranking problems
(prevalent) for the two grades wares "wanting advice on what to do after
high school,11 30.00 per cent end 14.00 per cent eighth and twelfth grades
respectively; "needing to know more about colleges," 28.00 per cent and
26.00 per cent eighth and twelfth grades respectively; "choosing the best
subjects to prepare for college," 26.00 per cent and 12.00 per cent eighth
and twelfth grades respectively; "naeding to decide on an occupation,"
20.00 per cent and 4.00 per cent eighth and twelfth grades respectively;
"needing to plan ahead for the future," 14.00 per cent and 6.00 per cent
eighth and twelfth parades respectively; "deciding whether or not to go
to college," 12.00 per cent and 26.00 per cent, eighth and twelfth grades
respectively; "needing to decide on a particular college," 16.00 per cant
and 10.00 per cent eighth and twelfth grades respectively.
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Tha three ranking problems (prevalent) according to sex weres "want
ing to learn a trade,11 40.00 per cent and 10.00 per cent boys and girls
respectively; "needing to know more about college," 36.00 per cent and
28.00 per cent, boys and girls respectively} "wanting advice on what to
do after high school," 26.00 per cent and 28.00 per cent, boys and girls
respectively} "deciding whether or not to go to college," 22.00 per cent
and 16.00 per cent boys and girls respectively! "needing to decide on an
occupation," 16.00 per cent and 8.00 per cent boys and girls respectively}
"needing to plan ahead for the future," 12.00 per cant and 8.00 per cent
boys and girls respectively.
The three ranking problems (most difficult) for the two grades weres
"wenting to learn a trade," 4.00 per cent and 6.00 per cent, eighth and
twelfth grades respectively} "needing to decid© on an occupation," 4.00
per cent and 2.00 per cant eighth and twelfth grades respectively} "need
ing to know more about colleges," 4.00 per cent and 2.00 per cent, eighth
and twelfth grades, respectively} "need to know more about occupations,"
4.00 per cent, eighth grade only} "don't know how to look for a job,"
4.00 per cent, eighth grade only.
The three ranking problems (most difficult) according to sex weres
"wanting to learn a trade," 4,00 per cent and 6.00 per cent, boys and girls
respectively; "needing to decide on an occupation," 4.00 per cent and 2.00
par cent boys and girls respectively} "needing to plan ahead for the
future," 4.00 per cent boys only; "needing to know more about college,"
4.00 per cent boys and girls respectively} "restless to get out of school
and get a job," 2.00 per cent boys and girls respectively.
The three ranking problems (desire for counseling) for the two grades
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were: "needing to decide on an occupation," 4.00 per cent and 2.Q0 par
cent eighth and twelfth grades respectively? "needing to plan ahead for
the future," 2.00 per cent and 4.00 par cent eighth and twelfth grades
respectively* "needing to decide on a particular collage," 6.00 per cent,
eighth grade only," "'wanting advice on what to do after high school,"
4.00 per cent, eighth grade onlyi and "lacking training for a job," 4.00
per cent twelfth grade only.
The three ranking problems (desire for counsel) according to sex were:
"needing to plan ahead for the future", 4.00 psr cent end 2.00 per cent
boys and girls respectively, end "needing to decide on en occupation,"
boys and girls respectively.
Adjustment to School Work.-- The three ranking problems (prevalent)
for the two grades were* "not spending enough time on studies," 34.00
per cent and 36.00 per cent, eighth and twelfth grades, respectively;
"worrying about examinations," 34.00 psr cent and 26.00 per cent, eighth
and twelfth grades respectively; "trouble with mathematics," 30.00 per
cent and 14.00 per cent, eighth and twelfth grades respectively; "worry
about grades," 28.00 per cent and 10.00 per cent, eighth and twelfth
grades respectivelyi "can't keep my mind on my studies," 28.00 per cent
and 6.00 psr cent, eighth and twelfth grades respectively* "afraid of
failing in work," 26.00 per cent and 8.00 per cent, eighth and twelfth
grades respectively; "being a grade behind in school," 26.00 per cent and
6.00 per cent, eighth and twelfth grades respectively.
The three ranking problems (prevalent) eccording to sex wares "not
spending enough time on studies," 38.00 per cant and 32.00 per cent, boys
and girls respectively; "weak in writing," 26.00 and 16.00 per cent, boys
and girls respectively; "worry about examinations," 22.00 per cent and
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26.00 per cent boys and girls respectively; "unable to express myself
wall in words," 22.00 per cent snd 25.00 par cent, boys and girls, respec
tively; "trouble with math," 20.00 per cent and 24.00 per cent, boys and
girls, respectively; "trouble with oral reports," 16.00 per cent and 6.00
per cent, boys end girls respectively; "afraid to speak up in class dis
cussions," 14.00 per cent, and 10.00 per cent boys and girls respectively.
The three ranking problems (most difficult) for the two grades weres
"worry about examinations," 14.00 per cent and 2.00 per cent, eighth and
■twelfth grades respectively; "unsble to express myself well in words,"
8.00 par cent and 12.00 per cent, eighth and twelfth grades, respectively;
"trouble with math," 6.00 per cent and 12.00 per cent, eighth and twelfth
grades, respectively; "can't get some subjects," 4.00 per cent and 2.00
par cent, eighth and twelfth grades, respectively; "not spending enough
time on studies," 2.00 per cent and 12.00 per cents eighth and twelfth
grades respectively; "not smart enough," 2.JO per cent, eighth and twelfth
grades respectively.
The three ranking problems (most difficult) according to sex werei
"unable to express myself well in words," 8.00 per cent and 12.00 per cent
boys and girls respectively; "getting low grades," 6.00 per cent and 8.00
per cent boys and girls respectively; "worry about examinations," 4.00
per cent and 12.00 per cent boys and girls respectively; "can't get some
.subjects," 2.00 per cent and 4.00 per cent boys and girls respectively;
"trouble in organizing reports," 4.00 per cent boys only.
The three ranking problems (desire for counsel) for th© two grades
were: "slow in reading," and "unable to express myself well in words,"
4.00 per cent and 2.00 per csnt eighth and twelfth grades respectively;
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"'worry about examinations," 2.00 per cent, eighth grade onlys "worry
about grades," 2.00 per cent eighth grade only.
The three ranking problems (desire for counsel) according to sex weres
"slow in reading," 4.00 per cent and 2.00 per cent, boys and girls re
spectively; "unable to express myself well in words," 4.00 per cent End
2,00 per cent boys end girls respectivelys "worry about examinations,11
2.00 per cent, boys and girls respectively.
Curriculum and Teaching Procedures.— The three ranking problems
(prevalent) for the two grades weres "lunch hour too short/' 26.00 per
cent and 52.00 per cent eighth and twelfth grades respectively! "family
not understanding," 20.00 par cent and 4.00 per cent, eighth and twelfth
gradesj respectivelyj "no study place at home," 14.00 per cent and 2.00
per cent eighth and twelfth grades respectively! "taking subjects I don't
like," 12.00 per cent and 6.00 par cent, eighth and twelfth grades re
spectively! "not enough discussion in class," 10.00 per cent and 2.00
per cent, eighth and twelfth grades respectively! "restless in class/1
8.00 per cent and 18.00 per cent eighth and twelfth grades respectively!
"books too hard/' 8.00 per cent and 6.00 per cent eighth and twelfth grades
respectively! "not allowed to take subjects I want/1 14.00 per cent eighth
grade only! "no help from teachers,11 12.00 per cent eighth grade only.
The three ranking problems (prevalent) according to sex were: "lunch
hour too short," 38.00 per cent, and 40.00 por cent boys and girls re
spectively! "no study place at home," and "too much work required,in some
subjects/' 12.00 per cent and 8.00 per cent boys and girls respectively!
"books too hard," 12.00 psr cent and 2.00 per cent, boys and girls re
spectively! "no school spirit," 10.00 per cent and 6.00 per cent boys and
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girls respectively; "not enough discussion in class*81 10.00 per cent
and 2.00 par cent boys end girls respectively* "School too strict/1 8,00
per cent and 2.00 per cant, boys end »irls respectively.
The three ranking problems (most difficult) for the two grades wera:
"books too hard," 6.00 per cent, eighth and twelfth grades, respectively;
"classes too dull," "teachers not considerate," 4.00 per cent, eighth and
twelfth grades respectively} "family not understandings" and "school too
strict," 2.00 per cent eighth and twelfth grades respectively; "lunch
hour too short," 2.00 per cent eighth grade only.
The three ranking problems (most difficult) according to sex wares •
"not enough discussion in class," 2»00 per cent boys and girls, respec-
tivelyj "books too hard," 6.00 par cent boys onlyj "family not understand
ing," "school too strict,n "classes too dull," and "too many poor teachers"
2.00 par cent each, boys only.
The three ranking problems (desire for counsel) for the two grades
weras "inade to take subjects I don't like," and "too many poor teachers,"
and "not getting enough personal help from teachers," 2.00. per cent each
eighth grade only; "textbooks too hard," 2.00 per cent twelfth grade
only.
The three ranking problems (desire for counsel) according to sex
weres "textbooks too hard," and "not enoue;h school spirit," 2.00 per cent
boys onlyj "made to take subjects I don't like," "no personal help from













Conclusions*— The findings of this study would appear to warrant
the following conclusions:
1* Eighth and twelfth grade students tended to have approximately
the same number of problems although there was a trend for the eighth
grade students to cheek more "troublesome" problems than the twelfth
grade students.
2. The girls showed a tendency to check more "troublesome"
problems than did the boys of the two grades.
3. The eighth grade students showed a tandency to identify a
larger number as "most troublesome81 than did the students of the
eleventh grade.
4. The boys showed a tendency to identify a larger number of
problems as "most troublesome" than did the girls of the two grades.
5. The eighth grade students indicated a larger number of
problsms with which they would like to receive counsel than did the
students of the eleventh grade.
6. The boys tended to indicate a larger number of problems with
which they would like to receive counsel than did the girls of the
two grades.
7. The eighth grade students made mor© responses .indicating
"troublesome" problems than did the twelfth grade students,
8. The girls made a much larger number of responses indicating
"troublesome" problems than did the boys of the two grades.
9. The eighth grade students ma'de more responses for "most
difficult" problems than did th.9 twelfth grade students.
10. The boys made a significantly larger number of responses for
"most difficult" problems than did the girls of the two grades.
11. The eighth grade students indicated more than three times
the number of responses on problems "with desire for counsel" than
the twelfth grade students.
12. The boys indicated almost twice as many responses for prob
lems "with desire for counsel" as did the girls of the two grades.
13. On ell areas of the cheek-list there wias evidence that as
youth grow older that there is a decrease in the number of problems
of which they are consciou£_, or if th9y are conscious of them, the
youth do not consideT~ttem as being important enough to identify
as "troublesome".
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14. As youth grow older there is a marked decrease In the number
of "most difficult" problems and the problems "with which they
desired counsel". Could it be that as the youth grow older that
somehow or other they gradually develop more stability End inde
pendence in meeting their life-situations?
15, The major problem-areas of the subjects of this study were;
Finances, Li-wins; Conditions and Employment; Adjustment to School
Work; Personal-Psychological Relationsj Courtship, Sex, and Marriage;
Health end Physical Development, and Social and Recreational Activi
ties In the order named.
Implications.-- The analysis and interpretation of the data of this
study would appear to warrant the following implications for the educa
tional program of the Lancaster Training Schools
1. These adolescents need the directive experiences that will
develop their power of discrimination among social values in
herent in their lives; for In numerous instances their responses
did not reveal any fine sense of the differences in social
values in terms of the absolute difficulty of their problems,
and the consequent need for counseling assistance in the solu
tion of those problems.
2. There is an apparent need for a thorough-going Advisory Service
to meet the needs of tha students of the Lancaster Training
High School.
3. There is, also, an apparent and pressing need for an adequate
Guidance Program in the Lancaster Training High School which
would offer not only counseling service in regard to personal
problems but, also, a full counseling service in regard to the
vocational choices of the students as well as a very definite
assistance in assisting the students to arrange their course of
study to meet their individual needs and Interests.
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4. Thar8 is, also, an apparent need for a full evaluation of the
curriculum offerings of the Lancaster Training High School
which would look towards such modifications of the curricular
and extra-curricular offerings of the schools that would more
adequately meat the needs and interests as wall as the abili
ties of the youth which it serves.
Re commend ati ons.— It is believed that a careful interpretation
of the data of this study warrants the recommendations as follows!
1. The Lancaster Training; High School, Lancaster, South Carolina,
might well consider the inauguration of a comprehensive Guid
ance Program which would offer such full services ass
(a) Counseling service in regard to the personal problems
of tine students.
(b) Counseling service in regard to courses of study or
curricula to be pursued by individual students in
terms of their abilities, needs, and interests.
(c) Counseling service in regard to occupational oppor
tunities and placement.
2. The establishment of a Parent-Teacher-Pupil Clinio or Council
where parents, teachers and students concerned with the common
problems of adolescents in general, and the specific problems
of individual youth.
3. Further studies of the type of this study should be carried
out in many Negro High schools in this region in order to
determine the following factss
(a) The "true" situation as to the "problems" of adolescents
of the Negro race because of its segregated pattern of
life.
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(b) The "true" situation as to the "problems" of adolescents
which is characteristic of any school or community area.
(c) To determine the extent to which, if any, that the problems
of Negro adolescents and white adolescents are different.
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